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ABSTRACT
This transdisciplinary dissertation explores the connections between material
conditions, human engagements, and the social, economic, and ecological contexts in which
they exist. It investigates imaginations of a better food system, projects people have already
undertaken, and what happens when their visions meet reality.
Chapter 1 weaves together diverse literature: a justification for action-oriented
research and a blending of ecofeminist scholarship, agroecology and sustainable agriculture,
ecological economics, systems theory and food systems scholarship, and sensory studies.
These disciplines tie together through notions of embeddedness, embodiment, and the
context for action, which all translate to the dissertation’s methodological approach of mixed
qualitative case study methods.
Chapter 2 is a case study of Essex Farm, a full-diet, community-supportedagriculture farm in rural New York. It examines the complexity of pursuing multiple forms
of “sustainability” in diversified farming, including the precarious reliance on shifting social
relationships, conflicts between environmental stewardship and financial survival, ongoing
negotiations of agricultural sustainability, and the spiritual role that the farm plays in farmers’
and members’ lives.
Chapter 3 is a case study of Smag for Livet (Taste for Life), a taste-based education
and research center in Denmark. It situates the project’s work within a larger Danish setting
of social welfare, modern identity, gastronomic movements, and food education. The
chapter uncovers tensions in conducing interdisciplinary research and communication with a
goal of non-normativity and in the interplay between aesthetic representations, class divides,
and democratic ideals.
Chapter 4 blends insights from both cases to reveal an internationally-shared
aesthetic of regional food focused on pleasure, ecological integrity, holistic health from the
individual to the global, connection to landscape and way of life, and evangelization of such
values.
The dissertation concludes by relating these insights to wider efforts at envisioning
and conducting values-based projects aimed at a better, future food system.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
How do we imagine a better world?
This is, arguably, a fundamental question of our time, perhaps of any time. It can be
interpreted two ways. What do we imagine a better world would be like—what components
would make it preferable to our current reality? And, equally, how do we go about imagining
something that does not exist, stretching our imaginations past what appears immediately
possible?
Those of us in science, particularly the applied sciences, spend a lot of time thinking
about problems, grasping for solutions. Our society has been shocked out of its illusion of
progress and wellness and into an increasing awareness of what critical scholars, advocates,
and disenfranchised communities have known for a long time: that the very structures of
society and economy are eating away at any long-term sustainability in human civilization.
“Precarity,” writes Anna Tsing (2015), “once seemed the fate of the less fortunate. Now it
seems that all our lives are precarious…now many of us, north and south, confront the
condition of trouble without end” (p. 2). This reality has become even more apparent in the
wake of the coronavirus pandemic and its exposure of our economic and social fragility.
The logic of accumulation, domination, and separation from nature that underlies
Western society exploits humans, other species, and ecosystems alike.1 The results comprise

See, for example, Reinventing Eden: The Fate of Nature in Western Culture (Merchant, 2003) and Feminism and
Ecology: An Introduction (Mellor, 1997a). I will review ecofeminist and ecological economics scholarship on this
point later in this chapter.
1

I use footnotes throughout to note relevant points from the literature that would interrupt narrative flow if
included in the main body of text.
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the rationale for any environmental or sociology paper. Changing climate, breached planetary
boundaries, rising sea levels, peak oil, weather intensification, starvation, mass displacement,
dispossession, pollution, and on and on. “One of the penalties of an ecological education,”
Aldo Leopold wrote nearly a century ago, “is that one lives in a world of wounds” (Leopold,
1993, p. 67). These days, my professor Peter G. Brown amended, we live in a world of
hemorrhage.
Ecological awareness does not by itself solve anything. We still have to figure out
how to make a living, how to get ourselves to work, how to eat, and how to protect our
children. Those of us who are so inclined, and so lucky, also want to figure out how we can
do these things in a way that does not imperil all life on Earth. The trouble is, all major
problems we face—in energy, environment, climate, food security, and economics—can
only be fully understood when seen as interconnected and interdependent (Capra & Luisi,
2016, p. 362). We see reformist remedies fail time and again because they do not root out
the underlying worldview. Tackling these huge problems together is an impossible task, but
as Murray Bookchin (1978) once argued, the impossible is the only rational course we can
take, because any others will result in the unthinkable.
Where to start, then, when everything is connected and systemic? Where to begin
when systems theory tell us that the most effective leverage points for changing a system are
the goals of the system and the very paradigm in which it operates (Meadows, 1997)? For
each scholar or activist, the answer will be different. For me, the answer is: start with food.
Start with that immediate, visceral locus between human and environment, the place where
the boundaries of our bodies are so clearly permeable, in constant physical dialogue with the

2

world around us. Start with that fundamental relationship. Start where people are already
trying to change the world through the way we grow, share, and eat.
This dissertation explores the connections between material conditions, human
engagements, and the social, economic, and ecological contexts in which they exist. It
investigates imaginations of a better food system, projects people have already undertaken,
and what happens when their vision meets reality. What follows in this introduction is a
theoretical weaving of aligned, food-related scholarship as a framework for the subsequent
empirical work. The weaving includes a justification for action-oriented research and a
blending of literature on feminist studies and ecofeminism, agroecology and sustainable
agriculture, ecological economics, systems theory and food systems scholarship, sensory
studies, and geography. These disciplines tie together through notions of embeddedness,
embodiment, and the context for action, which all translate to the dissertation’s
methodological approach. The next chapters lay out two case studies that explore food,
human engagements, and on-the-ground solutions: one a CSA farm in New York, the other
a center in Denmark that promotes research and education in personal taste. Each case
continues this introduction’s preoccupations but will incorporate literature particular to its
topic. Following the case studies is a synthesis of shared themes and goals, and then a
conclusion on orienting current food systems research and action toward possible, better
futures.

Food’s Connective Power
Food is a natural place for reimaging human-natural systems. It is an obvious,
tangible, constant connection between humans and the rest of nature. It is both emblematic
3

of, and a material contributor to, distressed environmental and social relations.2 When we try
to pick out anything by itself, John Muir (2003) wrote, we find it hitched to everything else in
the universe. On a slightly smaller scale, if we try to pick out anything about food, we find it
hitched to everything else in the world. It represents many things in the human experience; it
is both material and abstract, biological and cultural, ephemeral and ongoing, scholarly and
domestic, theoretical and quotidian. It also possesses enormous possibility for reform, as
seen in recent efforts to re-embed food systems in ecosystems and cultural practice.3
Because it touches so many arenas of human and non-human life, we must examine
the connections to see the whole picture; food’s multi-faceted and interconnected nature
requires us to see it through more than one discipline at once. Its environmental
entanglement, cultural primacy, and biological imperative mean that we must study it in
terms of the systems in which it operates. As a body of study, food systems is “first and
foremost focused on the multiple and varied implications of the interactions between human

There is a huge corpus of literature on how food, particularly agricultural production methods and food
waste, negatively affects the environment. For instance, a systematic review of contributions to climate change
found that food is one of the largest contributors and, therefore, one of the ripest places for change (Hawken,
2017). Although estimates differ, many agree that agriculture contributes between 20 and 30 percent of all
greenhouse gas emissions (e.g. Vermeulen et al., 2012). Agriculture causes many other environmental harms as
well, including soil degradation, water pollution, and decreased biodiversity, among others (Cleveland, 2017).
Additionally, the effects of climate are both disproportionate in cause and effect: rich countries emit much
more while poorer countries feel much greater climate effects, on average (Kreft et al., 2015; Piketty & Chancel,
2015). See Morgan (2019a) for a review of climate injustice and food choice. Thus, food is a place of relational
crisis, both in terms of human relationship to the environment and also with each other.
2

Recent efforts are especially notable in agroecology, food sovereignty, and regenerative agriculture research
and action. Agroecology, a science, movement, and practice (Wezel et al., 2009), both studies and advocates the
application of ecological concepts and principles to food production, for better environmental and health
outcomes (Overview | Agroecology Knowledge Hub, 2019). The field of food sovereignty, intricately connected to
agroecology, asserts “right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced through ecologically
sound and sustainable methods, and their right to define their own food and agriculture systems” (Via
Campesina, 2007). More recently, the buzzword of “regenerative agriculture” has reached mainstream
conversation in the United States (e.g. Feldman et al., n.d.; Regenerative Agriculture--Drawdown Solutions, 2017;
Velasquez-Manoff, n.d.). For a review of how agroecology and food sovereignty’s struggles and opportunities
to more fully embed practices in local culture and practice, see Morgan & Trubek (2020).
3
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society and the food we eat” (Wiltshire, 2019, p. 3). It involves interaction between human
and biophysical environments, including many activities (from production through
consumption) and many outcomes (from food security to environmental effects to social
welfare) (Ericksen, 2008). Outcomes range in scale from individual wellbeing to the human
breaching of planetary natural resources boundaries (Ingram, 2011); even on the small scale,
food activities are linked to global challenges. Primary areas of concern often identified in
food systems—all complex and multidisciplinary in their own right—are the economic,
social, and environmental, also known as the “three pillars of sustainability” (Allen & Sachs,
1991; Van Cauwenbergh et al., 2007). Rather than considering these in three silos, these
aspects will be considered as intertwined in this dissertation, as all three are critical for a
functioning, fair food system.
Food’s connective power means that understanding it is not only about systems’
manifestations, but about the values and relationships driving those systems. As Tsing (2015)
writes in her treatment of foodways and capital accumulation, the global history of wealth
concentration has been a history of alienation, of both people and things. “Alienation
obviates living-space entanglement” in which we all exist (p. 5). Yet, if you look closely, food
contradicts such alienation. Some of us may be able to distance ourselves from how food is
produced, distributed, but at the supply chain’s end, we arrive at the most intimate moment
of connection: we absorb that alienated thing into our own bodies, and remake ourselves
with its matter (Alaimo, 2017). Even scalable, capitalist modes of production cannot fully
erase living-space entanglement.4 This dissertation will explore, among other things, patterns

For example, even highly automated, conventional dairy farms rely on human care work for cows to survive
and produce milk (Overstreet, 2018). In this case, capitalism relies on, rather than erases, connections between
people, other species, and the places they produce food.
4
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of connection and reconnection. Whether people are trying to reconnect through food or to
food is an open question—but narratives of separation and connection weave throughout
my empirical data and literature that underlies its analysis.

Connections Across Disciplines
“The right boundary for thinking about a problem rarely coincides with the boundary of an
academic discipline” (Meadows, 2008, p. 98).
The Anthropocene era5 of human-dominated earth systems requires particular ways
of thinking: economically heterodox, transdisciplinary ontologies and methodologies, ways
of seeing both the problems and potential alternatives (Crownshaw et al., 2018). The same
applies food research in this era. As a research object, food does not sit easily within
academic silos. Agriculture, for example, has traditionally “strongly focused on disciplineoriented, natural-science based approaches…with success measured by short-term
neoclassical evaluation,” which do not account for environmental, social, or unequal
economic impacts (Francis et al., 2008). Food disciplines “from anthropology to zoonosis”
remain relatively siloed in different parts of the food chain (“From Silos to Systems,” 2020).
Food systems study, on the other hand, is by nature transdisciplinary: a crossboundaries attempt at holism, informed by systems theory. Systems thought leader Donella
Meadows (2008) exhorts systems thinkers to “defy the discipline” and “follow a system
wherever it leads,” regardless of traditional disciplinary lines (p. 183). In food, from seed to

Increasingly popular in usage, this refers to a new global epoch in which human impacts are so great that they
are observable in the geologic record, as well in other biosystems. Geographers are not unified on the adoption
of this categorization (Castree, 2017).
5
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waste, that system leads from ecology and its subdisciplines through agronomy, technology
and physics of distribution, economics, labor, food culture, food regulation and policy,
geographic context, health and nutrition, gastronomy, social practices, nutrient cycling, and
biosciences from climate to waterways—to name just a few. Transdisciplinary research can
offer a better understanding of these kinds of complex contexts in socioecological systems
than traditional academic silos (Knierim & Callenius, 2018). It is conducted explicitly to
solve complex, multi-dimensional problems that involve the interaction between social and
natural systems (Wickson et al., 2006; Knierim & Callenius, 2018). It is distinct from
multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary research, which are organized around themes or around
groups of people (Wickson et al., 2006)—transdisciplinary research is instead an integration,
not merely a collection, of several disciplines all brought to bear on the same subject (Francis
et al., 2008; Méndez et al., 2017). A wide diversity of recent food-and landscape-related
studies take a transdisciplinary approach and defend it as critical for understanding their
subjects’ complexity.6 This dissertation follows these new pathways of inquiry.
Some have argued that the fusing of disciplines should not be a free-for-all
methodological pluralism, however, but a reasoned and intentional selection of
complementary epistemologies and methodologies—complementary in that they share an

As a purely random selection of this kind of research from the University of Vermont, ecological economists
and agroecologists Farley and others (2011) argue that a “truly” green revolution in agriculture requires
transdisciplinary science to promote ecosystem services in agriculture while minimizing inputs. Anthropologist
Mares (2017) advocates strongly for a community-based, mixed-methods, transdisciplinary approach, and here
applies it local food access and understanding the links between food security and culture. Agroecologists
Méndez and others (2017) promote the integration of different knowledge systems in agroecology, to illuminate
solutions in the current food system. Morse and others (2014), bring a geography lens to bear on agroecological
and natural resource qualitative data, thereby illuminating the reasons for place-based landscape practices.
Trubek and others (2017) work across cultural anthropology, food science, and culinary education to
understand and influence individual food actions that play out within social and economic structures. These are
just a few of myriad examples of how current scholars are working across disciplines for holistic
understandings of food, from economics to agriculture to landscape interaction to daily food preparation.
6
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overarching ontology and are not in foundational conflict (Spash, 2012). Complementarity is
necessary for new transdisciplinary fields to conduct good science outside the established
processes of a particular tradition. It is also, I believe, the only way transdisciplinary
researchers will convince traditionalists that the knowledge we generate is legitimate and
enduring. While there is certainly an argument for collaborating across non-aligned
disciplines, developing rigorous food systems methods involves connecting knowledge bases
that are compatible enough for coherent results. The epistemologies and associated
methodologies of this dissertation all take seriously the physical laws of nature (Spash, 2012)
while also recognizing that knowledge is situated in persons and places (Haraway, 1988) and
that people’s experiences of the world are an important part of what we can know, in line
with a lineage of feminist thought that exists in a space between realism and relativism
(Koggel, 2007). In the context of my empirical work, the balance between these stances
arises in a number of ways, including the complexities between different measures of
environmental impact when considering “sustainability” in agriculture; or recognizing that
people’s food and diet choices are socially meaningful, involving but not reducible to
discrete measurements of nutrient intake or carbon emissions. It also means incorporating
non-academic knowledge as legitimate and meaningful.
Such a multi-faceted perspective shows up in various inter- and transdisciplinary
fields, including ecological economics, agroecology, food agency theory, and systems theory.
I draw upon all of these—along with anthropology, geography, sensory studies, sociology,
and philosophy—as complementary ways of understanding agriculture, the food economy,
embodied experiences, the relationships between them, and the larger systems within which
they exist. One way of framing this approach is “ecological thinking,” put forth by feminist
8

theorist Lorraine Code (2006) as a response to the reductionist, atomistic, Cartesian
tendencies that dominate much of science (Merchant, 2003; Plumwood, 2003). The features
of this approach are the intertwining of epistemological, moral, and political research
implications; use of multiple disciplines; knowledge as provisional, dynamic, and changing;
possibilities and limitations arising from context; “responsible knowing” as a product of
engagement with the world and with critical reflexivity; and the upholding of material and
embodied realities (Koggel, 2007, p. 180). “Ecological thinking, then, can be said to have
promise for capturing the complexity of a world that reflects the continued effects of
histories of oppression, colonialism, and imperialism and the ways in which global factors
are increasingly shaping and reshaping people’s lives, communities, ecosystems, and the
world as a whole” (p. 179). This way of thinking is imperative, and also a tall order for a
scientist who needs to draw a boundary around a research subject. This dissertation is
organized to follow such an approach, laying out the epistemological and moral biases in this
introduction, relying on transdisciplinary theory and methodology, integrating sensory data
and lived experience, and interweaving context and results rather than dividing “findings”
into separable articles. Later, I discuss methodological approaches to grounding such an
encompassing view in practicable empiricism.

Sensory and Change-Oriented Research
A world in crisis and transition will, of course, affect academia along with everything
else. According to Michael Burawoy (2009), working from Karl Polanyi, the world is in
third-wave countermovement to privatization; a global reaction against the commodification

9

of nature, land, and natural resources.7 Living in such a countermovement changes the role
of the academic. The trend toward research intended to make an impact is happening in
various social science fields, both theoretically and methodologically (Pink, 2015).
Intellectuals, Burawoy argues, “have an analytical task, diagnosing what is possible, but they
also have an ideological function, galvanizing the critical imagination—simultaneously
diagnosing the limits of capitalism and sustaining the idea that another world is possible" (p.
266). In other words, it is not enough or even accurate to pretend research is value-neutral—
and if it is not, scholars have the responsibility to choose their subjects to reflect both reality
and what could yet come into being. Because of our own inherent subjectivity, interpreting
the world is ultimately inseparable from changing it (Shotwell, 2016). I therefore rely
intentionally upon scholars interested, explicitly or implicitly, in diagnosing and changing
problems in the food system related to “white supremacist, colonial-imperialist, heteropatriarchal capitalism” and problems in the Anthropocene (Khasnabish, 2019, p. 6).
Awareness of human-generated crises in ecological and social justice has arisen
alongside what has been called the “sensory turn” in ethnographic scholarship, in which
scholars pay greater attention to what can be learned from the human senses. This “turn,”
detailed below, is part of a wider shift in how academics understand the world and how we
might intervene in its workings, through design, education, policy, education, or activism
(Pink, 2015, p. xii). Paying attention to these future possibilities, as they play out in daily

The process by which nature and “natural resources,” itself a contested categorization because of its
anthropocentric framing (Brown, 2004), become exchangeable, both in terms of trading private property, and
in terms of being indistinguishable from each other. The counterpoint to this is that nature and place are highly
specific, not under the pure domain of humans, and valuable in their own right far beyond market mechanisms.
For an overview of how (Western) humans developed this idea of nature, see A History of the World in Seven
Cheap Things: A Guide to Capitalism, Nature, and the Future of the Planet (Patel & Moore, 2017). A “classic example”
of the commodification of household activity is food (Wright, 2010).
7
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efforts, is what some have termed “ethnographies of the possible” (p. 47), inherently linked
to change-based research.
Huge research gaps remain. Although the idea that we need to radically transform
human systems is becoming more widely acknowledged, it does not necessarily come with
the knowledge about how to get from here to there (Gobby, 2019), or even where there is.
What, exactly, are we working toward? Meanwhile, the world continues to change on its
own. In a world of constant change, the question might not be how to create change, but
how to shape it (Gobby, 2019), through deep knowledge of what is being attempted and
how successful it is.
Thus, research on “the possible” has explicit links to activism. While the
methodology must remain nuanced and impartial, the choice of theory and of the subject
itself is a choice in what matters.8 Research can make visible and valid the imaginations
already at work. This, in turn, may stimulate such visions, and make them more feasible.
“…the imagination, especially when collective, can become the fuel for action” (Appadurai,
1996, p. 7). This work lies in the epistemologically tricky, sometimes controversial space
between science and action. I seek knowledge not only for its own sake but also as an answer
to my “disorientation and distress [negotiating] life in human-damaged environments”
(Tsing, 2015, p. 131).

This is, arguably, the basis of ecological economics, a field that seeks to describe the actual structures and
effects of the economy, based in physical laws. The impetus behind re-theorizing the economy was the
recognition of, and alarm over, damaged social and environmental realities, necessitating a backlash against
prevailing academic work on economics. Some of the field’s intellectuals openly identify both as academics and
activists (Brewer et al., 2017).
8
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Embedded, Embodied, Emplaced
“We don't start with data, we start with theory. Without theory we are blind—we cannot see
the world. Theory is the necessary lens that we bring to our relationship to the world and
thereby to make sense of its infinite manifold” (Burawoy, 2009, p. 13).
In line with a transdisciplinary systems approach, in line with ecological thinking, this
dissertation is at its core informed by a theory of human embeddedness in the broader
world. It is also framed by the normative ideas that sustainability and justice are important in
their own right and critical to the thriving and survival not only of humans but of the rest of
nature. Again, this framework is informed by theories from various complementary
disciplines, which are necessary for understanding food in all its complexity—as a system, a
material object, a cultural phenomenon, and a personal and universal experience.
The term embeddedness originated in social theory with Karl Polanyi (2001) to describe
how the market economy functions within, not independent from, the larger social world. It
has since been used more generally as a way to understand the context of various social
phenomena (Schmidt, n.d.). I primarily follow categorizations from ecofeminism and cultural
anthropology, which argue that human activity takes place within broad environmental and
social contexts and must be understood as such. In ecofeminism, embeddedness goes
beyond “shallow ecology”9 to say that humans not only rely on the physical environment,
but are interconnected and interdependent with the natural world (Mellor, 1997, p. 1). The
fact of immanence—that humans live embodied lives, embedded in physical worlds—has
serious implications for understanding food as both a relational and physical object. As
ecofeminist scholar Mary Mellor (1997) writes:

9

The implication that ecological function is only important insofar as it relates to human interests.
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Awareness of immanence makes the concrete relations of any product virtually
infinite. Who grew/extracted the raw materials? Who made the components? Who
made the transport that brought it here? Who drove it? What energy was involved?
How do all those people live? What do they consume to support their work? What
emissions or elements will the object and the processes that created it break down
into? Where will they go and with what effects? ... the life history of a product
destroys the neoliberal notion of the independent consumer and the autonomy of
economics processes. (p. 195)
As a field, ecofeminism argues that the logic of domination and accumulation that capitalism
applies to natural resources is mirrored in its treatment of women, people of color, and other
exploited groups; therefore, true sustainability can only be achieved by reconfiguring our
cultural and economic relationships both to the environment and to human citizens.10 While
it has been justifiably critiqued at times for being overly White in its approach and
authorship, ecofeminism is, and should be, intersectional (Kings, 2017); it recognizes
domination to be spread across identities including gender, sexual orientation, class, and
color (Mellor, 1997a). Some feminist activists work directly with, or in unaffiliated concert
with, ecofeminist principles (see, e.g., Shiva, 1988, an original promoter of ecofeminism).
Ament (2020), writing in the tradition of ecofeminism and ecological economics, argues that
an ontology of social and environmental embeddedness comprehends that “an objective

The field largely paused in the late 90s, after several decades of theoretical writing, so I therefore rely on
older, foundational writings from Mary Mellor, Donna Haraway, and Carolyn Merchant. I also draw two more
recent ecofeminism scholars, Stacey Alaimo and Dayna Scott, as well as similarly-minded scholars from other
fields, like Alexis Shotwell. Young scholars, especially in ecological economics and environmental justice, are
increasingly returning to older ecofeminist texts to elucidate contemporary issues. See, for example, Ament
(2020), Ruder & Sanniti (2019), and Abatemarco (2018).
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biophysical reality exists independent of humans, ecological and social processes are
interconnected and co-evolutionary, and facts about social and environmental reality are
inseparable from values” (p. 171). We are products of the social and environmental contexts
in which we operate, affecting and affected by them.
Embeddedness underlies other relevant fields, directly applicable to food systems.
Ecological economics, for example, argues for understanding the economy as nested within
the biosphere, taking in materials and expelling waste (Daly, 1992), subject to the realities of
resource flows and of physical laws (Georgescu-Roegen, 1975). The current ecological crises
of agriculture occurred because agricultural and economic systems do not allow for the
physical realities of ecosystem functioning (Farley et al., 2011). In agroecology literature,
agriculture is understood as embedded in ecosystems (agro-ecology) and in broader social
systems, integrating ecology, society, and economics (Simón Reardon & Pérez, 2010).
As Mellor makes clear with her comments on immanence, notions of embeddedness
lead to notions of embodiment, connecting human-natural relationships across scales. As a
term, embodiment has a complex lineage throughout social sciences, including anthropology,
cultural studies, philosophy, and sociology. In anthropology especially, it refers to the
“porous, visceral, felt, enlivened bodily experiences, in and with inhabited worlds” (Harris,
2016, para. 1).11 As with feminist critiques of Enlightenment science, embodiment inherently
rejects mind-body dualism, instead integrating different methods of cognition in the world

There are many ways in which embodiment shows up in anthropological literature itself, let alone in other
disciplines. Broad themes of embodiment in anthropology include aesthetics, autoethnography, bioethics,
biopower and politics, social/material/spiritual aspects of embodiment, gender, kinship, race, economics,
cultural/national identity, and sensory studies, including taste (Mascia-Lees, 2011). Aesthetics, autoethnography
(what can be learned by personal embodied experience), social/cultural aspects of embodiment, taste, and
sensory studies are especially relevant to empirical work herein. A review of relevant sensory studies literature
follows in this chapter; a review of the others appears in later empirical chapters.
11
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(Lock, 1993). I follow a scholarship on embodiment primarily from anthropology and
feminist studies. Embodied epistemology has been called “knowledge-in-action that is the
basis of social practice and world making” (Wolputte, 2004, p. 258); this is my strategy for
linking broad domains of inquiry and ensuring that they are ontologically compatible.
The notion of transcorporeality connects across scales, the larger context and the bodily
experience, which I discuss further below. Transcorporeality is the “time-space where
human corporeality is inseparable from ‘nature’ or ‘environment’” (Alaimo, 2017). Contrary
to the idea that we exist as separable, individual containers, humans are bodies through
which matter moves, exchanging and interconnecting with the more-than-human-nature
(Alaimo, 2017). Eating is one of the most obvious of these exchanges of matter into and
through bodies, although there are many others. Although we use linguistic and conceptual
boundaries between human and other-than-human existence, there is no magic wall between
humans and the rest of nature (Brevik & Barbieri, 2019; Ament, 2019). We are in, and of, the
greater world.
One of the most direct, tangible ways of reconnecting to the realities of food is
through our human senses. An embedded, embodied understanding of ourselves—as in and
of the biosphere, as beings with breachable boundaries—changes one’s perception not only
of what to study, but how. Three decades ago, Donna Haraway (1988) called for a “feminist
objectivity” in science. This was, she claimed, the recognition that all knowledge is situated
in a particular place and is partial, because humans are not all-seeing. One could call this
“science from some body.” Other scholars have since called for generating knowledge,
rigorously, from our selves. Feminist legal scholar Dayna Scott (2016), for instance,
collaborates with citizen scientists on polluted indigenous land reserves in Canada. There,
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where the government and industry do not collect adequate data about ongoing chemical
contamination, residents use their own bodies to generate knowledge about their
environment, monitoring pollution through their physical senses. Scott explores this bodyplace dialogue through “paying attention to and with” the body (p. 277, emphasis original).12
In studying the margins of global capitalist food chains, Anna Tsing (2015) contemplates
that it “is time to reimbue our economy with the arts of noticing” (p. 132), in an
anthropological sense—to make again personal and immediate what has become distant and
homogenous, and consider that process of knowing to be legitimate.
To this end, as mentioned above, social sciences and humanities in recent decades
have undergone a “sensual revolution,” necessary for a full understanding of cultural and
experience (Howes, 2005b), both fundamental aspects of the study of food. Sensory
ethnography in particular has been used across disciplines, both scholarly and applied (Pink,
2015). Such new efforts undermine historical Western hierarchies of senses, starting with
Aristotle and Plato and continuing through Enlightenment Europe, which posit sight and
hearing as “higher” senses, associated with rational thought because of their distance from
perceived phenomena; and smell, taste, and touch as “lower,” associated with women,
workers, and non-Westerners, in part because of the immediacy and more “animal” nature
of these senses (Howes, 2005; Mazzio, 2005).13 These are, of course, the senses most directly
related to the sensations of eating food. This philosophical tradition actively advocates a

While in some theoretical treatments, “the body” is distinct from “embodiment,” I have found that many
people writing about embodiment use the two terms almost interchangeably, or at least in reference to each
other (e.g. Lock, 1993). Bodies, anthropologists have argued, are “a matter of meaning, experience and
identity” (Mol, 2011, p. 467). I therefore refer to the body in this writing in terms of processes and experiences
of embodiment, rather than as a physical object of study itself.
13 The “five senses” are a Western cultural and philosophical categorization, not a universal one, as various
anthropological studies have revealed (see, e.g., Geurts, 2005; Classen, 2005a).
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separation of human from the world and puts more trust in the senses understood to be
distancing and abstracting. Medieval, Renaissance, and Enlightenment thought, including
Kant, continued this trend, establishing “a subjectivity separated from nature, protected by
mediation, and propelled by a desire born out of the very estranged relation thus created”
(Stewart, 2005, p. 62). The historical suppression of sensory powers in Europe corresponded
with patriarchal science’s oppression of women, “witches,” and domestic and healing
knowledges (Classen, 2005b)—like ecofeminism, linking patriarchy with the suppression of
other ways of being and knowing.
Scientists now, however, may engage with all senses as ways of knowing through the
body, with the recognition that the senses mediate “between self and society, mind and
body, idea and object” (Bull et al., 2006, p. 5). A sensory approach to science blends the
different theoretical traditions that this dissertation draws upon. Using the senses to generate
knowledge rejects the classical mind-body dualism critiqued by ecofeminism, by recognizing
that the mind is itself embodied (Bull et al., 2006). In Marxism—like ecological economics, a
heterodox economic theory—cultivating the senses is a way to recover power over the body
from the economic alienation of capitalism (Stewart, 2005). Understanding place, in
particular, is a multisensory endeavor, involving not only sight but all the senses (Bunkše,
2007; Feld, 2005). According to some sensory scholars, an extension of embodiment is
emplacement, which “suggests the sensuous interrelationship of body-mind-environment”
(Howes 2005a, p. 7). Even the question of sustainability may rely on human sense, for it is
through our senses, directly or indirectly, that we track environmental damage (Scott, 2016).
Human meaning exists “in the contingencies of the body itself, and with its environment”
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(Connor, 2005, p. 230); embodiment can be understood as the biological process of relating
to the environment (Pink, 2015).
The sensory turn in science shifts not only what we can imagine, but how we might
intervene in the world. As sensory anthropologist David Howes (2005b) argues, social
revolutions are sensory revolutions. Put another way, “the way a society senses is the way it
understands” (Classen, 2005a, p. 161). It is possible that changing the world, and especially
the food system, cannot be accomplished without the integration of human sensation—how
we connect to that wider world.

Reconnecting Across Scales
“I am arguing for the view from a body, always a complex, contradictory, structuring, and
structured body, versus the view from above, from nowhere, from simplicity…the goal is
better accounts of the world, that is, ‘science’” (Haraway, 1988, pp. 589-90).
“…knowledge is not only specific to or within practices because it is also attached to
broader discourses and as such situates practices….our emplacement and direct relationship
with a sensory, material and social environment is necessarily made meaningful in
relationship with the politics of space, including the wider (global) discourses and the power
relations that are also entangled in the ‘local’ places where ethnographers know their
practice” (Pink, 2015, p. 40).
Following ideas of human embodiment and embeddedness, this dissertation
attempts to reconnect across scales: the body and the system, in relational crisis, linked
through food. Often, when people write about “the food system,” they refer to the global or
national network that encompasses all food activities from seed production through
growing, harvesting, processing, distributing, selling, preparing, eating, and disposing of
food—and all the macro forces that influence those activities. Within larger systems,
however, are always smaller, nested, embedded systems (D. H. Meadows, 2008). A country’s
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entire agricultural system is one, as is the immediate food system of a surrounding
community, and the dining program of a local institution. Each system has its own goals,
dynamics, and specific contexts. And each exists within, and in reference to, the larger
system around it. This does not mean that a nested system always acts in perfect concert
with a larger one (D. H. Meadows, 2008). Sustainable agricultural projects, for instance, can
express multiple kinds of values, including relational values, while operating within a larger
economic system mostly driven by instrumental, market-based values (Jones & Tobin, 2018).
But neither do nested systems operate solely independent of the larger whole. To understand
any particular food system, or aspect of a food system, requires not only multiple disciplines;
it requires comprehending multiple scales, even while attending to one in particular.
Understanding what is at play, and what is at stake, connects everything from global
biophysical limits to food production and economic activity (e.g. Rockström et al., 2009;
Meadows et al., 2004; Raworth, 2017)14 to the rich, sensory relations of places including
landscapes (e.g. Ingold, 2009; Anderson, 2010; Bunkše, 2007; McGregor, 2009)15; to the

Rockström et. al lay out the “safe operating space” for humanity in terms of global use of natural resources.
Industrial agriculture is one of the largest contributors to breaching the boundaries of safe human operation. In
The Limits to Growth, Meadows et al. offer a 30-year update to their original, sensational argument that endless
economic growth on a finite planet is impossible because of biophysical limits. Raworth draws on these and
many other scholars in Doughnut Economics, which argues for a new economic approach that provides quality of
living for all humans—including enough food—without breaching planetary resource boundaries.
14

Anthropologist Tim Ingold argues “against space,” and instead for “place,” a more full and inhabited
definition, and holds that culture and science are not separate but together in a meshwork of practice;
generated in situations, not emptiness. Anderson discusses human emotional connection to landscape,
manifested through food choice, culture, and religion. Bunkše provides a wild sensory ride through the sensual
ways a person can inhabit and commune with landscapes, which are all experienced differently through human
feeling. Indigenous scholar Deborah McGregor breaks down White, Western assumptions of separateness
from environment and instead honors the relations that humans have with other species and places.
15
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immediate experience in a human body (e.g. Tsing, 2015; Scott, 2016; Carolan, 2008;
Emerson et al., 2011).16
The goal of maintaining connections across scales informs this dissertation’s
methodological approach. Conducting research requires a boundary around the research
object, even when the object is understood in context (Yin, 2013). Specific methodology and
methods will appear in the empirical chapters and involve mixed qualitative methods for
holistic case study. Several scholars inform the backdrop to choosing those methods. Born
and Purcell (2006) make a forceful argument that we cannot assume local food will generate
particular outcomes like sustainability or justice. They assert that because food systems are
highly contextual, they must always be studied in context. Their argument relates to the
“patchiness” of the Anthropocene era, as put forth by Tsing (2015), an idea that
acknowledges the universalizing forces of capitalism and climate change and the diverse ways
those forces affect different places. The Marxist sociologist Michael Burawoy (2009) tackles
multiscalar fidelity through the “extended case method,” which involves attending closely to
a bounded research case while recognizing and teasing out its connections to related
macroprocesses. Specific to systems, scales, and food, Bell and Bland (2007) put forth the
epistemological tool of “flickering.” This agroecological approach sees farms as “holons,” or
whole entities that cannot be understood outside of the “ecology of contexts” in which they
survive (p. 286). Flickering is the "trick to learn to continually switch back and forth between
Tsing’s The Mushroom at the End of the World: On the Possibility of Life in Capitalist Ruins traces the
anthropological, human-level effects of capitalism in one mushroom’s global food chain and shows the
possibilities and the precarities of (human and non-human) life in global economic margins. Scott demonstrates
how local indigenous ways of knowing, using sensory faculties, can become the legal monitoring processes for
industrial chemical pollution, a locus of human interaction with larger webs of economy and toxicity. Carolan
discusses the embodied aspects of knowing and posits human consciousness as situated in body and place.
Emerson et al., in their guide to ethnographic fieldnote methods, remind us to hold up participants’ meanings
as critical, legitimate aspects of scientific knowledge.
16
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the perspective of the part and the perspective of the whole" (p. 287). Differences in scale
can thus be somewhat rectified, and complexity and context can exist side-by-side with
bounded cases of deep inquiry.
To explore bounded cases, I rely heavily on scholarship from sensory studies (e.g.,
Howes, 2005; Korsmeyer, 2014) and sensory ethnography (especially Pink, 2015), which,
when applied methodologically, provide insight into the personal experiences of producing
and eating food—experiences essential to grounded, human realities within larger systems.
Within my empirical work, “flickering” involves a close attention to the cases at hand, and to
participants’ meanings and experiences (Emerson et al., 2011), while always attempting to
show how they relate to larger cultural patterns and ecological realities.
After the case studies, the integration of methods and disciplines will culminate in a
discussion of how current research can inform a developing future. The fields I draw upon,
especially ecological economics, agroecology, and ecofeminist studies, all acknowledge their
normative natures. They are explicitly driven by relational values, from social and
environmental justice in economics, to sustainability and sovereignty in agriculture, to
equality and care in human relations. They detail and theorize what is currently true about
the world, including how it falls short of what is needed. Systems theorist Donella Meadows
(1996), in a keynote address to the International Society for Ecological Economics, argued
passionately for spending time on vision: what is the world we want? Can we boldly own our
own deepest hopes? If we cannot answer these questions, we cannot chart a true path
forward. One vision she shared, for a hunger-free world, involved more than enough food; it
went deep into reimagining the underpinning culture, relationships, and the commitments of
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global society. Meadows said her visions arose best when she disengaged her “rational” mind
and instead imagined the sensations of a sustainable world.
Sarah Pink (2015) makes this exact point in her book on sensory ethnography:
“Futures, however they are defined, are nonetheless not simply cerebral imaginings, but
embodied and sensory ways of perceiving what is not known…We imagine not only with
our minds, but also with our bodies” (p. 192). Similarly, Alexis Shotwell, a Canadian
philosopher and author of the book Against Purity: Living Ethically in Compromised Times, writes
(2016) about “…reaching toward concrete possibilities—a warm horizon imbued with
possibility—prefiguratively practicing open normativities that might produce practices of
freedom we cannot predict” (p. 193).
Embodied imaginations and prefigured futures, at work in daily life: these are the
“aspirations” named in the dissertation’s title. At the core of this research is an assumption
that some people envision a different world, a different food system, even as they live in this
one; and that their visions manifest in real and complicated human and more-than-human
relationships. Erik Olin Wright, another Marxist sociologist, spent the later part of his career
on what he termed “real utopias.” These are projects that represent alternatives to current
institutions and that are desirable, viable, and achievable (Wright, 2007). There is an inherent
contradiction in the idea of a real utopia, which Wright says can be ameliorated by “accounts
of empirical cases that are neither gullible nor cynical, but try to fully recognize the
complexity and dilemmas as well as the real potentials of practical efforts at social
empowerment” (Wright, 2010, p. 151). The world changes two ways, through cumulative
and unintended consequences of status quo actions, or through cumulative conscious
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projects of social change (Wright, 2010). I am interested in the latter. This dissertation begins
with the projects and then speculates about possible accumulations.

Dissertation Arch
In order to maintain connections—between disciplines, between the present and
future, and across scales—this dissertation follows a long-form, narrative structure. The
approach allows different pieces of data and analysis to “talk” to one another (Creswell &
Plano Clark, 2007), emphasizing the complexity and occasional circularity of holistic study.
Chapter 2 is a case study of Essex Farm, a full-diet CSA in upstate New York. Chapter
Three is a case study of Smag for Livet, a taste-based research and education center in
Denmark. Both chapters include their own (connected) research questions and literature
reviews. Chapter Four is a synthesis of these two cases and, through integration, further
connects them to wider questions of what is desirable in a future food system. Chapter Five,
the conclusion, extends these findings into a discussion of how to imagine, pursue, and study
possible food futures. What does the embodied experience of food allow us to understand
about self, community, economy, place, and sustainability? The following work attempts to
find out.
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CHAPTER 2: PROBABLY THE HARDEST WAY TO FARM, EVER

Driving to the farm on my first day of fieldwork, I watched the sun come up in a
fury of pink and orange over Lake Champlain. My drive wound along the 125-milelong lake
that separates Vermont from New York state. I am used to watching the sun set over the
Adirondacks from Burlington, VT, but today the scene was flipped, and I watched my first
sunrise over the Green Mountains where I grew up. I pulled into the farm at 5:50 a.m., just a
few miles from the lake, off NY Route 22 in the town of Essex, in Essex County. The next
day, I described it in my fieldnotes: As the sunlight increased on the farm, dew glinted off the green.
Everything felt right and possible—and, apparently, a bit melodramatic.17
This dramatic place was Essex Farm, a 1,100-acre, full-diet community-supported
agriculture (CSA) farm in upstate New York, an hour or so from the Canadian border. In
being “full-diet,” the farm offers what almost no other farms in the country do (Massey,
2015): to feed its members entirely from its fields and a few local partners’. CSA members
pay a flat rate for a year’s share, and in return, they get unlimited food. The farm produces
beef, lamb, pork, chicken, eggs, up to 50 vegetable varieties, herbs, maple syrup, berries, and
apples (Our Farm, n.d.). It buys in locally grown and milled grains, so that members have
access to flours, oats, and cornmeal, as well as local beans and oils and farm-produced
animal fats. They partner with the local food hub, Hub on the Hill to produce value-added
products from excess products; some of these include sauerkraut, tortillas, pizza and biscuit
doughs, lard, carrot juice, and sausages. As of fall 2019, the farm had 102 member-families.

Where italicized blocks of text appear, they are direct quotes from my fieldnote memos. Amendments may
be added in brackets for clarity.
17
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Because the food is unlimited, everyone in a household is obligated to be signed up and paid
for. At the outset of this research, I was trying to understand whether such a farm could be a
model for sustainable, regional agriculture in the contemporary United States.

Forecasting
This chapter is a case study of Essex Farm and how it attempts to achieve multiple
forms of “sustainability” in one farm enterprise. Within the scope of this dissertation—
focused on aspirations for a better food system, how such aspirations become embodied
through practice, and their relation to larger systems—Essex Farm offers a compelling
model. CSA models are increasingly common in the United States, a mainstay of the
“alternative food” movement. The latest USDA reporting shows over 7,000 CSA operations
nationally (USDA National Agricultural Library, 2019), but only a handful across the country
offer a full-diet or “whole-diet” share (Massey, 2015). This farm is a possible example of
pushing the goals of the alternative food movement past what is normally accomplished.
The farm also offers a good case for exploring aspirational projects in the food
system from an embodied perspective, which I made the case for in Chapter 1. Eating and
farming are highly embodied acts, and Essex Farm proposes to do both in ways that are
better for the environment, the community, and for farmers themselves. The farm operates
with a vision of health, rotating up in scale from soil to planet: “Healthy soil, healthy plants,
healthy animals, healthy people, healthy planet” (Our Farm, n.d.), conceptually connecting
their own land practices and stewardship to the wider systems in which they exist, across
scales. They attempt to make change on their farm, in their community, and even in the
wider world through communicating about both the small and large scales of the food
25

system. In offering its share directly to members for a flat fee, it also flies in the face of
conventional, capitalist logic about the prices of food. In the CSA, people get grass-fed beef
and maple syrup (normally high-priced products) for the same price as root vegetables.
Products are the opposite of commodities, being highly specific in terms of place, people,
and sensory components. I was curious: is the full-diet model better somehow—is it the
future of sustainable agriculture? Does it support multiple kinds of sustainability—economic
and social as well as environmental (Van Cauwenbergh et al., 2007)?
This chapter begins with an overview of Essex Farm as an organization and then
background on the relevant political economic context of agriculture in the United States.
After the methods of inquiry, the analysis section elaborates on visions and tensions in
pursuits of multiple forms of sustainability. The overarching, emergent themes of analysis
center on the highly specific ways the farm operates as a unit; ongoing questions of how to
interpret what is a sustainable ecological practice in agriculture; how economic imperatives
on the farm complicate its social and environmental goals; and the roles of pleasure and
spirituality in pursuing lofty and personal aspirations in a context of wide homogenization
and depersonalization in the food system. Chapter 4 will further explore some of these
themes together with similar emergent themes from Chapter 3.

An Overview of Essex Farm
Kristin and Mark Kimball started Essex Farm in 2003. In broad strokes, their ideals
were to farm with minimal ecological harm, feed the local community, live a farming
lifestyle, and “break” the current food system’s logic and cash economy relationships. Such
aspirations are in line with “civic agriculture,” a particular framing of alternative agriculture
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that emphasizes citizenship through agriculture and the non-rational, cultural elements of
local food (DeLind, 2002; Delind, 2006). The county the Kimballs came to is small and
relatively poor—fewer than 40,000 residents, with a median household income of $55,000
(Essex County, NY, n.d.). They found the farm through personal connections and were
offered a free lease on a large, defunct farm far north of Pennsylvania and New York City,
where they were moving from. Situated in the foothills of the Adirondack mountains, it is
wildly beautiful. It is similar to where I grew up in rural Vermont, if more mountainous, and
can be a shock to a visitor from Chittenden or Addison Counties just across the lake in
Vermont, which seem wealthy, flat, populated, and tame by comparison.
Both the farm and Essex County have undergone changes in the intervening years.
In the farm’s seventh year, Kristin—a former journalist—wrote a best-selling memoir about
its origins called The Dirty Life. Its sequel, Good Husbandry, was published in fall 2019. The
first book’s ensuing fame has made the Kimballs sought-after speakers and has attracted
many workers to the farm. When the Kimballs arrived, they arrived in an agricultural
landscape that was effectively a food desert. Although the nearest large grocery store to
Essex town is still forty minutes away in Plattsburgh, the county now boasts over 12 small
farms produce a range of products, with a focus on draft horse labor, diversified agriculture,
pastured meats, and raw milk dairy (Hub on the Hill--Adirondacks, n.d.).
In the beginning, the Kimballs farmed primarily with horses; while the farm still
sometimes works the horses, they have acquired numerous tractors. The membership has
grown not only in numbers but in geography, as they now offer a door-to-door drop-off
CSA share in New York City. The growth in membership has come with growth in
workforce. They began with just the two of them; when I was on the farm, there were about
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25 regular employees, and Mark said that with volunteers and other researchers, probably 50
people were involved in running the farm. (Turnover is quite high—in the year of my
fieldwork, only about four employees stayed the same. This follows national trends in
agricultural turnover (Tran & Perloff, 2002).) Kristin was not a daily fixture on the farm in
2018, as she was finishing her second book and pitching two more.
Essex Farm’s CSA share runs on the calendar year. The farm plans out, sows, breeds,
raises, harvests, slaughters, cleans, and in some cases, packages all the plants and animals
mentioned above. They compost plants and animal manure and redistribute the soil on fields
that get rotated between different uses. Local members pick up food on Fridays. They arrive
to a whiteboard list of what is available. In an open pavilion, they can collect grains and
flours out of five-gallon buckets and wrapped cuts of meat from standalone freezers. In a
refrigerated trailer, blue plastic bins of various vegetables line the walls, ready to be heaped
into reusable bags. Another trailer houses eggs and dairy products, the latter of which are
packaged in glass Ball jars that get rinsed and returned to the farm for washing and repacking. Many of these products can also be purchased at the open-to-all farm store that
stands by the road and, like many farm stands in New England, runs on an honor system for
payment. New York City members have access to the same foods as locals. They fill out an
order form on Fridays, return it via email to the farm, the farm uses it to package familyspecific boxes that a driver takes to New Jersey and passes off to another driver who delivers
them directly to members’ apartment buildings around Manhattan and Brooklyn. Although
some members supplement their diets by going to the grocery store, they can technically eat
all of their calories—vegetables, grains, proteins, oils, maple sugar, and fruit—from the
farm’s share.
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This method of producing and eating food is nearly unheard of in contemporary
America. As Mark put it at a summer party for members, the farm has invited its members
to “make their lives more difficult” through “probably the hardest way to eat, ever” (44:9).18
This is because the majority of food members receive each week is unprocessed. Meat has
been butchered, vegetables have been washed, but with that exception and a few products,
members receive whole products that have to be transformed into edible dishes. This is not
a radical process; it is how humans have eaten for millennia. It is not, however, how most
Americans eat today, with 50 percent of people’s food expenditures are on meals prepared
outside the home (Trubek, 2017). Modern Western cooking generally now includes
“convenience” foods in different forms, including pre-processed ingredients (Jackson et al.,
2018). The closest things to convenience foods in an Essex Farm CSA share are pizza
dough, carrot juice, and sauerkraut. In other words, Essex Farm operates with a different
logic and different logistics than much of North American agriculture today.

The Political Economic Context for Aspirational Agriculture
The backdrop of this work is the United States food system, which is part of a wider
capitalist economic system. Capitalism is an economic system organized around the goals of
private accumulation. What this means practically is that most good and services are bought
and sold as commodities in a market; value is extracted, wealth accumulates, and the system
must continue to grow in order to function (Holt-Giménez, 2017). Unfortunately, such a
process is incompatible with sustaining healthy agrarian landscapes over the long term. The
This kind of numerical citation refers to a particular quotation in any data coded in my ATLAS.ti qualitative
coding software project and is included for data transparency and recall. If a number is not included, it is a
piece of un-coded data found through keyword search.
18
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push to maximize profits, and compete for survival with others trying to maximize profits,
results in unequal distributions of food (overabundance of food simultaneous with
widespread hunger), lack of nutrient cycling that is critical to agroecosystem function,
reliance on external and often polluting inputs like fertilizers, inhumane animal treatment
(because humane treatment is not “efficient” enough to compete), and unfair (extractive)
labor practices (Magdoff, 2015). Capitalism in the U.S. is particularly “neoliberal,” meaning
that it is marked by deregulation, with the idea that the “invisible hand” of the unfettered
market will eventually fix any “externalities” it causes. The neoliberal paradigm limits
government intervention that could mitigate social and environmental problems caused by
private enterprise. As mentioned in Chapter 1, modern-day capitalism is undergirded by
white supremacy, colonial imperialism, and hetero-patriarchy (Khasnabish, 2019). These
foundations might not always be visible, but they reveal themselves through the exploitation
of nature, women, people of color, and other folks who do not conform to the capitalist
ideal of the cis-gendered white male property owner (Mellor, 1997a). As just one foodrelated example, despite the promises of post-Civil War era reconstruction, 98 percent of all
Black farmers in America have been dispossessed of their farmland through technicalities in
deed of title laws (Newkirk, 2019).
There are many ways that this economic backdrop affects what people like the
Kimballs can do in pursuing alternative agricultural projects in the United States. I
summarize the main points below. In general, the context for small- and medium-sized
farming includes high levels of economic precarity, limited social safety nets, and a need to
compete with larger, subsidized industrial agriculture. Such realities make sustainable
agriculture imperative (if we want ecosystems to survive and continue to support food
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production), idealistically attractive (caring about things like food access, fair labor, and
environmental stewardship), and also, paradoxically, systematically unsupported and
undercut.

The Current State of Farming in the United States
Agriculture and rural landscapes have changed enormously in the last century. In the
early 20th century, the U.S. had many small, diversified farms; farming was labor-intensive;
and half of Americans lived in rural areas. Now, farming is concentrated in an everdecreasing number of large and specialized farms; technology has replaced much human
labor and increased farm productivity; and less than a quarter of Americans live in rural
areas. The majority of farms are still small, but the majority of production comes from large
farms (USDA ERS, 2020b). Large farms (over $1 million in annual sales) constitute four
percent of all farms but 66 percent of all sales (Koba, 2014). (Essex Farm is technically
“large” in terms of cash sales but is “medium” in terms of its acreage and is closer to “small”
in terms of its production practices.) Between the 2012 and 2017 agricultural census, farming
saw increased consolidation, economic concentration, fewer total farms, and less land being
farmed. On the other hand, the same time period saw increased number of beginner and
women farmers, organic farms, and local food sales (“2017 AG Census Reveals Some Bright
Spots Despite Increasing Consolidation,” 2019). In short, in terms of production, U.S.
farming is largely industrialized and consolidated, but in terms of total number of farms,
practices and demographics are somewhat more diverse.
The cost of land is part of the reason that farming continues to consolidate. In the
past decades, financial institutions have turned to investing in—that is, attempting to
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accumulate profit from—rural farmland. The price of farmland in the agrarian state of Iowa,
for instance, increased 1,600 percent between 1970 and 2016. The problem is exacerbated by
the fact that median farmer age is 55 and rising every year, and generational farming is
declining; more and more farmland is for sale and being bought by investors rather than
farmers (Keiffer, 2017). This means that it is very difficult for new farmers, especially ones
without independent access to capital, to purchase land.
The price of land and of infrastructure and equipment has resulted in high levels of
farm debt. Over half of farmers make negative income on their farm; recent statistics put this
at an average of -$1,553 per farm (Carlisle et al., 2019). Between 2013 and 2018, farmers saw
a 50 percent decrease in farm income (“What’s in the 2018 Farm Bill?,” 2018). A majority of
farmers earn off-farm income to survive, which is absolutely required for those operating
small farms (USDA ERS, 2020b), because crop prices are too low to make a living (Carlisle
et al., 2019). Nationally, farm debt reached $416 billion in 2019 (Semuels, 2019). Debt drives
some farmers out of business; for others, it captures them in a cycle of loans and interest
rates that makes it impossible to thrive (Farley et al., 2011). The pressures around debt, loss
of livelihood, and loss of farmer legacy have resulted in high rates of farmer suicide
(Semuels, 2019).

Policies Shaping U.S. Agriculture
These trends in agriculture stem from a web of laws and political priorities, including
those directly pertaining to farming as well as general U.S. social funding. Food policies tend
to protect only certain kinds of farmers and often do not protect workers. Over several
decades in the twentieth century, the Farm Bill, a multi-year omnibus law that covers a vast
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array of food- and agriculture-related sectors, changed its policies from ones of parity pricing
and pricing floors to more permissive rules that allowed large corporations to pressure
farmers into producing more for minimal payout (Carlisle et al., 2019). In general, the Farm
Bill subsidizes large farms and commodity crops, making it much harder for small and midsized operations to survive (“What’s in the 2018 Farm Bill?,” 2018). Commodity payouts and
subsidies excluded fruit and vegetable farming (and, by extension, diversified farming).
Global trade policies also put U.S. farmers in the way of fluctuating global markets (Carlisle
et al., 2019). Most family farmers agree that their precarious position is the result of
government policy (Semuels, 2019).
While the Farm Bill does not provide fair pricing conditions for farm owners, labor
laws likewise do not always require fair working conditions for their employees. Specifically,
minimum wage and overtime laws retain some exemptions for agricultural work (U.S.
Department of Labor, 2020). Since the allowing of temporary work visas for agriculture, a
large proportion of farm-related work is done by Latino workers who do not qualify for the
same protections as U.S. residents or citizens (Martin, 2019). Moreover, nearly half of
farmworkers are undocumented and unauthorized to work, which means they go without
any legal support (Ag Workers and Labor Issues in the Food System, n.d.). In the absence of
oversight and protections, and with pressures to compete for low food prices, working
conditions in agriculture are often unsafe and exploitive (Mares, 2019; Martin, 2019). While
small family farms are often said to be better environmental stewards than large agricultural
industries, they do not necessarily have better labor practices (Ag Workers and Labor Issues in
the Food System, n.d.).
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Additionally, many non-agricultural policies end up affecting farms indirectly.
Economic precarity is rife throughout society and exacerbates precarity in the farming
sector. The United States does not provide universal access to affordable health care; it does
not require or support family leave; it does not guarantee child care; and it does not have
sufficient pension payouts for all. There is intense income and wealth inequality, and
inequalities based on race and class influences how food is produced, distributed, and
consumed (Mares & Alkon, 2011). Student loan debt in 2020 reached over $1.5 trillion
between 45 million borrowers (Friedman, 2020), which is a serious barrier for young people
who want to start farming (Hansen et al., 2015). Added to the statistics above about farm
income, debt, and land speculation, the general lack of social safety net means that it is risky
to enter farming, not only from a business but from a personal standpoint.

Agriculture’s Environmental Problems
In addition to the many social issues—working conditions, economic precarity, and
unequal food access—related to agriculture in the United States, there are environmental
issues as well. The consolidation that has been driven by economic policies has resulted in
intensification of agricultural practices and, therefore, of its environmental impacts. These
impacts can be grouped into pollutants and contaminants, depletion of natural resources,
and ecosystem disruption (Nesheim et al., 2015). For example, increased use of nitrogen
fertilizer has meant greater production and also higher carbon emissions and water
contamination from runoff. Concentrated animal feeding operations can cause local air and
water quality problems (Nesheim et al., 2015). Much of the country is experiencing
groundwater depletion, in part from agricultural use. About 75 billion metric tons of fertile
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soil are lost every year through erosion. Nearly ten percent of all greenhouse emissions from
the U.S.—the second-largest emitter in the world—comes from agriculture (U.S. Food System
Factsheet, 2020).
There is disagreement on the extent to which environmental regulations do enough
to limit agricultural impacts. The Clean Water Act, for instance, exempts “normal farming
practices” that might nonetheless affect water quality (Charles, 2017). In recent years, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has tried to limit the total maximum daily load of
pollutants into water bodies, an effort that has implicated farmers within a complex web of
pollution sources (Kirwan & Coppess, 2014). Farming groups have fought new regulations
(Charles, 2017) and in some instances have claimed that EPA regulations are “suffocating
U.S. agriculture” (American Farm Bureau Federation, 2011). As mentioned above, many
farms are pressured financially, and part of the argument against regulations is that they
represent an unaffordable burden on an already strapped sector. It is worth noting that U.S.
political lobbying laws allow significant industry influence on policy of all kinds, including
environmental ones; when states have tried to implement nitrogen fertilizer regulations in
line with EPA recommendations, the rules are often diluted by industry pushback and
political pressure (Wertz, 2020). In another regulatory issue, the U.S. lags behind other
agricultural nations in banning toxic pesticides (Donley, 2019). These are just a few examples
of how environmental regulations clash with, or fail to restrict, what conventional farming
advocates see as non-negotiable practices in a competitive marketplace.
Agriculture’s environmental harms have driven increasing interest in sustainable
agriculture, which is often promoted by government and non-governmental bodies (e.g.
USDA NAL, n.d.) and is taken up by farmers, especially new farmers. Some organizations
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categorize sustainability in a way that includes versions of the “three pillars,” such as “a
healthy environment, economic profitability, and social and economic equity” (Feenstra,
2018), while others focus on specifically environmental categories of sustainability, like soil
health, diversification of agroecosystems, and climate resilience (Union of Concerned
Scientists, n.d.). Sustainable farming can also be said to improve public health and animal
welfare by taking a less intensive approach than industrial agriculture and the issues
attendant to its intensification practices (Sustainable Agriculture vs. Industrial Agriculture, n.d.).
From a regulatory perspective, sustainable agriculture requires integrated plant and animal
production that results in long-term benefits including enhancing environmental quality,
using nonrenewable energy efficiently, and integrating natural biological controls. Practices
may include integrating pest management, rotational grazing, soil conservation, water quality
protection and conservation, and landscape diversity. While federal policy does not require
sustainable agricultural practices across the board, the government offers grants and other
supports to farmers who adopt such practices (USDA NIFA, n.d.).

Community-Supported Agriculture as an Alternative to Industrial Agriculture
Many U.S. farmers have turned to sustainable practices in one form or another,
motivated by policy supports, personal beliefs, and/or increased price share for products
such as certified organic. Despite increases in numbers, “alternative” agricultural models still
represent a small minority of agriculture. For instance, as of 2016, organic production made
up less than one percent of all farming acreage (Bialik & Walker, 2019), and in the 2012
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agricultural census, CSAs made up about 0.6 percent of all farms (calculated from USDA
NAL, 2019).19
CSAs are part of alternative agriculture’s stand against agrochemicals, monoculture
production, and industrial methods (R. E. Galt, 2013). They are a form of communityembedded risk-sharing, where the customers usually pay farmers in advance in a subscription
service, often at a rate lower than market price, so that farmers and members can both
benefit from mutual support in producing food. The ideal is for CSAs and other forms of
“civic agriculture” to promote environmentalism and citizenship through active engagement
with physical place (DeLind, 2002). On the ecological side, CSAs tend to use agroecological
methods and meet or exceed standards of practice set by the National Organic Program (R.
Galt et al., 2012). They may be more resilient in the face of climate change and less
degrading of natural resources (Altieri et al., 2012). For consumers, CSAs have helped
increase fruit and vegetable consumption (Cohen et al., 2012), foster community (Lang,
2010), and help people re-embed foodways in local context (Schnell, 2007). They may also
support wider goals of regional agricultural self-sufficiency (Daly & Cobb, 1994).
Another implicit goal is to support farmer livelihoods through direct payments to
farms. CSAs have been found to improve income reliability for farmers, but they do not
necessarily provide adequate income. CSA farmers may earn a higher income than other
farmers, but it is still much lower than median U.S. income and is not a living wage (Paul,
2019). In fact, CSA farmers may be more prone to self-exploitation—overwork and undercompensation necessary to compete with capitalist firms—because of the strong sense of

More recently, people have speculated that a dip in CSA subscriptions might be boosted by the COVID-19
pandemic and people’s desire for a secure and socially-distanced food source (Danovich, 2020).
19
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responsibility they feel to their members (R. E. Galt, 2013). It has been suggested to me
personally that CSAs might represent more aspiration on the part of members—eating fresh,
whole, place-based products—than for the CSA farmers who struggle financially in a model
that aspires to achieve economic as well as environmental and social sustainability.
This dissertation looks at a CSA farm in Essex County, New York, an area with its
own particular context. While much of this overview of agriculture in the U.S. is about it
being majority consolidated and industrial production, that trend is not evenly spread
geographically across the country; the northeastern United States tends to have much smaller
farms than in the Midwest and west. Essex County in particular used have an established
dairy industry, which has largely disintegrated due to competition from larger dairy
operations farther west. This chapter discusses a bit of the demographic context and has
mentioned the recent boom in CSA farming, but it is worth noting that the county has only
two farmers markets (Farmers’ Markets by County, n.d.); alternative agriculture exists in some
forms here more than in others.
I will conclude this background with a summary by Carlisle and others (2019) writing
about a dynamic that will be explored throughout this case study on Essex Farm: the
paradox of people trying to get into sustainable farming for idealistic reasons “is that the
easiest way for them to survive is to get big as fast as possible, adopt environmentally
damaging methods, suppress expenditures on labor, and specialize in a few crops instead of
diversifying their production – all antithetical to the core principles of socially-just,
sustainable agriculture” (p 5). The economic context is always at play, even in the most
aspirational agricultural endeavors.
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Methods and Approach
I ended up doing fieldwork at Essex Farm circuitously. Early in my doctoral degree
program, a colleague and I were discussing our research interests. She recommended that I
check out the farm, which she knew because a friend from college was working there and
had posted about it on Facebook. When I mentioned this to my advisor, she told me there
was a famous book about the farm, and that a recently-graduated master’s student in our
department worked there. I got in touch with the student, and she put me in touch with
Mark, who without meeting me agreed I could conduct a research project as long as I did
not take advantage of the farmers and their time. A few weeks later, I had a conversation at a
work event that led to a faculty member advising me to apply for a Northeast Sustainable
Agriculture Research and Education grant, which I did, and then received, giving me
monetary incentives for farmer interviews and the ability to pay the Kimballs as consultants.
A year and a dissertation proposal later, I was on the farm. This is all to say: Essex Farm was
an ideal case for my interests in alternatives to the current food system, but the reasons I got
to study it were at least as relational as they were conceptual.
Studying Essex Farm allowed me to explore questions related to making change in
the food system. In imagining a better world, what can we learn from the people who are
trying to build one? Following the theoretical framework of embeddedness, embodiment,
systems thinking, and aspirational efforts at different scales, my fieldwork and analysis were
guided by these questions:
How does Essex Farm propose to change how food is produced, distributed, and consumed?
o What problem does the farm attempt to address? Why, and in what ways? How
successful is the intervention, by their own metrics?
o What are the farmers’ motivations for creating change in the food system?
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o How do the farm’s practices challenge the status quo?
o At what scale(s) is it operating?
o How much does the farm’s existence and functioning depend on its particular
context—e.g. financial, cultural, economic, political, or geographic?
o What does the farm mean to the people who run, work, and support it?
Fieldwork and data collection consisted of a mixture of mostly qualitative methods.
My pursuit was a classic case study, the social science methodology particularly useful in
situations where the research questions focus on “why” or “how” things happen, the
researcher has no experimental control, and the subject is a contemporary phenomenon
(Yin, 2013). To investigate a complex social situation, research focuses on a particular case to
ground the work in context and to understand it holistically. The method’s strength comes
from this real-world perspective and its ability to consider a variety of evidence, including
documents, interviews, and observations. Research on Essex Farm followed a single-case
holistic design, appropriate for critical, unusual, or revelatory cases that are not easily
compared or replicated (Yin, 2013), although in later chapters, it will be integrated with the
other case of Taste for Life.
This methodology is stronger when developed from theoretical propositions that guide
data collection and analysis. A high-quality case study analysis attends to all the available
evidence; considers all plausible interpretations, even if they rival a favored theoretical one;
highlights the most significant aspect of the study; and uses prior expert knowledge to
enhance analysis (Yin, 2013). Theory development can often be helpful before a case is
conducted, and for this project, that development is largely in the literature review I
completed for the proposal, and the general theoretical background from my doctoral
coursework that focused on ecological economics, ecofeminism, systems thinking. Below, I
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attend to the feminist, relational, and theoretical aspects of my methodology as a way of
connecting ontology-epistemology-methodology-methods (Spash, 2012). Related to the
theoretical frame laid out in Chapter 1, these methods are meant to acknowledge the
sensory, relational, embodied context in collecting data, and to better reveal such themes
through analyzing data.

Collecting Data
To find and attend to all relevant evidence, my research employed two forms of data
triangulation: of sources and of methods. There is not a standard way to pursue all case
studies, or even a catalog of standard designs. This requires and allows research design to be
particular to each effort, although there are generally-accepted forms of evidence for case
studies: documents, archival records, interviews, direct observation, participant observation,
and physical artifacts (Yin, 2013). This study relies on all except physical artifacts.

Table 1
Summary of Methods and Analysis for Essex Farm Case Study
Method
Semi-structured interview

Sources
Farm owner (2)
Farmers (18)
CSA members (15)

Direct observation

Farm

Participant observation

Farming activities

Documents/records

The Dirty Life
Good Husbandry
WhatsApp thread
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Analysis
Qualitative coding

Qualitative coding &
memoing
Qualitative coding &
memoing
Document analysis

Organic survey
Internal documents
(membership
agreement, debt
tracking sheets, etc.)
Sensory data: photography and
audio recording
Participant photography

Farm
Farmers (4)
CSA members (4)

Sensory analysis
Sensory & qualitative
analysis

Having some introductory training in participatory action research approaches, in
which researchers partner with participants to design and conduct projects that benefit all
parties (Méndez et al., 2017), I attempted to set up a formal research agreement with Mark
ahead of fieldwork. He wasn’t very interested. Instead, he set up his expectations: respect
farmer time, help out if I want, and show up for 6 a.m. team meetings or I wouldn’t be taken
seriously as part of the team. Starting in May 2018, I usually spent one day a week on the
farm, driving to a friend’s house south of Essex in New York the night before because the
VT-NY ferry did not cross Lake Champlain early enough to get me there for morning
meeting.
I would show up by 6 a.m. and observe—sometimes participate—while the farm
team laid out the day’s plan. I then helped with farm chores from about 6:30 to 12, when
people broke for lunch. After lunch, I usually interviewed two or three people, sometimes
while they ate or took a break, sometimes while they continued their work. In one
memorable interview, I helped muck out chicken beds while my informant talked into the
recorder nestled into his overall bib pocket:
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It was hard, heavy, unpleasant work: in the dark barn, the hay bedding matted together with
chicken waste, so that it is hard to scoop just one pitchfork of hay out without taking the whole
[sheet] with it. Below the first, thick level [of bedding] was a thin layer of blackened hay, and below
[that] a paste of shit and pee, the stench of dust and ammonia so strong I paused a few times to
stand by the door and breath fresh air. For hours [after], I felt as if the smell had adhered to my
nose hairs.
From this work on the farm, I completed both semi-structured interviews and
participant observation, which “go hand in hand” methodologically, and are important
techniques in social science research related to food (Paxson, 2017). Participant observation
allows the researcher to access an “insider perspective on social life and cultural meanings”
(p. 92) by positioning herself in a place where she can witness what happens. In sensory
ethnography, researchers attempt to “occupy similar places” to those of participants and
allow themselves to be consumed by the sensory experience (Pink, 2015, pp. 96-7). Playing
the role of apprentice is common in ethnographic study, and when attending to sensory
experience, learning may be best done bodily. As Pink (2015) notes on a study about English
gardening, for example, the sensoriality of farming did not seem directly accessible through
interviews alone, but needed to be observed through the contact of all senses.
Because it happens face-to-face, interviewing has been called the method par excellence
for feminist researchers (Pink, 2015, p. 74). The interviews began with a basic structure
related to my research questions (see Appendix 1), but often they diverted completely from
this script. I added questions as the summer went on, and also left off ones that felt overly
prescriptive or unnatural, so that we could pursue a conversational dialogue that left doors
open for topics to naturally emerge (Paxson, 2017) and a level of informality that seemed to
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put people more at ease with sharing. This on-the-fly style was often necessary, too, when I
was following people around barns or fields, unable to read from my list of questions or take
notes while they spoke.
All interviews were audio recorded with permission and later transcribed. My
sampling strategy for farmers was to speak with as many people as possible, starting with
managers and workers who had been on the farm the longest. The farm’s office manager
helped me schedule interviews in breaks during the workday. For interviews, I offered a cash
incentive of $25 for an approximately hour-long conversation. While I initially considered
this to be a moderate offering, Mark mentioned that it was the most any researcher had
offered, and I soon realized it was a nearly-coercive amount, equaling over four hours paid
farm labor and much more for unpaid interns.20
After my days on the farm, I wrote up detailed ethnographic and autoethnographic
fieldnote memos. These memos combined sensory detail, participant and direct observation,
and my own internal process as I became more embedded in the farm’s social workings. In
general, these notes followed suggestions laid out in Writing Ethnographic Fieldnotes by
Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (2011): I jotted down many details in the field and did not speak
to anyone about my experience until I had the chance to write up full notes, an outpouring
of observation and detail that began the analytical process with description, and with an
examination of my own stance in the research, creating “this socially close, but experientially
I mention this dynamic partly to acknowledge some tension in social sciences around the role of monetary
incentives in research. Some studies have shown that mentioning money changes interpersonal behavior (e.g.
Vohs et al., 2008), which I am acknowledging here. On the other hand, monetary incentives for research
participation are a widely accepted practice in social sciences and part of a tradition of attempting to not take
advantage of studied communities. Furthermore, Mark made it clear that I needed to at least trade money for
farmer time, if not money and also my own labor, in order for it to feel like an equitable relationship. As
mentioned above, I include some of these details (also on the following page) as part of my transparency with
research relationships and how those relationships may have influenced the case study’s findings.
20
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separate stance,” of a researcher participating in observational research (p. 43). I also relied
on several texts about autoethnography, the systematic analysis of personal experiences to
understand personal experience, and how to practice it in illuminating especially the
corporeal and emotional aspects of research (Ellis et al., 2010; Spry, 2001).
I left the farm and Vermont late in August of 2018 to conduct fieldwork in Denmark
for the case study detailed in Chapter 3. When I returned in the winter of 2019, I continued
my work with the farm, this time focusing on interviews with CSA members. Again,
interviews were recorded and transcribed. The sampling strategy here was to interview both
local and New York City members. I initially relied on a recruitment email forwarded by the
farm, but when that failed to recruit enough members, I asked Mark and the office manager
for recommendations and contact information. Although this could be seen as biasing the
data by interviewing people on close terms with the Kimballs, I found even recommended
participants were sometimes critical of the farm, especially local members. In a few cases, I
was able to then “snowball sample” as members recommended others I could speak to.
These interviews were also semi-structured but tended to stick more closely to the planned
protocol (see Appendix 1). For New York City interviews, I traveled south for several days
of scheduled meetings, and completed two more over the phone. For local interviews, I met
people either in their homes or near the farm on distribution days.21
At the end of my fieldwork, in the spring, I ran a two-week, virtually-managed
PhotoVoice project with a small handful of farmers and members (four each for a total of

Again, I offered $25 for interviews, which was much more awkward with members than with farmers. Many
members declined to take the incentive, and several asked if I could donate it to myself or some other worthy
cause; while money was clearly—and unembarassingly—attractive to the farmers, it often changed the tone at
the end of an otherwise comfortable and even intimate interview with members.
21
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eight). PhotoVoice is a participatory action method of allowing people to document what
they deem important in their lives, in this case directed towards pantries and meals made
from CSA and other foods. A relatively new method, it has been used in several food-related
studies.22 Most of the small number of winter farmers participated. I asked members if they
wanted to take part when we concluded our interviews, and interestingly nearly all the people
who had declined monetary incentives for interviews offered to do PhotoVoice—and
declined that incentive, too, which was $50.

Positionality
To understand how I conducted research on the farm, it is necessary to dwell briefly
on my positionality, which got increasingly complex as fieldwork progressed. Researcher
positionality is part of a reflexive practice of feminist research that acknowledges the
inherent subjectivity of research, considers how an author’s biography and insider/outsider
roles status affects the knowledge generated (England, 1994; Rose, 1997; Merriam et al.,
2001). Much of my fieldwork experience is detailed later, using autoethnographic insights to
understand farm dynamics; but here, I want simply to note how my relationships progressed,
as they were key to the kind of information I received and how I felt about that information.
At first, I was excited and intimidated to be inserting myself into the group, and
people were welcoming. I felt a deep desire to be part of the community there, both of
farmers and members, as it seemed to be so positive and loving, especially compared with
my semi-urban lifestyle in which it is hard to know my neighbors or people who aren’t my
For example, on negotiating food meanings in nutrition transitions (Ajates Gonzalez, 2018), being vegan
(Andreatta, 2015), cooking as a method of knowing food, the body, and identity (Brady, 2011), food access and
healthy eating (Valera et al., 2009), and understanding one’s own food environment (Díez et al., 2017).
22
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own age. Before long, thanks to a few angry interviews, I experienced my first
disillusionment with how the farm is managed, checking my initial, overly romantic
impressions (see DeLind, 1999). Over time, I got more comfortable with the people and
with specific, small tasks—I began to be trusted as part of the group—which made me more
relaxed socially and also more confused about how to play the role of researcher both
genuinely and responsibly. The roles of participant observer and of passive
observer/interviewer began to conflict:
I asked Mark if I could tag along for team lunch, and he said he considers me a semi-team member
and that I appear to be doing well because I haven’t created any hatred or rancor. (Low bar.) In her
interview a few weeks ago, K. referred me to an outsider-now-insider. T. hugged me hello last week.
…. These [connections with individuals] are part of what makes the experience rich, but I still feel
bad when I jump in instead of listening, or talk too much in a group setting. Kinship—that was the
feeling I had as I got on the ferry on Friday afternoon, some green tomatoes and garlic scapes in my
car at K.’s urging to take food, having waved goodbye [with] a notoriously unsociable S. (46.8)
This kinship felt to me profound, even as I knew it was situational, fleeting, and
possibly fraught. Within a month of my being on the farm, Mark was actively trying to
recruit me as a legitimate employee, which was both flattering and exasperating. My feelings
got increasingly complicated as a result of these layers of excitement, connection, skepticism,
judgment, and insider/outsider position in the community. Complications built as the
summer wore on, people including myself appeared to burn out, and Mark increasingly
revealed himself as a warm and thorny character with few personal boundaries. I detached
from the farm when I went to Denmark for research in the fall, but when I returned in the
winter for member interviews, the intense push/pull between the farm and the rest of my
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life was still very present. I can understand how it can become people’s whole world, I wrote, but it’s not
supposed to become mine (41:7). As I moved into a new phase of research, providing direct
marketing feedback to the farm as part of my efforts at PAR and reciprocal benefit, I
experienced something new: intense anxiety at making myself vulnerable to dislike through
providing negative feedback,23 and the responsibility of representing the truth of farmmember relations. My anxiety eased somewhat as the farmers completed the PhotoVoice
project, a personal and positive exchange that Mark ended by commenting it had increased
his affection and admiration for me. At the end of both cycles of fieldwork, I felt significant
tenderness and gratitude for how much people shared of themselves. Now, I rarely see
people on the farm. I have a niggling sense of guilt at having dropped off, although that was
always the expectation.
My presence on the farm also started to change things, which felt alarming, despite
my training in qualitative, interpersonal inquiry that deals with the subjectivity and personal
exchange of research. After I had been on the farm interviewing for a while, the office
manager texted me, “Everybody has been very contemplative lately regarding their work at
the farm. It’s pretty interesting to observe” (43:21). Late in the summer, there was a team
meeting about the vision or mission of the farm, and one of the managers told Mark her
number one recommendation was that he and Kristin consistently reiterate the vision of the
farm to keep things elevated from just drudgery (42:5). I cannot say how much these
conversations were sparked by my work, but they were strongly resonant with research
conversations. Continually failing to be a fly-on-the-wall, I became increasingly visible in the
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“It must be nice to be universally liked,” Mark once commented on my general acceptance by farmers.
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small Essex community. Twice in the winter, when I cold-called community members, they
had already heard of me through the grapevine. I felt a significant emotional weight, wanting
to honor my research relationships and be both truthful and non-harming.

Analyzing Data
My process of analyzing data began in the field, as I kept notes and observations on
what was emerging (Emerson et al., 2011). Most of these field scribbles went into my typedup fieldnotes. When I formally began data analysis, I first loose-coded my fieldnotes in
ATLAS.ti version 8.4.4., a qualitative coding software that I used for all my data analysis. In
loose-coding, I identified chunks of data with themes as I read through all the notes. From
reading and loose-coding, I wrote extensive coding memos in ATLAS.ti as a way of
organizing my thoughts and collecting pieces of data under relevant themes (Emerson et al.,
2011). I then developed a more formal codebook, or list of codes and a description of their
meaning, based on the coding memos, my research questions, and emergent themes. This is
a mix of theoretically-informed coding related to research questions (Dowding, 2013) and
grounded theory coding that allows for unexpected themes to emerge (Bowen, 2006). The
list of loose codes, coding memo subjects, and codebook can all be found in Appendix 2 of
this dissertation. I got feedback from committee member Teresa Mares and refined my
codebook based on her comments. With this codebook, I coded all the interviews in
ATLAS.ti. I supplemented and complicated the emerging analysis with Kristin’s book,
WhatsApp threads I had access to (groups talking about food distribution and finances,
populated mostly by farmers with some community partners), the Vermont Organic
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Farmers24 certification survey Mark filled out with me, PhotoVoice responses, and internal
documents such as the new membership agreement and the farm’s tracking document of
members and their locations. Textual analysis, when it comes to food, can rely on a huge
variety of sources, from cookbooks to poetry to etiquette to meta analyses, probing not only
the surface message but the subtler messages beneath (Riley, 2017). These documents helped
me triangulate my findings with sources other than interviews and add background context.
With all these sources of material, I determined what seemed like the most important
broad themes, which are represented by the main segments of analysis in the following
section of this chapter. To write these segments, I sub-coded code reports. A code report is
a print-out of every piece of coded qualitative data linked to a particular code from the
project code book. I sub-coded by hand in hardcopies of code reports, which allowed more
flexibility in identifying meanings or themes in each piece of data than if I had used a static
sub-code in ATLAS.ti. For example, the code report for “Success/Failure” code with Essex
Farm interviews was about 50 pages printed, and in the margin, I wrote sub-code categories,
like “J delivery,” (summarizing a piece of data where someone liked the fact that the NYC
share is delivered), or “L monotony” (summarizing a piece of data where someone indicated
that monotony of winter produce was a downside of the share). Some sub-codes repeated
many times, others only appeared once or twice. They acted as a kind of shorthand so that
while writing I could easily gauge which pieces of data might link to different sections, and
where there were a multitude of data pieces indicating the same general theme. Writing was
the final step of analysis, allowing me to weave together coded quotations, autoethnographic
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I used this survey in particular because I had access to the full application through personal connections.
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and direct observations from fieldnotes, document analysis, sensory data, and scholarly
literature. I include photographs where appropriate as another (Emerson et al., 2011) way of
evoking the sensory experience of the farm that I am detailing through written and quoted
words.
Finally, again trying to follow participatory research practices, I offered Mark,
Kristin, and the farm’s office manager the opportunity to read and provide feedback on a
near-final version of this chapter, after I had incorporated comments from my advisor Amy
Trubek. As of this submission, I had no feedback to incorporate. I have not heard from the
farm and—not wanting to push them to spend time on what is ultimately my project and not
theirs, and a little nervous about how they might have received this write-up—I have not
followed up after our initial email exchange when I sent the draft. To me, this lack of clear
communication signifies a complication of following the spirit but not the letter of
participatory action research. While a researcher may want to include participants, it might
not be interesting, beneficial, or possible for participants to engage in all aspects of a process
that they did not co-create, especially when analysis that is more academic than it is directly
practicable, as it is here.

Analysis
The following sections of analysis delve into the process of trying to realize multiple
kinds of sustainability in one farm project. The lived realities of making change in the food
system highlight the things participants are working for and against as well as where the
various multifaceted goals complicate each other. Sections below detail the following: the
creative ways, specific to people and place, in which the farm manages to function despite an
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unsupportive political economic context; the lack of clarity on what it can mean to practice
ecological agriculture; how financial imperatives can supersede the seemingly more
important environmental and social goals of the farm; and how pleasure and spirituality
emerge as driving forces and benefits of undertaking the difficulties of the farm project.

“Each Farm is Their Own Little Universe”
Mr. Mike. Front of Farm. Meat World. Harvest Walk. [4 money-bag emojis]. The farm has
names for nearly everything. In this short sample, the names refer to, respectively: one of the
farm’s vans; one of three farm employee “teams”; the currently defunct butcher shop; the
team meeting between Mark and the Front of Farm manager to talk about what needs to be
harvested and when; and one of the many WhatsApp threads the farm uses, this one to
discuss finances. You can see why the shorthand helps in referring to so many different
pieces of equipment, structures, teams, activities, and virtual discussions. In my experience, it
also reinforces the culture of the farm—an insider feeling, an oasis of practices, meaning,
and fun that buttresses the sense of one’s whole world being on the farm.
The intense sense of community is one of the things that first pulls people to the
farm; as I’ve said, it certainly pulled me. And it is necessary to make up for things that make
it hard to work at Essex Farm. The hours are long—longer than other farms some
participants had worked at, routinely hitting 12 hours a day, and for some farmers over 80
hours a week in summer. One CSA member who had gone to medical school said, “having
been a resident, having worked my ass off, having lived in that high, pressure cooker
environment, I just cannot believe how hard farmers work...I think being a farmer’s like
being a resident all the time” (5:111; 5:59). The pay, although it has doubled in recent years,
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is minimal; farmers start out at $8/hour, and the cost of their CSA share and their lunches
are deducted from their week-end paycheck. Longer-term and highly skilled employees and
manager are paid more. Wages were one of the only things that farmers seemed reluctant to
openly talk about, and I had to get actual numbers from people who used to work there
instead of current employees. I have heard a range of reactions to these numbers, from
farmers and outsiders alike, from outrage at the poverty wages, to resigned acceptance of the
state of agricultural work, to the acknowledgement that Mark and Kristin have worked to
raise wages and get rid of the food-and-board-only compensation for people’s first three
months.
The people farming here are not doing it for the money. As one person told me,
“there's much easier ways to make money than farming, you know. This is about the most
difficult way you can do it” (22:94). One of Mark’s primary questions for me, when I offered
to collect information that would be useful to him, was why people are giving up their time,
and money they could be making elsewhere, to work at Essex Farm. One is Mark’s energy
and vision, which I expand on below. Others are the farm’s diversity, in principle and also in
practice, as people get to be “generalists” rather than narrow specialists; working with
animals; worries about peak oil and the future of agriculture; religious commitments to a life
of service; having fallen “in love” with the farm or the team; the character-building
experience of farming; and the work itself, which I discuss below. Poverty is a side effect.
“By the standards of our society,” a farmer told me, “I’m going to die a poor man. I’m okay
with that. So why not do things I enjoy” (33:136). But poverty does make choosing the work
long-term more difficult, and people do leave for higher-paying jobs. It is not an
economically sustainable position for most workers.
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Charisma, Chaos
Peoples’ desire to farm is one part of what makes the farm run; another is Mark’s
personality. Kristin’s book compelled many people to visit and work at Essex Farm, and
Mark is a consummate (and aggressive) deal-sealer for both members and workers. People
described him as powerful, dynamic, energetic, idealistic, egocentric, megalomaniac,
generous, larger-than-life, and above all, charismatic. In interviews, people compared him to
the Pied Piper (leading everyone along), Tom Sawyer (“coercing people to live your dream,
you know, for next to nothing” (21:108)), and Paul Bunyan (perhaps because of his
superhuman labor). One former employee put it this way:
Mark is like an annual plant. He is just full of amazing energy at top speed all the
time, and you're like how can this grow that fast, this is amazing, [emphatically and
excitedly] it's unbelievable, oh my God. And then there will be crashes in the season,
right, where different things happen and it's not– it's not like– it's not ultimately
sustainable, perpetually. (17:118)
Charisma and chaos. Those two words came up more than any others up in
conversations related to Mark. A farm is like a pet, one person said: it reflects its owner, and
as an owner, Mark thrives on chaos. The farm is “controlled chaos,” said another farmer,
and even one member acknowledged that it is “chaos behind the scenes,” and she did not
want to know about it. Perhaps all farming is chaotic, one person mused to me. This farming
seems especially so.
Part of the chaos is leaning into—or creating—the challenge of diversified farming.
“The farm we built,” writes Kristin, “was a sprawling, diversified, bewitchingly beautiful
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thing, composed of innumerable living parts, sometimes working in perfect synergy,
sometimes descending into chaos” (Kimball, 2019, p. 4). Of Mark, she writes, he will always
be “happiest clinging to the mast, just this side of disaster” (p. 98). The challenge is fun for
him and increases the feeling that what is happening is vital. It attracts people who like to
play high intellectual stakes. “The complexity of running the place is like three-dimensional
chess every day,” Kristin told me. “We like it, we like it like that” (31:95).
This amount and style of work is not always sustainable and is tied to waxing and
waning relational energies. Tension between the personal and the business aspects emerge in
farmers’ evanescent romance with the farm. Five different farmers mentioned being “in
love” on the farm—in love with the team, in love with the animals, in love with the farm
itself, in love with Mark and/or Kristin. There is a high energy that comes from all this inloveness; the flipside is the eventual falling out of love. Two of the farmers who said they
were in love with the farm that summer had left by the winter. Mark told me that he was still
shocked that some of their earliest farm team members didn’t fall in love “permanently” and
instead went on to their own farming endeavors. Kristin also writes about that process of
having close colleagues on the farm wanting to move on. “I understood,” she writes, “but I
still felt betrayed” (Kimball, 2019, p. 156). After those years, she detached from the endless
rotation of fresh faces and inevitable departures, focusing more on her children and writing.
I noticed this dynamic—Kristin’s obvious absence on the farm, which people discussed in
interviews—and only realized after reading her second book that she made the choice
intentionally and as a kind of self-preservation.
Before doing my fieldwork, I had visited several famous agroecological farms in
Cuba that were run by magnetic, articulate men (and, often behind the scenes, their
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daughters). At Essex Farm, I was struck repeatedly by the same pattern of leadership, which
seemed almost imperative for promoting and sustaining such an outside-the-box kind of
agricultural venture. It is a cult of personality—perhaps specifically of masculine personality.
One member had identified this, saying, “there's always in my mind been something of a
similarity between joining Essex Farm and joining a communal group” (7:110). This begs the
question: do alternative agricultural ventures need a charismatic leader to function? Mark’s
intensity can be wearing, but it is also inspiring. It gets people to work and to sign up for an
expensive and labor-intensive CSA share. A young farmer told me that what keeps him on
the farm is the “radical idealism that Mark has behind [raising] every single one of the animal
groups” (23:58).
One beloved and valued manager said to me, before she left the farm, “I think that
the bigger picture is what creates a sense of ownership of the place. Because if you’re doing
your task it feels somewhat point[less]—I’m filling up the grain table and I’m like…I’m not
passionate about this [laughs]…figuring out where you fit into this larger, complex puzzle is
helpful” (34:82). The same manager had asked Mark, at the end of the summer when
everyone was worn down from work and weather, to keep articulating the “why” of the farm
to employees. Otherwise, she said, it’s just hard. At the end of the day, it’s Mark and Kristin’s
farm and vision, and the energy—like that of an annual plant—cannot sustain everyone
through the chaos.

Technology
One of the foundational juxtapositions of Essex Farm is how much it relies on
modern technology to manage what are largely un-automated, traditional practices.
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Technology allows the farm to function despite its size, which is large for diversified
agriculture, through the extension of human senses and management. Essex Farm could be
said to have gone through its own industrial revolution. When Mark and Kristin began, they
milked by hand and relied mostly on horse power. Kristin writes that Mark was against
plastic, and there was a rumor among farmers that Mark used to make employees harvest
into wooden boxes, instead of the lighter blue plastic bins they now use to harvest.
Originally, they “had not come entirely into the modern world” (Kimball, 2019, p. 106).
Slowly, they switched to computer tracking of finances and memberships, began milking
with machines (to the cows’ relief, Kristin thinks), and bought tractors, moving to diesel
power. The farm still relies heavily on human labor, but human labor supported by machines
and the internet. These changes are common for farms that scale up to “middle” size
(Janssen, 2018). The New York City share, for example, could not exist without these
technological upgrades, partly due to the scale of farming needed, and partly due to online
logistics.
One of the most pervasive and visible transitions is the farm’s constant use of
WhatsApp.25 There are up to 20 different threads for different teams and conversations. In
this way, farmers stay in nearly constant contact despite the size of the farm. When they
aren’t driving farm vans, farmers often bike to different locations on the farm, which saves
up to 20 minutes of walking each way. With WhatsApp, they do not need to find each other
physically in order to ask for help, issue a directive, or update each other in any other way.
Mark added me to two of the threads (Front of Farm and [moneybags]), which I have

WhatsApp is a secure messaging application that runs on smartphone data, so does not deplete any monthly
text message limits.
25
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followed loosely over a year, muting the notifications so I am not pinged all day from their
constant communication. During our hourlong interview, Mark received at least 10 different
messages or calls. This is the same man who Kristin documents as having a No Electricity
period early in their relationship.

Figure 2.1
Selection of WhatsApp Conversations in Front of Farm Thread

Note. Full names and numbers have been blocked out with consistent colors for anonymity.
Sensory ethnographer Sarah Pink (2015) notes that a small body of existing literature
suggests that media is a way of extending our senses. Technology is not merely a method of
disseminating information, it is itself sensory, allowing for different presence and qualities of
experience. At Essex Farm, the technological extension of senses works both in producing
and sharing food. Mark especially is able to lengthen his managerial reach to know about and
weigh in on things happening across 1,200 acres. And the farm uses Instagram and a weekly
“Farm Note” (a personal narrative newsletter written by Kristin) to sensually connect with
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members.26 With NYC members, these are a way of “seeing” the farm, especially for those
who have never been there in person. For local members, it can be a way of calling for
help—for example, with a sudden crop of perishable strawberries that require volunteer
pickers. The images, captions, and stories convey a sense of being on the farm, knowing
what is happening by the season, creating a connection that would be difficult or impossible
without smartphones and email. The farm, which many farmers see as an escape from office
life and computer work, has become a “digitally mediated” workplace (Pink, 2015, p. 119).

Figure 2.2
Sample Shots from Essex Farm’s Instagram page and Farm Note blog

Note. Sources: instagram.com/essexfarmcsa/ and essexfarmcsa.com/farm-note/

Kristin’s books, especially the first one, are another example of telling and writing to replace sensing. The
Dirty Life is about discovering the immediacy of physical experience through farming, but the book itself is, of
course, a memory and a representation of that physical experience. At one point in the narrative, Mark
describes a potential farm to Kristin, and does it so well she “could see it so clearly [she] could almost touch it”
(p. 32).
26
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The Amish
“Each farm is their own little universe,” one farmer told me (22:107). All farms are
unique and have their own culture. “There’s a type of person who sort of fits well here,” and
other types who fit better at other local farms, Kristin said (31:118). Essex Farm is a universe
with some constants—like Mark and Kristin—and constant change. One of these changes
have been the arrival of Amish workers on the farm. Mark had connections to Amish
families from his time farming in Pennsylvania, and there is a current migration of Amish to
northern New York, where it is cheaper to buy farmland for growing families. A couple now
families live on the farm, having built houses there, and others live nearby and commute to
the farm. From what I can tell, this is a relatively new phenomenon; literature on Amish
labor and CSAs tends to discuss Amish products from Amish farms, rather than Amish
labor on others’ farms (e.g. Nost, 2014).
North American Amish are a deeply religious community, with belief in God
directing all community actions. Humility, simplicity, self-denial, and obedience are key
cultural ideals (Choy, 2016; Hostetler, 1993). A literal interpretation of the New Testament
teaches that the outer world is corrupt, and Amish generally try to separate themselves from
non-Amish people (Choy, 2016; Stevick, 2001). They appear separate, in broad-brimmed
hats, bonnets, and aprons, with hooks instead of buttons in all their plain clothing (Stevick,
2001). Although Amish men have begun working in various trades, farming is the traditional
and preferred occupation and is meaningful to the entire family. Their religion creates an
affinity for soil and nature (Hostetler, 1993).
These families bring a lot to Essex Farm in terms of experience (especially with draft
horses, where experience is critical for safety and effectiveness), a hard work ethic, and
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employee continuity from a population more likely to stay for years at a time. Their presence
is good for the farm’s day-to-day functioning, but it is culturally complicated.
One instance in my fieldnotes captures some of this:
There was a funny, slightly tense moment with K. in the afternoon. Three of the Amish girls
(women, one at least married, but so young) came to say that they didn’t want to muck out the
chicken beds because, on an Amish farm at least, it’s considered “not a woman’s job.” K. was
caught in between wanting [the job] to be done, wanting to emphasize that women can do anything
on the farm, wanting to encourage the girls’ initiative in challenging her, and trying to figure out if
they were going to be in trouble or if they just didn’t want to complete the task. “I don’t know how I
did with that,” she said [to me] after. (45:15)
The traditions of Amish farmers on the farm challenge the cultural comfort of both
“English” (the Amish term for non-Amish) farmers and of local members.27 In general,
English workers at Essex Farm tend to be educated and culturally liberal. A primary farm
ethic is to have no division of labor based on gender. In the Amish community, however,
unmarried women are not allowed to work side-by-side with men they are not related to, and
as an English farmer explained it to me, they are discouraged from too much interaction
when any English, as we are essentially heretics and a bad influence. Thus, young Amish
women work in teams of their own, carrying out tasks assigned by Mark or other managers.
The dynamic strikes some people as exploitive, because it is not clear how much agency
Amish women have in their choice of work—and they do not benefit in the other ways
English farmers do, like getting training they could use to start their own businesses. Cultural

In my experience, NYC members are unaware that Amish families work at Essex Farm; one member
explicitly asked me if the farm was employing migrant labor, because she did not know.
27
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sensitivity comes up against feminist sensibility in the English community. Should the
English overlook what can be perceived as obvious gender oppression in the name of
accepting diversity? In the only truly tense exchange I had during this research, I relayed
some of the members sentiments to Mark, Kristin, and a farm manager. Mark and Kristin
did not respond to this part of my feedback, but the manager was angry. It was hypocritical,
she said, of members to be close-minded about strict gender divisions.
In short, Amish presence on the farm creates new social and work-related divides.
Members express that things have changed both on the farm and in the wider community.
(English farmers expressed fewer emotionally-charged concerns over Amish presence,
perhaps because they have personal relationships despite the cultural divides.) In the past,
local members have greeted farmers during pick up and sometimes helped out with harvest
and other farm tasks. Both of these dynamics have changed. Members told me that young
Amish women are “standoffish”; that as a group they have a different ethic toward land and
animals, less sentimental and more utilitarian; that there have been multiple accidents with
trucks hitting buggies on the road after dark, because the drivers do not use lights or
reflectors; that the Amish will not speak at the Grange or engage the local community in
ways that have been common to the local food renaissance since the Kimballs’ arrival in
Essex. Some members openly worried about Amish wellbeing, mentioning the lack of dental
health and young women harvesting on metal horse-drawn machinery with no shoes.
These tensions are unlikely to disappear, as the Amish seem increasingly vital to farm
labor. Mark tends to trust their farming knowledge and feels less need to oversee their work
than he does with new, English hires. Two different local members compared the Amish to
Mexican agricultural laborers in the U.S., as did an English farmer, acknowledging their
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willingness to “do the jobs no one else wants to do,” like washing out bins and harvesting
strawberries. In this, Amish farmers do double-duty on the farm, not only the tasks
themselves, but keeping English farmers happier by avoiding especially menial jobs. One
Amish man, a mainstay on the farm, was often mentioned as the exception to social divides,
someone both farmers and members feel they can talk to directly. At one team dinner I
attended, he brought his wife and two small children, and I chatted with both adults as we
ate.
The presence of Amish in Essex County may achieve many of the local food ideals
that English farmers and members espouse. It could mean, one member said, the
rehabilitation of many agricultural landscapes in the “north country” of New York, although
not necessarily for organic production. An English farmer said that with more Amish, who
are skilled at horse cultivation, they could manage more low-carbon-input farming. Another
noted that while Amish families are not revitalizing local schools as English farmers have
(because they homeschool), they “are going to educate us” with their deep knowledge of
farming. Although some values, like community integration or feminism, come into direct
conflict, Amish farmers ultimately know more about the kind of farming Essex Farm
practices than any of its educated farmers who come from middle-class and professional
families.

Changing Weather: Relationships and the Survival of Essex Farm
One of the primary drivers that makes Essex Farm function are the personal
relationships involved in the farm and the CSA share. Although relationships are the
lifeblood of the farm, they are not all static or secure. One of the farm’s strengths,
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therefore—one of the things that allows it to operate in its idealistic, against-the-grain
fashion—is also one of the things that makes it a precarious operation. Mark says that it
remarkable how they hold to their original intent, after fifteen years and so many changes,
feeding community in a value-driven way. Some members do not agree. With changes on the
farm, which include not only the influx of Amish families, but also Kristin stepping back
from farming full time, and starting and expanding the NYC share, many local members feel
the experience of the farm has changed. It is not the intimate, community-driven space it
was in the beginning. As one long-time member said to me, “certainly with New York [City],
that took a lot of energy away, and the [Essex] Farm Institute took a lot of energy away and
now it feels like, okay, the institute's done and there are all these Amish, but fewer people
and Mark is like not there…in the way that he was. So now it's just a farm. And it's like
going to a store” (6:201).
These changes raise questions about how to manage alternative agricultural projects
that might be overly reliant on personal relationships. Most people who join CSAs do it for
social reasons (Cleveland et al., 2015), true for many local members of the farm. Some
literature has shown maintaining a CSA, from both a labor and a relational perspective, can
be much harder than the romantic ideals that inspire its establishment (see, e.g., DeLind,
1999). Employees work incredibly hard because they believe in the farm’s ideals and they are
inspired by Mark’s leadership and Kristin’s writing. Members and donors will bail out the
farm financially when necessary. Ultimately, however, there is no binding commitment past
the one-year agreement for members, and employment is at-will. The farm therefore has to
continually try to draw people in and be continually nimble in the face of changing
participation. They operate through subsistence-type labor, with ideals and social capital
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aspirations beyond subsistence farming (explored in following sections), in the face of
conventional economic wisdom, and without the protections that might come from more
conventional market outlets like commercial contracts. So far, they have been able to adapt,
but it is a constant struggle in addition to the struggle of everyday farm work.

What is “Sustainable” in Agriculture?
“The hardest problem…in our less agrarian society is how do you get food from a farm to
other people without shrink-wrapping the heck out of everything” (19:146).
In addition to leading a farming lifestyle and feeding the local community,
sustainability and ecological stewardship are some of the primary goals of Essex Farm.
Agriculture takes its toll on ecosystems in many ways, including carbon emissions, soil
erosion, water pollution, habitat fragmentation and biodiversity decreases, chemical
pollution, and other problems. These problems are collectively “the problem of agriculture”
(Cox et al., 2004), which farmers in this project are well aware of and work to mitigate. The
farm does much that would be considered sustainable or agroecological. Despite these
achievements, there are ongoing debates about how to further improve their ecological
performance and over which environmental goals should be prioritized—the daily
complications of negotiating what is “sustainable” in the farm’s embodied practices.
Part of the complication is that, even in the scholarly literature, “sustainable”
agriculture is best understood holistically, not only with multiple environmental goals, but
potentially social and economic ones as well (Allen & Sachs, 1991). This means that
sustainable agriculture has general goals rather than clear-cut baselines for determining
success. These can include, for example, reduced chemical and water use (Cox et al., 2004),
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land producing food at the same rate in a century as it is now (Daly & Cobb, 1994), active
regeneration of ecosystem function from a depleted state (Dahlberg, 1993), or decreased
carbon emissions and carbon sequestration (Hawken, 2017). Added to these various goals is
the fact that, as a farmer put it to me, what works for one farm may not for another,
depending on the farm’s geography and other inputs.
To address the flexible, place-based nature of sustainable agriculture, the field of
agroecology uses principles instead of rules (Mier y Terán Gimenez Cacho et al., 2018), or as
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations calls them, “elements” of
agroecology (Agroecology Knowledge Hub, n.d.). 28 Agroecology developed as a response to the
negative social, environmental, and economic impacts of industrial agriculture (Fernandez et
al., 2012). It combines agricultural techniques and traditions with an explicit politicaleconomic lens that recognizes that the power structures embedded in food systems have
impacts on farming, food access, and food sovereignty. The focus is not on ramping up food
production using expensive new technologies but on power, access, and the waste that
results from imbalances in both (Pretty, 2008). I draw on this literature because although
most alternative food producers in the U.S. do not use the term “agroecology,” they follow
the same ecological and social principles in their work toward transforming local and global
food systems (Fernandez et al., 2012). Agroecological elements include a diversity of crops

There are many other ways of categorizing sustainable farming practices. For example, “diversified farming
systems” maintain natural agricultural inputs like soil fertility, pest control, water efficiency, and pollination
(Kremen et al., 2012). “Sustainable intensification”—producing food with fewer natural resources—includes
integrated pest management, integrated nutrient management, conservation tillage, cover crops, agroforestry,
aquaculture, water harvesting, and livestock reintegration into farm landscapes (Pretty, 2008). The Union of
Concerned Sciences (2013) calls agroecology “healthy farms” and also promotes principles and general
practices. The U.S. Department of Agriculture focuses on integrated, site-specific systems with nourishment,
environmental, and economic goals (Gold, 2007). For a succinct but wide-ranging summary of principles and
specific criteria in agro-ecosystems, see Van Cauwenbergh et al., 2007, p. 235.
28
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and species; participatory co-creation of agricultural knowledge; synergies across foods
systems; efficiency to reduce external inputs; recycling, including nutrient cycling;
community and ecosystem resilience; rural livelihoods, equity, and social wellbeing; healthy
and culturally appropriate diets; responsible governance; and circular economies acting
within planetary boundaries (Agroecology Knowledge Hub, n.d.).
By these principles, Essex Farm is operating sustainably through diverse crop usage,
community engagement, efforts to reduce inputs, nutrient cycling, supporting rural
livelihoods, and providing healthy foods. Long-term, agroecology aims to decrease farmers’
dependence on external farming inputs, such as fuel and pesticides, and increase community
autonomy (Mier y Terán Gimenez Cacho et al., 2018). At its most aspirational, agroecology
needs to be based not only in ecological principles but also needs to be culturally embedded
(Pretty, 2008), and grounded in social and physical place (Gliessman, 2015). Essex Farm
follows many of these practices and espouses the same ideals. As we will see below,
however, different farmers and members have different ideas of which goals are primary and
how to pursue them.

Essex Farm’s Ecological Goals and Practices
Essex Farm has a strong environmental ethic and employs a wide range of ecological
practices. Like agroecologists, their farming approach adapts to the local environment and
manages the whole system of land. The farm, collectively, considers long-term benefits other
than profit, builds rural livelihoods and community, and builds soil fertility over time
(Méndez et al., 2013).
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One of the original goals of the farm was to create a system so diversified it could
provide everything to members, including soap and firewood (Kimball, 2010). Kristin writes
that they wanted a farm that “did more good than harm to the soil, the water, the climate,
and the community, as well as be productive as possible, which is much harder than it may
seem from the outside” (Kimball, 2010, p. 29). Chapter 4 of this dissertation will explore the
farm’s goals more broadly; here we note that they are taking a system-view of the farm,
thinking long-term, and facing challenges as a result.
Mark told me that in many respects, Essex Farm exceeds organic standards, at least
the ones set out by the Vermont Organic Farming (VOF) certification, which I used as a
guide. True to the place-based nature of agroecology principles, it can be hard to capture
their practices in easy categories, but generally, the farm’s ecological practices include:
•

Composting of crops, manure, and feedstocks

•

Observations of crop and soil health, with some soil testing when required by grants

•

Compost temperature testing and turning

•

Annual crop rotation

•

Soil conservation, including livestock fencing, conservation or reduce tillage, riparian
management, winter cover crops, strip cropping, crop residue management, crop
rotation with sod crops, perennial crops, permanent vegetative strips on water
courses, windbreaks, and quick cover of bare ground on erosion-prone areas

•

Soil biodiversity practices, including many of the conservation practices, and building
soil organic matter and timing tillage and other farm operations to avoid compaction
and erosion
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•

Water conservation, including varietals appropriate for the climate, management to
increase filtration, maintenance of watershed and habitat, vegetated riparian areas,
and management of nutrient runoff

•

Restoration of native species habitat

•

Horse power for maple collection to reduce impact on woodland habitat

•

Wildlife biodiversity and ecological balance, including crop and cover crop diversity,
minimizing pesticides, using pest-specific or biodegradable pesticides, designing
fencing for wildlife corridors, and ecologically friendly barriers to invasive species

•

Establishment of legal conservation areas

•

Only using medications on livestock when absolutely necessary

•

Limiting livestock access to waterways and sensitive riparian habitats

•

Rotational grazing

•

Reseeding trampled or eroded areas

Figure 2.3
My Scribbled Notes of Mark’s Verbal Responses to the Organics Survey
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Some of the farm’s sustainability practices have changed as the farm’s scale has
expanded. As mentioned, in the farm’s early days, most of the work was done by horses
instead of tractors, Mark was staunchly against plastic, and they aimed to feed an ultra-local
community. They also produced everything themselves, on-farm. Many people spoke to me
of the complications and implications of how the farm has grown since then. Essex Farm
feeds many more people, they buy in products like grains or the occasional vegetable crops
when theirs fail, and they have largely moved to tractors and diesel over horse power.29 They
also ship food to New York City, which requires plastic packaging to keep herbs and other

29

This is partly for safety. Using horses for cultivation requires extensive training and is often still dangerous.
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foods fresh, and which uses fuel. None of these are necessarily bad practice when compared
with the alternative of not feeding people with diversified agriculture, but they represent a
shift from early, idealistic goals for minimal use of single-use products, inputs, and fossil
fuels.
Kristin writes in her second book, “Scale was nothing and everything. We were
growing the same diverse array of plants and animals…But a change in scale meant a change
in the type of equipment we used, the number of people we employed, the kind of
infrastructure we needed” (Kimball, 2019, p. 126). It also makes the farm’s diversity harder
and harder to manage. Ecological complexity is one of the goals of diversified, ecological
agriculture. Kristin told me, though, “the flipside of complexity is chaos, and that coin
doesn’t always land on the right side” (31:99). One farmer, who had returned to work on the
farm after some time away, said that in one sense the practices are getting stronger. For
example, the farm had added pigs who forage on rotated cover crops that would eventually
be back in vegetable production. “That’s legitimately doing [the] sort of organic, sustainable
agriculture farmers talk about a lot, which is nutrient cycling and letting the
land…rejuvenate” (20:56). But, she said, it is hard to imagine it scaled up regionally. Most
people who attempt this kind of intensive management do it on the micro-scale, in a
homestead—not at the scale of 1,100 acres. “I can’t even imagine what…the inside of
Mark’s head looks like on a day-to-day basis,” one of the managers told me, “Because it is
basically directing and entire organism” (36:135).
These complexities of scale are important because, while a few farmers think the
farm should be scaled back to feed the local community and to limit the amount of plastic
and fuel spent on the endeavor, others, including members, spoke instead about how small71

scale farming can be scaled out to meet society’s needs. One farmer imagined an integrated
landscape of small farms, connected by a hub, that together provide a full diet. Another
pointed out that the farm is essentially acting as a large-scale homestead, which puts Essex
Farm at a strange, liminal scale between tiny/diverse and large/homogenous. Overall, the
clear-cut environmental message put forth on the farm’s website is belied by a pragmatism in
daily decisions. Despite the environmental awareness that pervades farm practices, someone
told me, “Mark does not pretend to be saving the environment with this farm” (21:51). The
latitude of that sentiment, even when applied as unevenly as it seems to be from my
experience on the farm, allows for decision-making to be about function rather than purity
of environmental ideals.
It might be more useful to think in terms of progress rather than in an absolute ideal
of sustainable agriculture. Social theorist Alexis Shotwell (2016) has written about the
“complexity and complicity” of trying to live ethically on a damaged planet, arguing that it
requires embracing both our responsibility and our inability to fully change the systems in
which we are embedded. What matters is that we recognize the enmeshed nature of our
existence, its contingency on the suffering of others, while resisting narratives of purity.
Pursuing purity in action is not only impossible, but “a de-collectivizing, de-mobilizing,
paradoxical politics of despair” (Shotwell, 2016, pp. 8-9). Mark’s environmental goals are
more complicated and changeable in person than the farm’s website would suggest, but he
summed them up this way: “thinking of … environmentalism, which I think is a pretty good
question for how we farm, [we ask] whether we’re doing better or worse environmentally per
member and output than we were” (33:148). He thinks they are doing slightly better through
increased efficiency and a decreased carbon footprint. Proponents of agroecology see this as
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success, rather than failure. Transforming agrifood systems requires transition steps
(Gliessman, 2015) and a range of goals, from decreasing external inputs to creating social,
political, and economic justice within food systems. Agroecology is not only an approach to
agriculture, it is an aspiration (Katie Horner, personal communication, Jan 14, 2020); and
sustainability might look like gradual movement in a better direction.

The Best Farm, Or the Best Business?
“I think that our environmental shortcomings are outweighed by our social success, and I
think our economics is right about at zero, we’re not making money, we’re not losing money,
it is what it is” (30:154).
The Kimballs started Essex Farm for personal, social, and environmental reasons.
“Mark found the market economy and its anonymous exchange boring,” Kristin writes
(Kimball, 2010, p. 17). The point was instead to understand one’s effect on the surrounding
world. “…only a third of our attention [was on] the bottom line, the rest of it focused on the
quality and diversity of the food, the health of the soil, the effect on the environment and
the community” (Kimball, 2019, p. 197).30
Their motivations echo those of famous homesteaders Scott and Helen Nearing,
who inspired a generation of back-the-the-landers. For the Nearings, working and living
close to the land was about sacred economy: “resisting evil and embracing an alternative
economic system went hand in hand….attaining self-sufficiency, actively resisting capitalism,

In person, she told me that “the mission of the farm hasn’t changed much since the first time we distributed
food. We want to grow excellent [food] for ourselves and for our members, we want to be good stewards of
the land and its resources and good neighbors to our community…. The complexity of what that means as I’ve
gotten to understand farming more deeply has changed and deepened…. I don’t think either Mark or I are
driven by wealth” (31:88;101).
30
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and modeling and advocating alternatives to dominant ways of living” (Gould, 2005, pp.
163-4). In this reading, small-scale farming is a way of stepping back from the “evils”
inherent in participating in the dominant economic system. The Kimballs follow other more
contemporary farms, notably across the lake in Vermont, who wanted to change the world
through organic and values-based agriculture (Trubek, 2008).
In many ways, Essex Farm’s motivations and activities directly challenge
commodification of food. Mainstream modern economics works to hide and diminish the
embeddedness and embodiment of humanity and the production of nature (Mellor, 1997b).
But, as ecofeminists have argued, The “cultivation economy”—production based on nature,
including agriculture—cannot operate on the logic of industrial production (Pietilä, 1997).
The commodification of food, which homogenizes all products and makes their specificities
invisible, obscures the non-economic dimensions of food (Vivero-Pol, 2017), including how
and where it was produced, by whom, and with what meaning. By contrast, agroecological
practices are generally about not commodifying nature and its agricultural products (Farley et
al., 2011); the active valuing of place resists capitalism’s commodification of both place and
people (Agnew, 1989). Operating against dominant economic logics within the dominant
economy complicates the farm’s ability to survive financially, relying on social relationships
that, as we have seen, are not always secure.

Moving Streams of Income and Debt
How the farm actually functions as a business is not entirely obvious. As Mark told
me, it’s very hard to even tell what the cost of their goods is; it’s an all-you-can-eat share
with no tracking about who takes what and how much. The farm has some lump expenses
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(like infrastructure, equipment, and annual mortgage), some ongoing expenses (like payroll
and credit card payments), and intermittent cash inflows (like membership payments or grant
reimbursements). Even the basic land ownership is complicated. Having bought some of the
land they previously leased for free, the Kimballs own about 500 of the 1,100 farm acres,
some personally and some through a holding company, both with mortgages. They lease the
rest of it through an LLC, from neighbors who support the Kimballs’ vision, want to restore
fertility, and/or want the agricultural exemption for their property taxes (126:1). When I
began research, the farm had just hired someone to take stock of and manage their finances,
a long-term project that might still be ongoing.
Like many farms in the U.S., Essex Farm is often in a precarious economic position.
I sat in on a money strategy meeting that demonstrated some of the financial complexity
they have to regularly administer. That year, they had spent a lot of money in the spring and
by mid-summer were strapped for cash. Most CSA membership payments had already been
made or were not due until the next quarter. The strategy meeting was essentially an
emergency meeting; Mark said they would be $30,000 in the hole if they paid all their bills
and payroll that week, and they needed to figure out where to get money to tide them over.
Mark listed the categories as Cash Loans Fast $; Project Management Reimbursement $; Taxes $;
Member Income $; Sales of Equipment $; Change Expenses (payroll, purchasing). A lot of the
meeting was about project reimbursement—they have multiple grant funded projects (underground
pipeline, well, and water for livestock) that are match-funded…once the projects are complete, they’ll
get money kicked back. All the project money should be in in about 2 months, he thinks.… The
cash loans… would probably be family loans without interest. (43:16)
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From what I could tell, financial emergencies were not unusual. Once while I was
there, Mark got a $20,000 zero-interest loan from a supporter. Another time, one of their
most dedicated NYC members paid for his following year membership upfront. As a young
farmer told me later, the farm works because Mark attracts good people who are willing to
work hard and because he convinces people in NYC to pay a lot and donate a lot. “If we
didn’t get that $20,000, who knows, maybe the farm would have gone under,” he said
(23:50). This is a real threat for farms, as the most recent census shows across-the-board
declines in farmers, farms, and farmland in the U.S. (Dempsey, 2019).
As I have noted, the farm’s ecological model can complicate its business model. The
weather is unpredictable, the pests change by the season, the animals need different care at
different times; everything is less controlled than an industrial farming model, and more
subject to change. There is so much going on that it is difficult to standardize systems
(24:52). A young farmer who grew up on another small farm told me,
I think the diversified model works really well on a farm because it functions more
like an ecosystem than a factory. But at the same time, we exist in a world where
factories are the things that ostensibly make the most money [laughs]. And we live in
a world that, for better or worse, relies on money for a lot of our needs. So, I’m like,
well what’s the marriage between ecosystem and a factory that makes—that results in
the best farm. (23:56)
The balance between an ecosystem and a factory is a tricky one to make, and not a
natural marriage. Ecosystems are messy, complex, and constantly in flux. Factories are
regulated, streamlined, narrow, and relatively static. The farm appears to be merging these
priorities primarily through marketing systems, rather than farming practices. For a long
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time, Essex Farm employed one office manager; now, they have an office manager, a
financials manager, and someone who runs the NYC share logistics. Together, these three
manage the income and orders from members, all the payments out, applying and reporting
to various grants,31 sending the Farm Note, and a Facebook and Instagram account. Mark’s
main question for me, when I asked if my research could answer any of his questions for the
farm, was about how to market more effectively. The last time I visited the farm, Mark had
just visited the city on a big recruiting trip, looking for new members and offering their new
“microshare,” which is a one-time $100 box of produce that comes with chef-created
recipes. The farm has also added numerous value-added products, which they sub-contract
with the local food hub to produce, as an added benefit for CSA customers. When deer
decimated their head lettuce the summer I was there, they bought in lettuce from a local
grower rather than take the standard joint-risk, we’re-in-it-together CSA approach and leave
members without staple greens.
Emily McKee (2018) has observed a similar phenomenon in CSA farms in the
Midwest, who are on what the article terms “an entrepreneurial treadmill.” Diversified
farmers are driven by motivations outside of profit accumulation, like localizing food
systems or changing how humans interact with the natural world and their own bodies. As
CSA memberships have fallen in recent years, small farmers have developed coping
strategies to win over members; but these require new skills and time spent away from

A grant summary in early 2019 from the office manager: “The Adirondack Council does a Cool
Farms/Healthy Park microgrant every year, which we almost always apply for and sometimes receive. We
received one in 2017 for cover cropping, in 2018 for a solar-powered water pump, and we just applied for one
for frost seeding. We also have been awarded funding for cost-sharing programs like the Conservation Reserve
Program (CRP) through NRCS and SWCD, the Value Added Producers Grant (VAPG) through the USDA,
and Essex County’s Soil & Water Conservation District (SWCD) also contributed to a few cost-sharing
projects that dealt with our Vegetative Treatment areas (compost barn and milkhouse waste).” (126:2)
31
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farming. Strategies include purchasing replacements for lost crops, adding on new products,
flexible delivery options, customized selection, and cooking lessons (McKee, 2018)—so far,
all but the latter are evident on Essex Farm. “How sustainable are local food systems when
small-scale farmers must be not only skilled producers, but marketing gurus, gregarious
spokespeople, and public educators as well?” (p. 65). You can’t just pay attention to cows
and vegetables, one young farmer at Essex—who had had a failed small farm of his own—
told me. Even if you think you have figured how to raise those well and you work hard, you
still have to market (18:50). Another young farmer put it, “A lot of times, being a better
businessperson is probably better than being a really good farmer” (23:52).

What Is a Farm Worth?
“Because of the idealism the farm is based on, we may not have as much financial stability as
we should have” (36:170).
Thus the farming and business sides of Essex Farm complicate and even compete
with each other; each relies on the other but is constrained by the other’s logic. Some of the
ways the farm has changed appear more related to business needs than ecological or social
goals. As mentioned earlier, the farm has grown in membership and thus also in
infrastructure, which drives the need for a large sustained membership to pay off and
manage that infrastructure, which drives the need for more intensive marketing. The winter
after my field work on the farm, they changed the membership agreement from a short
document to a 15-page contract that delineates all the requirements and expectations. It also
flipped the script on the “CSA”, calling the farm membership an “Agriculturally Supported
Community.” Sliding scale was mostly eliminated and some people lost what the farm called
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the “friends and family discount,” at least temporarily. From what I could tell, these
measures were designed to a) make sure people were not grifting on the system by doing
things like not reporting and paying for a second adult in the household and b) to better
account for what the CSA share actually costs, and to cover those costs. The farm’s office
manager has a personal pet peeve about the fact that people do not know the true cost of
food, and the farm’s recent efforts look like an effort to ameliorate that disconnect. But
business logic shows up in other ways, too, like making farmers pay for their (reduced-price)
shares and their farm lunches out of their paychecks. A former employee conjectured, “I
think it’s because they are trying to do so much, that [it’s] like, ‘oh, we can’t—this costs too
much to give you this pint of butter, we can’t afford to just give it to you, you need to pay
for it in some way’” (35:89). In this way, their ambitions for ecological complexity cause a
financial crunch and decreases some of the social good that is also one of their goals. The
Kimballs are famous for generosity to newcomers—many participants spoke of this, and I
personally know several people who have visited the farm and left with armfuls of free
food—but generosity is not a business model.
Similarly, some local members see the expansion to feeding NYC customers as a
sensible business decision; others, a distortion and dilution of the original Essex Farm
community. Multiple members say that they do not really know the people working at the
farm anymore. One former member said that although he has no problem with shipping
food around, the “whole project has become overly ambitious, size-wise” (9:82). Another
longtime but disaffected member said that with the NYC membership, there are now “first
class citizens and then second class”: local members who do not get the same quality of meat
because it goes to city members first (6:168). It was clear as he talked that he feels deeply and
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personally hurt by how the farm has changed. Allocating better cuts of meat going to
members who pay much more—because of the cost of getting food to them—is market
logic. The best product to the highest dollar. And that logic flies in the face of how local
members think about what being a CSA member is worth:
I don’t know how I’d go about putting a dollar value on that…how would you
quantify that. And I do think, as you were just sort of getting at, I mean part of it for
me now is this is how I live. This is how I live. I don't want to– it works. I enjoy it. I
enjoy lots of facets of it. Which are complicated. I don't want to change it. I see no
big reason to change it. It's, I'm sure, more expensive. (9:84-5)
On the other hand, some members show an economic cognitive disconnect about
what it means to support the farm with their money. A few NYC members spoke in the
same interview about being happy to support farmer livelihoods and wishing that the share
were less expensive, without seeming to identify the contradiction in those desires. For these
people, physical distance seems to translate to a distance in knowledge and empathy that is
less present for local members who are more socially connected to the farm. Broadly in the
U.S., there remain questions about whether farm security and accessible food are compatible
goals; farmers may wish to provide food to low-income communities, but are often lowincome themselves (Guthman et al., 2006).
As indicated, these struggles are not necessarily unusual for values-based or
community food projects operating in a neoliberal capitalist context (Alkon & Mares, 2012;
McKee, 2018). Part of this is due to the enormous amounts of debt that U.S. farms hold, for
land, infrastructure, equipment, and other expenses. Debt can crowd out other
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considerations for famers (Robbins, 2019). On Essex Farm, debt is a consideration—
especially their mortgages, and the credit lines that they use for upfront expenses between
cash influxes—but luckily not the only consideration. A long-term dairy farmer who now
assists on the farm sees it as different from other operations where “the last cow, as soon as
the cow was born, it belonged to the bank and not the farmers” (25:70).
Many people wished to know whether Essex Farm’s business model is replicable.
Mark, too, wanted to know if I could shed light on their numbers and marketing. In both
these, I failed. Mark and Kristin both told me that other people had tried to institute a fulldiet CSA model after learning about Essex and had failed to survive as a business. Some of
the farmers felt that the farm was actually taking a loss on its NYC share, when all the costs
were accounted for, but no one could parse the numbers and say for sure. One in particular
told me that the specific finances of the farm, which arose from its specific relationships—
like having been given land to farm on originally for free—make it impossible to follow as a
business model. Yet another said the “crazy benefits” of the farm are ones that are “difficult
to capitalize on” (18:83)—for this farm, even, and certainly for others constructed in
different contexts.

Qualifying Success
“I think the main thing I wanted to say was the first thing I said, that Essex Farm is the
most... it's the best farm. It’s the best CSA. This is actually the best farm. Thus far” (17:152).
I was talking about Essex Farm recently with a lifelong rural Vermonter, someone
who has lived on or around farms her whole life and tracks the statewide conversations
about farming and environmental stewardship. When I mentioned that Essex Farm’s
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business imperatives complicate other goals, her response was, yes, it’s widely understood
that farming can negatively affect social and environmental causes broadly. No, I clarified—
those imperatives complicated the farm’s own social and environmental goals. This is a key
difference in framing. Much of the rhetoric about farming and stewardship at a broad
level assumes that if people can just get the business model right—can be profitable or
“viable”—the other things it affects can fall into place. My observations on Essex Farm
show movement in the other direction, starting from strong social and environmental values
that are hindered by attempts at a viable business.
With a more inclusive idea of “success,” beyond simple business standards, Essex
Farm has succeeded. As one person pointed out to me, as a baseline, they are still in
operation, and they have never missed a food distribution for members. They feed a large
number of people. Moreover, they changed an entire region, catalyzing an agricultural
renaissance in Essex County that many local members attribute directly to Mark and Kristin.
As part of that transition, they educated a new generation of farmers, some of whom set up
farms in the same or adjacent communities. A former member said that people can find
things to criticize in Mark personally. On the other hand:
But it was his initiative and vision and drive when to do something that looked
literally crazy as bat shit. Right? That no one was doing what he was doing. I mean,
it's hard, even just driving around Essex now. I mean in the, in the region around
Essex it's hard to remember what it was like just 10 years ago. I mean, you know, no
young farmers. No farms, right. I mean very few young kids. I mean all of those
things. It's a huge, huge change. You know, which we've sort of been part of partly
through supporting the farm and being members. (9:76)
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From a broad perspective, the farm has been instrumental in building regional agricultural
self-sufficiency (Daly & Cobb, 1994) and place-based identity through food relationships in a
specific geographical space (Gliessman, 2015)—some of the primary goals of ecological
economics and agroecology. Paradoxically, the farm may not function as a replicable
business model; but it still provides a model for aspirational agriculture that many people are
interested in following and supporting.

Visceral Pleasure and “The Nature of Working with Nature”32
Essex Farm is a business, an ecological endeavor, a network of relationships. It
involves much labor and also, I found, much pleasure. The details in my fieldnotes reflect
many of the sentiments Kristin expresses in her first book, which I read after starting
fieldwork to not overly bias my experiences. In the field, there was something pleasurable
about just noticing what was going on around me and in my body, even when it was pain:
I used all my senses in working/"observing” that morning. Feel, of the air on my skin, of the
plants in my hand and where they want to break, of the sun perhaps bordering on a burn, of my
lower back complaining from so much bending, of my abdominals unused to being actively engaged,
of the cold water on my hands, of the dryness after too much soil and moisture, of the nettles against
my bare arm and the resulting red welts, of hunger after a few hours of work, of a peaceful tiredness
in my muscles by lunchtime. Sight, of the size of what I harvested and bundled, of the stunning view
over the fields and the leaves dancing in the wind when I stopped to watch, of the huge cow being
skinned and its bright red blood running through the dirt, of the dirt on the asparagus needing to be

32

Taken from farmer interview (30:140).
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rubbed off in the water, of the alternatively open and closed faces of the women I worked next to.
Taste, mostly of the air, but also of the cookies that K. brought her team, thick buttery shortbread
with dandelion petals in the place of some flour, and of the garlic mustard T. foraged, of the
dandelion greens and their too-bitter bite. Sound, of the wind, and the directions from the farmers,
of so many birds in the sky that I wish I knew the names of, that I wished I could pay attention to
but I had a task to complete or I’d fall behind and feel a burden. Smell, of the dusty driveway, of
the wet oregano being harvested in the shade, of the spicy chives cut loose near their roots, of clean
water, of the dung over the asparagus, of the human manure and sawdusty dirt in the outhouse, of
the clean soap at the washbin, of the sweat on my own body. (51:16)
I was relating not only to myself but also to the landscape and some of its
constituent parts, consciously and happily. Even in my very part-time farmwork, I
experienced plenty of discomfort—muscle pain, sleeves of sweat over my limbs, hands
aching in cold water, brutal heat, soaked socks, physical exhaustion. But for me these were
outweighed by physical elation, which combined with my feelings of social connection. I felt
incredibly positive. At an early morning meeting, I rated my mood 9 out of 10, even though
I’d woken up at 5 a.m., hours before my normal alarm. Being on the farm was sensually and
socially alluring.
Working on the farm was a marvelous relief from the indoor, computer-dominated
work of graduate school. I could see the point and the result of everything I did. Kristin
writes about the same feeling, how “farming takes root in you and crowds out the other
endeavors, makes them seem paltry…in [this] country where discomfort has nearly
disappeared…you were deprived. Deprived of the pleasure of desire, of effort and difficulty
and meaningful accomplishment” (Kimball, 2010, p. 5). When I mentioned the push/pull of
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intellectual and physical engagement to Mark, he claimed that farming is a good way to have
both joys. It is the three-dimensional, bodily “chess game” that more than one person
mentioned to me. It is visceral, in the “the realm of internally-felt sensations, moods and
states of being, which are born from sensory engagement with the material world…visceral
refers to a fully minded-body” (Hayes-Conroy & Hayes-Conroy, 2008, p. 462). I believe the
visceral pleasure of the farm—the integration of mind and body through physical
engagement—is part of understanding the question I alluded to earlier: why choose a life of
toil in a society that rewards other work, both economically and socially? “When you look at
a farm from the outside, it looks like work is the costs. From the inside, you find that the
work is the reward, or, rather, the work is all there is, and it’s a beautiful thing” (Kimball,
2019, p. 282). From an ecological economics perspective, this is a complete rejection of
neoclassical economic theory, which sees production as a cost done only to achieve the
pleasure of consumption. Relying on autoethnographic observations, I related my own
sensory and emotional engagement on the farm with the way that others talked (and wrote)
about it.
Much of the satisfaction of work has to do with that sense of purpose. Another part
of the satisfaction is physical health and wellbeing. As one famer put it, farming has always
been “healthy in all ways…good for my human being” (20:70). Someone else spoke of the
benefits of getting away from computer work, and being paid to do it. Another said they
were always on a “runner’s high” from the physicality of it. This contrasts somewhat with
Kristin’s characterizations of old farmers, gnarled and pained by years of physical labor, and
of Mark’s caution against ruining their bodies from overwork. At least in the short term,
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farming presents itself to Essex farmers as a way to stretch both their physical and mental
capacities in ways that feel good (22:117).
For some, this pleasure may shift over time. Mark appears as gung-ho about farming
as he could be, although he does work more in a managerial capacity than formerly and can
pass off less technical and less pleasant tasks to others. Kristin’s second book says that as a
farmer, you decide the work is worth it, and you keep going; but it is notable that during the
two years I have been around the farm, she has not farmed full-time. Instead, she has written
and gone on book tours. On the farm she contributes to the Farm Note and Instagram
account and is involved with animal care. My personal social network in Vermont would
indicate that many middle-class farmers eventually transition to professional careers. As a
friend of mine says, “Everyone quits farming at 30.” The work is hard, but perhaps more
than that, they cannot afford to buy houses, have children, or save money by working on
farms. For them—those who do not own the farms they work on—the pleasure eventually
cedes to other priorities.
Perhaps the pleasure of farmwork, as complex and hard as it is, needs to be bolstered
by a sense of ownership. As discussed earlier, farmers talked about the vision of the farm in
both positive and negative terms—a clear vision was inspiring, while an absence of
articulated vision turned the work into drudgery. Kristin touches close to this in her
memories of being separated from farmwork by motherhood: “a farm was much less fun
when you are an observer instead of a participant. Without the work, it was just a small
business, ragged around the edges and only tenuously viable” (Kimball, 2019, p. 104). This
sentiment is surprisingly close to the frustration I saw in some farmers over their own lack of
agency on the farm. Without the ability to be in charge of their own work, it was just a job,
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and only tenuously viable as income, at least as the season wears on. When I began in May,
everyone was excited, upbeat. By August, people seemed worn down. Kristin echoes the
same thing in Good Husbandry. The pain and difficulty mount as the summer wears on; the
excited pleasure of spring diminishes.

Cooking and the Aesthetics of Essex Farm
“He gave us big green beans and then he stuck them into sour cream because it was July and
green beans taste so succulent. And then he poured maple syrup into yogurt and [shook] it
up and we’d all drink” (1:50).
Cooking and eating. This side of the food coin also represents a huge part of why
people are part of Essex Farm.33 Members talk about Essex Farm food as being almost an
entirely different product than other food they can buy. The quality of farm food is higher,
and they determine that by taste: “…the quality of that [grocery store] stuff is very low. It’s
very low in taste. When I buy…colorful peppers in the grocery store because it’s
winter…they just don’t taste as good” (5:99). Here, quality and taste are the same thing;
visual appeal is at best secondary, at worst misleading, compared to the primary sensation of
taste. One member uses visual “blemishes” and irregularities as an indication that food was
“grown in a field with dirt,” unlike untrustworthy, uniform store peppers and tomatoes
(15:60). Several farmers told me that the farm’s diversity takes away from the overall quality
of its food; as laborers, they are spread thin, which means that individual crops may not be
tended or harvested at precise times, or meat might not be butchered or cured perfectly.

Chapter 3, on the taste education center in Denmark, will delve more carefully into literature on aesthetics,
taste, and sensory studies; here I am introducing them, partly as a point of similarity between the two case
studies that will be explored more deeply in Chapter 4.
33
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Other local farms that specialize, they said, are able to achieve higher quality levels. With a
couple exceptions, members reported the opposite: the taste is unparalleled.
One member suggested that changing the food system goes hand-in-hand with the
gratification of cooking, of eating, and of working with superior products: “In reforming
essentially local food systems, there’s got to be other things involved [beyond freshness or
low-input practices] …The pleasure of cooking. The satisfaction of good food. I mean, in
the fall, the carrots at Essex Farm are like carrots you get nowhere else” (7:101). Pleasure can
make up for how much work the food requires, or how much members pay for their food—
by one person’s calculation, 20-25% of his income, compared with a national average of less
than 10% (USDA ERS, 2020a). For farmers, it can make up for some lack of income: “truly
poor farmers in the middle of winter….have these potlucks…it’s routine to go to a party and
there to be beef tongue and pâté and all of these really exotic and wonderful culinary
experiments that juxtaposed with the kind of dirt poverty that we were living in…just always
struck me as beautiful” (24:61).
The general aesthetics of the farm, not just taste, matter. Several people mentioned
that the farm share had changed their relationship to grocery stores and conventional
groceries. “I don’t like going in grocery stores,” one member told me. “They’re ugly. I just
feel like, all those lights and everything in boxes, I don’t really like that. And I don’t like ugly
places…I just feel I’m really lucky that I have a place like this I can come to” (2:67).34 One

One farmer made a similar assessment of an old silo on a nearby farm. “That doesn’t bring any beauty to me.
Not in its function, in its form, in its purpose…Using mechanization required to do that and then creating tons
of embodied energy confining these animals with concrete, to then store that [feed], to then use your own labor
(laughing) and your sweat to then haul it out to the [herd]. You just worked triple just to get them the food they
could have eaten on their own” (17:122). The beauty of a particular piece of infrastructure here has to do with
its purpose and its embodied relationships and resources. Are they sensible, ecological? Do they represent the
values of the farm?
34
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former member, who had left the farm for another local CSA, noted how his reaction to
packaged food has changed after eating at Essex Farm for years. “…to me, now, if there’s
something in the refrigerator that’s in a plastic package, it just feels weird. I mean, it
viscerally feels, what the fuck’s that doing?...there’s something about…you take this jar and it
gets filled up with milk and you bring it back…that relationship…I can’t totally explain it”
(9:87-92). He went on to tell me that this way of eating—which he actually termed as a way
of living—has become normal, second-nature. He cooks and processes food much more than
before joining the share and does not think about it much. As I will detail more in the
following chapter, aesthetics here represent two things, part of the sensory experience and a
way of interpreting other qualities that one desires in food. The physical environment of
choosing food, the (lack of) packaging, the relationship embodied in a refillable jar, the sense
of humane animal raising represented in visual forms—these aesthetics are related to, but
separate from, how the food actually tastes. The entire farm system nourishes in multiple
ways.

Vicarious Sensuality and the Limits of Extended Sensing
An aspect of this farm’s sensual appeal can be accessed indirectly and drives people
to be part of the farm, from afar or in short spurts. One of the ways people vicariously
“sense” the farm is through Kristin’s various texts. “That book was like porn to me,” a
friend told me of The Dirty Life. Each week they receive about three communications from
people who related to her first book. The language of both books is deeply sensory. She
writes of smells, tastes, and physical feeling. To an extent, these are curated memories: true
ones, but chosen for their palatability. Mark said that Kristin’s editor made her re-write him
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to be more likable in The Dirty Life, and someone who knew the Kimballs during the
marriage-challenging time period of Good Husbandry told me that the book admits that it was
hard for Kristin to farm and parent two small children while Mark was injured, but it does
not—or cannot—show how hard that time period was. No one would want to read about it.
Instead, we get to revel in Kristin’s sense memories, and skip the painful parts, both in the
text itself and through our passive experience as readers. As Gould (2005) writes of people
who made “pilgrimages” to famous homesteads, “For some, the idea of nature, or its
accessibility through texts and occasional visits, was enough. For others, the commitment to
getting close to nature needed to be personally enacted…Through Burroughs, readers could
vicariously experience an intimacy with the natural world that they knew he was experiencing
on a daily basis” (pp. 111-136, emphasis original).
The farm continues to connect with readers, including members, through the written
form. The Farm Note is important to members, specifically the ones who live in NYC.35
People spoke of the Note as a “perk” and of enjoying knowing “whatever it is they’re up to”
(5:113). “When she gives a context for understanding the effort and commitment that goes
into every carrot, every lamb chop, every pint of ghee, every chicken,” one member wrote in
their PhotoVoice reflection, “the food takes on an enhanced importance. I feel intimately
connected to the plants and animals I am eating, as well as to the people who work so hard
to produce this bounty.” Another member connected the farmwork to care work: care of the
animals, and of the soil. And they are physically connected, too, through the food delivered
to their homes. “They open up this box, and…still the air inside is farm air” (31:113).

Many more people subscribe to the Farm Note—a couple thousand—than actually get Essex Farm food.
When I asked who these folks were, the supposition I got was “Kristin’s fans.”
35
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Still, social media and a newsletter do not entirely make up for the distance of city
members, both in terms of what they can sense and what they can know. City members live
in a different climate; they do things like ask for flowers in the spring while the farm is still
blanketed in snow, or lamb meat while ewes are still pregnant. They may feel like they
understand what is going on the farm, but one farmer characterized it as
“misunderstanding,” because most of them have never visited the farm. “…they don’t know
what we’re actually working with. Where, I think a lot of our local members see it…. They’re
experiencing the same weather” (29:88). They do not occupy the same place as local
members, and the result is not understanding the sociality of the share. One farmer spoke of
being able to see two different bins of greens, one full and one scanty, and choosing to take
the more abundant greens for herself while leaving the scarce ones for other members who
prefer them. “I like to think that the other families see that. But in New York, since we
package it up, they don’t get to see that…there’s a little bit of a disconnect there as far
as…the C part [of CSA]” (36:135). Local members’ PhotoVoice included many images of
the farm itself; NYC members’ images focused almost exclusively meals or ingredients.
Technology and text can only go so far in reaching across the physical distance and bringing
the farm, not just farm food, to the city.

Figure 2.4
PhotoVoice Responses from a Local Member and New York City Member
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More labor is done for NYC members. They have to cook food the same way, but it
is selected and packed for them, unlike for locals. The knowledge from sensing through the
labor is completely obscured when someone else does the work. The NYC pack is long and
physically taxing:
Each NY family…fills out an order form that K. sends out on the previous Friday. First the farm
has to decide what they will be able to offer the following week; K. updates the form; families fill out
and return them; farmers harvest and wash vegetables, process dairy; and then it is packed. At first,
two Amish [and two English women] were all in the same trailer together, but then [the English]
left to harvest sweet onions, which we had just run out of, and it was just me and the two girls. One
of them says it’s usually just she and her sister, working in the refrigerated trailer from noon to six.
We would pick up a pack list for a family, grab a name tag, label a grey plastic box with the tag,
line the box with an insulated liner, and then go down the rows of vegetables lining the trailer in the
same order as on the list, ticking them off as we went. On offer yesterday was kohlrabi, green
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tomatoes, green garlic, three kinds of cabbage, eggplant, dandelion greens, sweet onions, lettuce, kale,
two kinds of chard, sweet and hot peppers, scallions, tomatoes, basil, dill, two kinds of parsley,
cilantro, sorrel, sage, thyme, and probably some other things I can’t remember.…[All this in a
refrigerated trailer, wearing layers of extra clothing against the cold.] After boxes are packed with
veg, we noted the number of boxes in an order, and stacked them at the front of the trailer, where
they were picked up and packed with ordered meat… I texted [the person] who used to do NYC
pack alone when the route was much smaller, and she said it would wreck her back, especially when
loading it into vans. (43:24)
During this task, I pondered how no one receiving a share in the city was really
aware of the labor that goes into that box, from seedling to packed truck, while local
members perform much of this for themselves at Friday distribution. I had harvested some
of that basil. It requires a gentle hand, and a stooped back or low crouch in wet rows of
herbs, a level of care that may be appreciated in the abstract but is ultimately invisible.
In my fieldnotes, I acknowledged to myself that I never had to experience serious or
prolonged discomfort on the farm. The visceral pleasure of my physical work ended
pleasantly after 6 hours, unlike for farmers. Serendipitously, I did not work through heat
waves or cold snaps. I never worked several days in a row, never had the exhaustion
accumulate in my body. I left NYC pack after a couple hours inside the cold and windowless
trailer to drive home in the sun to Burlington. To a certain extent, even full-time Essex
Farmers are dipping into this life, compared with Amish farmers. People come and go from
working on the farm. I met more than one who left farming there to attend graduate school,
and several who went back to college for the school year. In this way, the hardest part of
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farming—the long-term commitment, and the drudgery—are a choice for some, an
obligation for others.

Communion
My grandparents had a saying: “It’s better to be in the mountains, thinking of God,
than in church thinking of the mountains.” This was their tongue-in-cheek, mid-twentieth
century justification for skiing on Sundays instead of attending church. It exposes a truth:
some agnostic, outdoor-oriented folks feel more spiritual connection through nature than
through religion. At Essex Farm, the desire to connect to the sensed experience of the farm,
whether through taste buds or through social media, is part of a larger web of desire for
connection that undergirds the farm community. It includes but supersedes pleasure. It takes
the form of a general connection to landscape, community, and place, and shows up in ways
that are explicitly religious, spiritual, and mystical. Much of what is going on in this
aspirational agricultural project appears to be beyond the manifestations of its physical
forms.

Season, Death, Knowledge
Farming is managing death (45:3).

The seasonality of local food connects both farmers and members to landscape and
life cycles. In a global food system designed for maximum, year-round choice, many
members derive pleasure from the changing availability and the connection to seasonal
rhythms. For people willing to deal with the August glut and winter limitations, the
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evanescence of both leads to a deeper appreciation of foods when they are in season. One of
their former members spoke fondly of the freezing and canning as part of the whole
experience. “I like the seasonality. I liked those weeks in the late summer when you're
preparing for the fall and the winter time. I like that sense” (9:88). Here, sense is the sense of
where one is in the year’s cycle, firmly planted in one season, expecting another.
For farmers, connection to the system is about deep knowledge of the landscape. “It
was a never-ending cycle of longing and fulfillment, directly connected to our work, and
learning to live this way was like hearing a tune I had known once and forgotten. It just felt
deeply right” (Kimball, 2019, p. 27). Sensing a landscape, knowing a system, can be done not
only through eating but also through work. “…work is a way of knowing nature; it requires
an engagement of the senses and attention to the micro-geographies of landscape” (Morse et
al., 2014, p. 228). Mark wrote that his PhotoVoice images have a history of tasks visible to
him in the image’s background—the infrastructure built over the years, specific events in the
course of farming. One new farmer, reflecting on her PhotoVoice photos about why she
worked on the farm, wrote:
…this is where I need to be. These photos capture my love of animals, my adoration
of tiny sprouting plants, and my kinship with the people that surround me. I work at
Essex Farm because I feel a raw sense of truth and belonging every day. I love
farming because I feel a deep connection with the food I consume and the land that
I live on. I farm because this work makes me feel alive.
Not all of this connection is to the life of plants, animals, and seasons. Some if it is
about the death of each. In her first book, Kristin tries to identify a way of eating that does
not involve suffering and comes up short, even for vegetarianism. “Don’t let anyone tell you
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that growing vegetables is not a violent act. The muted sound of a plow tearing through
roots is almost obscene, like the sound of a fist meeting flesh. Before planting, we had to
raze the ground” (Kimball, 2010, p. 170). One farmer spoke to me at length about two
things: his religion, and how farming is about keeping things alive until the precisely right
moment they should die. Plants will bolt or wilt or rot if farmers harvest them even a day or
two late. The scheduled weekly chicken slaughter is good; chicken heat death during a heat
wave is bad. Todd LeVasseur (2017), in an ethnography of religious agrarian communities in
the United States, writes that the embodied act of farming brings with it wisdom, meaning,
and wellbeing through contact with the cycle of life and death that are larger than any one
farmer. The theorist Michel Serres apparently left mortality out of his theorizing of the
senses because there is “…nothing anyone can do with it, this slow going, this ungraspable,
unknowable, unignorable squandering of energy that in the end is what we will have
amounted to. There is nothing we can do with it, though it has everything to do with us”
(Connor, 2005, p. 333). People’s sensory engagement on the farm belies this idea. Knowing
and connecting are what they can do about it, and they feel good about that choice. More
than one PhotoVoice participant sent me a photo of animal carcasses in response to
question of why one works at, or is a member of, Essex Farm. The realities of life and death
here are connective, rather than isolating.

Figure 2.5
A Farmer’s PhotoVoice Responses Related to Life and Death
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Note. From the PhotoVoice reflection: “I love that when I come to work at some ungodly
hour of the morning, I at least have an amazingly uplifting view to start my day with. Being
in a work environment that so explicitly deals with the realities of life and death is refreshing,
compared to the isolated nature of city life, when life and death are more related to crime
instead of nature.”
While we might expect seasonal eating to connect people to place, sensually,
members especially expressed knowledge and awareness as primary ways of re-integrating
oneself into a larger, more sustainable food system, not only their local one. The larger
population, several people said, do not understand agriculture. “[People] don’t understand
the big picture and they don’t understand how it all fits together” (22:91). Here is a
complicated mix of impulses and of scale. Our distant and disconnected food system does
not allow many people access to understand their food’s origins. That ignorance prevents
them from seeing relationships between parts of the system. To know the whole, you have
to know the parts that can be immediately in front of you. To see the system, the system has
to be small enough to sense personally.
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Transcendental Legacies, Farm Spirituality, and Agricultural Evangelism
At Essex Farm, though, threads of connection often go beyond the implicitly
spiritual to the explicitly mystical, religious, and evangelical. Themes of adoration, kinship,
belonging, connection, and aliveness appear in how people speak about the farm. Alternative
agriculture, and especially homesteading and organic agriculture, share legacies of religious
transcendentalism in this country. Essex Farm does not farm organically in the strict, legally
certified sense of the word, but its practices largely follow early motivations of organic
agriculture, which contained strong transcendental meanings. Richard Robbins (2019), an
anthropologist and also a member of Essex Farm CSA, writes that the work of the founders
of western organic farming in the late 1800s shared five key aspects: emphasis on soil health;
a spiritual orientation to nature; appreciation of indigenous or peasant agriculture;
motivation for social reform and resistance of technology; and conviction that farming
methods reflect both the state of society and of the health of its members. All of these
aspects show up on Essex Farm. They embody a naturalized spirituality that exists in
contrast with mechanical processes of modern scientific agriculture (Robbins, 2019).
As a group, homesteaders “are particularly apt to embrace—indeed, to celebrate—
embodiedness, this-worldliness, and the materiality of the natural world. Yet operating
alongside these explicit gestures embracing the body and the earth are other gestures of
resistance, gestures that suggest a certain longing for immortality, even while mortality is
being affirmed as the most natural of processes” (Gould, 2005, p. 87). Through food and
farming, one may cross the boundary between embodied action and spiritual signals.
Notions of transcorporeality—the porous boundaries of human bodies, in constant
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exchange with the environment—may here expand to past the physical to the metaphysical.
Gould argues, “Physical ingestion becomes a means of incorporating one’s deepest values
and commitments into one’s spiritual self” (p. 77). Eating a certain way can be “an embodied
practice leading toward spiritual experiences of transcendence or communion” (p. 75, emphasis
added).
Although Mark and Kristin are not religious, as far as I understand it, religious
imagery and mystical language suffuse Kristin’s writings about the farm.36 Perhaps this is
because they are not religious, and thus need to find meaning elsewhere. The farm has
replaced the church. Consider a quote from her first book: “I cooked and ate it with a
reverence that comes from understanding the whole picture, an appreciation that can be
expressed equally well, I decided, with a ceremonial sage or with the careful preparation and
enjoyment of an exceptional sage stuffing”(Kimball, 2010, p. 42, emphasis original). Holism,
connection, reverence, and ceremony come together through the cooking and eating of food
from her own farm. Kristin’s first impression of the land that became Essex Farm was that it
had “no soul.” Mark insisted that it was not vacant but sleeping, because it was not being
used (p. 51). Agriculturally fallow land is spiritually fallow land, and the converse is that a
farm with people working it is an alive farm with soul. The Kimballs are not the first to
communicate such associations.

“The word cream is related to the word chrism, to anoint. Royal words, holy words, for a humble process. It
makes sense, though, when you consider that from a cow comes a whole farmstead of abundance” (Kimball,
2010, p. 91). Kristin writes of praying to farm deities they don’t believe in (Kimball, 2019, p. 11); of Adam from
the bible (p. 12); of the reverence of corn (p. 46); of how Amish work on farms is a way of glorifying God (p.
282); and of how children can interrupt an interior, spiritual life (p. 168). She also writes about alchemical
agricultural processes (p. 19); eggs as a “special kind of magic” (p. 61); and transformation “in the cauldron of
an animal’s stomach” (p. 48). Religious words mix with the magical and mystical in a special kind of farm
credence, an un-religious awe at natural processes.
36
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For members, too, the farm can replace a more traditional religious tradition through
its connection to nature. “I think once you have an ethical feeling and the feeling for nature,
it doesn’t matter if you have an organized religious affiliation…once you’re sensitive to
nature, that is spirituality,” one member told me (10:46). Another wrote that Essex Farm has
not only improved her health but added a “spiritual dimension” to her “daily eating
pleasure.”
In some cases, people’s connection to the farm is overtly religious, rather than
allusively so. One member, who is Jewish, became interested in alternative agriculture as part
of her religious social justice beliefs, and traced the connections back to scripture, where
“religion actually melds with farming” (10:47).37 She sees her food choices as part of a web
of global spiritual and religious practice. One of the farm’s managers, a devout Christian,
also pointed out “really all of scripture is agriculturally referenced” (19:131) and told me that
“being here, and being part of this team, and specifically supporting Mark and Kristin is as
tangible of a [way] of the living out of my faith in Christ as I can find” (19:124). This
question echoes the guiding question of “what does it mean to follow Jesus in everyday life?”
that Amish communities use to determine meaning and action (Kraybill et al., 2013, p. 64).
Reinforcing the religious and spiritual undertones and overtones, Essex Farm
functions partly through a kind of evangelism. As noted earlier, the farm exists because of its
social relationships, because Mark and Kristin have convinced people to engage in their
particular agricultural endeavor in ways similar to joining a religious community. Evangelism
emerges in small and large ways. Mark at one point became a “lard evangelist,” convincing

She made similar connections to Native American beliefs about bison, a Mexican relative’s food-decorated
altar, Taiwanese religious celebrations with food, and Arab altars looking akin to Jewish ones, all in reference to
crops and livestock gratitude.
37
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members of the benefits of cooking with animal fat (Kimball, 2010, p. 165). He also
convinces people to join the membership and the employee pool. It’s common knowledge at
Essex Farm that if someone expresses even minute interest in the share, Mark will almost
immediately be on the phone with them, for as long as it takes to get them to sign up. Mark,
as Kristin describes him, is “a believer…To him, the impoverished lives, loss of rural culture,
and environmental degradation in those places seemed tied to the world’s accelerating cycle
of production and consumption… All this believing gave Mark an unbending strength” (pp.
213-15). This is almost exactly the way Gould describes Scott Nearing as a homesteading
figure, referring to his “social gospel of agriculture” (Gould, 2005, p. 164). Mark lives his
values and tries to convince others to join him. At a member party, Kristin said she had
realized that the reason Mark farms is share the connection between “the sun, the soil, the
water, and the work,” a “direct portal” (44:9).
As one member pointed out, Mark is “a very typical charismatic leader” of the type
you might see in communal or religious communities (7:111).38 The initial CSA community,
this member pointed out, was a “spiritual community. We’re all tied together, kind of an
ethos. As in most religious communes” (7:111-12). And as with many communes,
membership eventually wanes, as it has with Essex Farm’s local membership. Mark appears
to have an ambivalent relationship with this kind of fervor for the farm, “when people
literally talk about us almost the way they talk about their churches, right, as born-again
Christian…how do we put [the farm’s driving principles] in words in a way that doesn’t
sound like religion, or maybe does” (30:157, 188). The deep belief is part of what keeps

38

Kristin also describes him as a “charismatic leader” (Kimball, 2019, p 20).
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people with the farm when it is often a harder choice than traditional grocery shopping—
even if the disciple-like relationship does not always feel comfortable for the Kimballs.
While Mark’s evangelism is spoken—one-on-one to members and at paid speaking
events—Kristin’s is written. Like the Kimballs, many modern homesteaders come from
upper- and middle-class backgrounds, which affects the boundaries around what they
consider purposeful work in the world: “The desire for dissent from mainstream culture is
mitigated by the desire to not give up certain kinds of cultural capital…The need to create
and articulate a moral vision for the self, and, in some cases, to ‘evangelize’ this vision with the
hope of reforming American culture comes out of homesteaders’ particular social and
cultural position” (Gould, 2005, p. 221, emphasis added). Well-known homesteads are
popular rural pilgrimage sites, where believers in the alternative lifestyle come to witness and
learn for varying amounts of time. So, too, at Essex Farm, which has a rotating cast short-,
medium-, and long-term employees, as well as visitors and temporary volunteers (myself
included).
The ways that “English” beliefs function on the farm are in some ways similar to the
Amish members of the farm, and in other ways are diametrically opposed. Amish tradition
also follows the idea of dedication to the physical world, and a way of connecting through
work, as Kristin notes in how they work to glorify god. For the Amish,
The physical world is considered good, and in itself is not corrupting or evil. Its
beauty is apparent in the universe, in the orderliness of the seasons, the heavens, in
the world of living plants as well as in the many species of animals, and in the forces
of living and dying… The Amishman feels contact with the material world through
the working of his muscles and the aching of his limbs. (Hostetler, 1993, p. 88)
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Similarly, through Amish work, beliefs become embodied in social practices that reproduce
religious views (Kraybill et al., 2013), a dynamic that can be seen on Essex Farm generally, as
beliefs in sustainability, health, community, and even spirituality become embodied and
reinforced through shared practices of farming, cooking, and eating. On the other hand, in
Amish culture, evangelism of belief is mostly eschewed, as it is seen as a repudiation of
humility (Kraybill et al., 2013). The stability, quietness, and rejection of outward-facing
promotion stands in contrast to the social fluctuations and visibility of the farm as a whole.
The commitment to work, land, and community is shared; the expression of what it means
in daily life could not be much more different.
Through farming, ideas of sustainability become complicated by all the things laid
out so far in this case: the particular needs of the community, the desires for environmental
health rather than exploitation, the pressures of making enough money to keep functioning
as a business—all these aspects acting also as a locus for many people’s feelings of ineffable
spiritual connections, manifested in physical forms through growing and eating food, in
rhythm with the seasonal changes of the natural world. This is an enormous amount for one
organization to facilitate smoothly for a wide community of people. On the other hand, it
suggests that there is an even deeper meaning than “social” in sustainability. Spirituality in
this case is a driving force, a finding that goes beyond current literature on CSAs and instead
is more akin to what has been written about homesteaders, early organic leaders, and
religious communities. It is possible we cannot fully understand what motivates, supports,
and results from truly aspirational agricultural projects without investigating these deeper
meanings.
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Conclusion
I pursued this case study to inquire how this farm offers an alternative to dominant
forces in the food system, and what we might learn more broadly about aspirational
agricultural projects from it. A case study allows for deep inquiry into why and how things
happen in complex social situations. My hope is that this one has illuminated lessons that
might be useful for other complex projects that attempt to realize visions for producing food
in better ways, more aligned with ecofeminist or ecological economic principles. Beliefs and
values shape our pathways to wider transitions (Vivero-Pol, 2017), but systems transitions
are not often explored with ethnographic methods as in this chapter. With this orientation
toward personal, lived experiences within larger systems, what are the embodied beliefs and
tensions that manifest in this case?
First, we saw that Essex Farm is a highly social endeavor, successful and also
complicated in large part because of its human relationships. It underscores ecofeminist
thought on the primacy of relationships between humans and the wider world in how we
actually function in daily life. In indicating success here, I am mostly pulling from
participants’ own judgements of farm success, which as this chapter has demonstrated, are
always qualified by personal desires and competing agendas. Like all relationships, the farm’s
personal-mixed-with-commercial connections need constant care and negotiation, and they
change over time. Such shifting means that the farm’s operations are less stable than its
operators might like, and makes it a less-than-straightforward model for sustainability in the
business sense. The complexity of relationship also demonstrates a significant divergence
from traditional, neoclassical understandings of how humans operate as “rational,” selfmaximizing actors. On the other hand, being fully in relationships or in the landscape in an
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ecofeminist sense can be much harder with the ongoing pressures of masculine and
neoliberal ideals at play even in embedded projects.
Second, while the farm employs many practices of good environmental stewardship,
sustainability remains an ongoing negotiation between members of the farm. Following good
agroecological principles does not lead to complacency or even agreement on which
environmental goals have been achieved or should be prioritized. Continuing these dialogues
might lead to positive outcomes, in continually striving to do better, but the lack of specific
environmental benchmarks make it hard for the farm to evaluate its own practices and, in
some cases, to make clear choices about tradeoffs between them. Again, it is hard to escape
the paradigm of an overarching system—that of economic tradeoffs and efficiency in the
pursuit of profit—even if the more immediate system operates with a different set of goals.
Relatedly, attempts to tackle the “triple bottom line” of social, environmental, and
economic sustainability end up revealing tensions between the three aspects. To pursue
social and environmental goals, the farm must continue to function as a business; but the
business demands can end up superseding the social and environmental goals. The farm’s
successes are largely not economic, or only economic in the sense that they continue to sell
CSA shares and have helped transform the local agricultural economy—more of an
ecological economic success than a capitalist one. Yet the farm’s finances put their
community, ecological, and food production achievements at risk. The attempt to work
against capitalist logics has the potential to backslide. It is not clear if all three aspects are
truly achievable in one project.
Fourth, there is an additional aspect to this project that is not often accounted for in
considerations of sustainable agriculture, that of spiritual connection through embodied
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practice. Whether its members are entirely conscious of it, the farm is for some people a
transcendental project. It shows the deeper layers of connection humans may feel in acting
within larger systems and the importance of sensory engagement in access it. This added
meaning may help make the other struggles, in terms of finances and labor and
inconvenience, worth the effort.
The multiple idealisms of the farm—from environmental stewardship to community
building to natural mysticism—may shed light on the question of why people persist in this
project. I have indicated, merely gestured at, the intense hardship of a farming life. Unlike
many places where agroecology is practiced, the United States does not have much
subsistence agriculture left, and while Essex Farm is not “subsistence” as it sells its food, it
nevertheless embodies a peasant mentality, of hard physical labor over many years with no
capital accumulation. “Inexhaustibly committed to wresting a life from the earth, bound to
the present of endless work,” John Berger (1992) writes of the peasant life in Pig Earth, a
book to which Kristin relates strongly (p. xv). Essex Farm holds up the peasant ideal, but its
pursuit of social capital through written and spoken evangelism, through the outward-facing
professionalism built on the farm, confuses this ideal. The ideal is about the work, and also
about what the work means, and how communicating that meaning can bring more support
and stability for the work. Hardships exist to a lesser degree for members, but still involve a
significant investment of time and personal labor. Participants are not operating with a
market logic, so what is the logic at play? We must think of Essex Farm as producer of
aspirations, not only of discrete food products or experiences. Only with this framing do
their actions, idealistic and brutally hard in the face of oppositional forces, make sense.
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Creating change at the micro scale involves myriad tensions; and yet it is the only
scale at which most of us are able to act. Having looked deeply at Essex Farm, I am left
wondering whether we actually should stop looking deeply at such outliers—at the
agricultural projects that manage to do things differently, if not perfectly so. As participants
attested, the farm is hugely important as a model of what is possible, against all economic
odds. But focusing on their ability to act in the face of systemic forces might erase what
those forces do to others whose circumstances (economic, geographic, relational) do not
allow similar actions. I have argued publicly (2019b) that there might be an “impossible
trinity” in sustainable agriculture: a general inability to achieve environmental, social, and
economic goals simultaneously. If you can think of a farm that does, its reputation for doing
so proves its status as an anomaly.
So what does Essex Farm suggest about systemic change? People need to be
empowered to act on multiple goals. Affordable access to land and capital is essential.
Interest in food and agricultural livelihoods can be cultivated through community. We must
contend with the competition of cheap, easy foods against ones that are more values-driven.
Change requires labor, and willingness to complete that labor. And solutions must be
specific to place and people if they are to succeed—even then, there are no guarantees.
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CHAPTER 3: TASTE IS JOY

Dear guests
The sea in front of Grenå has never been livelier. The fish practically jump onto land
and in through a narrow opening at the harbor. The Circus troupe has come
together. Dusted themselves off, tightened their belts and undented the dents in their
hats. Waxed the mustaches. Greased the hair.
Fish-a-deli Circus is now back in our home at Grenå Harbor again. We are looking
forward to serving delicious fish for you! - and see you at the end of Pakhusvej in
Thorfisks old premises at 7:00pm.39

I received this receipt when I bought a ticket to the Fish-á-deli Circus in Jutland,
Denmark in October 2018. The whimsical, strange invitation perfectly reflects my
experience of the Circus. It was absurdist performance art combined with a multi-course
meal, designed around under-utilized parts of fish: a low-budget gastronomic sustainability
experience, with theater-troupe flair.
I went to the Circus with two members of a group that I was in Denmark to study,
the taste-based research and education center, Smag for Livet (“Taste for Life”):
Taste for Life is an interdisciplinary research and dissemination center that focuses
on taste in play and learning as well as in scientific perspective… [the goal is] to get
Danish children and adults to use their taste consciously so that they can make

39

Translation from the Danish by Vibeke Burly
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reasoned food choices. It is about taste experiences, knowledge about taste, learning
about taste and the development of taste in food…[to] make the taste central when
we eat and when we learn.40 (smagforlivet.dk, n.d.)
Smag for Livet (SFL) conducts innovative taste events all over Denmark. One of the
members, Susanne Højlund, was taking the center’s coordinator, Mikael Schneider, to the
Circus as an example of creative events communicating about taste. They share a creative
approach to getting people to engage in food and taste in new ways, with a subtext of
cultural, sustainability, and other narratives.

Figure 3.1
Fish Circus

40

Translated from the Danish by Google Translate.
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After an accordion-serenaded bus ride through the Djursland countryside to an
industrial harbor, we were ushered into a tent. Hosts handed out red and white striped boxes
of popcorn and what I think were rhubarb martinis. Tables were set up, stadium-style,
around a small, sand-covered stage. The tables were really just boards with black cloth
hanging down the sides, and we sat on wooden benches that I imagine the crew built—
cobbled together, but the effect was impressive and cozy. Three primary performers rotated
through a series of wordless clown shows. With each skit, we ate a small course centered on
fish cuts that are usually wasted.
First, we tried little tastes of seaweed (delightfully dark in flavor, like soy sauce) and
fried fish skin, which was like pork skin but more delicate, thin and translucent, and nicely
fishy with just a bit of oil. Next, something like a bisque, with little tentacles resting on top
of a chip that floated in the soup. Then a dish of small seafood bites, a shrimp, a piece of
fish with black skin and somehow a stuffed and sweet interior, and a smear that we decided
was aioli with squid ink. (The guessing at ingredients was not just because I spoke no
Danish; the whole menu was presented without explanation. When we asked what drink they
were pouring out of a green fish-shaped bottle, we were told only that it “wasn’t the blood
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of Christ.” I am fairly sure it was apple liqueur.) After that, a magnificent little dish served in
a shell, tiny chopped apple and little edible flower blossoms and two kinds of roe: the whole
effect was salty with a hint of sweet, delicate in feel with explosive little pops of eggs on the
tongue. The main dish of the night was a huge smear of squid ink, a nest of little green and
curly fried cracklings, a white fish with a nutty crusty top, and an orange vegetable puree.
Atmospheric music played throughout all the clown shows, which included a supposed
magic show with many fake birds failing to show up in the right cages, and a bizarre
mermaid dance in which the woman was dragged onto the stage in a net, clothed in a
mixture of mesh and braided bike tires. The whole experience was one of whimsy, creative
engagement through food, and a more serious underlying message about the need to stop
wasting precious food resources. It was a joyful approach to sustainability: we can have our
mindfully-utilized fish and eat it, too.
While I cannot say this was a typical food experience in Denmark, it highlighted to
me a kind of scrappy creativity and interdisciplinary collaboration that is happening there
around food. The artsy, natural aesthetics are belied by a seriousness of endeavor.
Nationwide, Denmark possesses layered, sometimes contradictory food trends and
conversations. The country has an old and entrenched industrial agriculture system, which
juxtaposes 21st century gastronomic trends promoting “New Nordic,” fresh, wild, and
crafted foods. Traditional dishes include pork meatballs, rye bread, hotdogs, and pastries.
Sodas and sweets often come in such regionally-specific flavors as apple, rhubarb, and
elderflower. While there is not an “alternative” food movement in the way someone from
the United States might conceptualize it, there is a national awareness of food sustainability,
which is not particularly political. And while not all food events are as playful or farcical as
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the Fish-á-deli Circus, Danes prize children’s play, and the playfulness can seep into adult
endeavors, especially food-related ones, and even ones aimed at issues like diet-related
disease or cultural identity.
These and other cultural aspects are the context of Smag for Livet. The center has a
few full-time staff based in Odense, in the center of Denmark, but the majority of its
members are part-time collaborators scattered throughout the country: academics, chefs,
school teachers, and others interested in taste as a research and teaching subject. They
investigate and promote “taste”: not as in the “good taste” of aesthetic judgement (Bourdieu,
1984), but rather all aspects related to the sensations of tasting food (Korsmeyer, 2014). One
participant, trying to explain all the different things that taste can encompass, said to me,
“Taste is to be able to—how can I say?—taste is joy” (52:72). At the outset of this research,
I was hoping to understand how they (joyfully) reimagine parts of the food system through
the promotion of taste, and what their experiences might illuminate about this kind of
shared effort.

Forecasting
This chapter is a case study of Smag for Livet and how it operates within a
contemporary Danish context. Within this dissertation’s scope—focused on aspirations for a
better food system, how such aspirations become embodied through practice, and their
relation to larger systems—SFL is a compelling subject. They are part of a larger dialogue
and pursuit of “the good life” in Denmark, which is by nature aspirational. Their actions are
shaped by the conditions of their country, which I will explore in detail, and which involve a
strong welfare state, relative economic and cultural equality, and a sense of group identity
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that includes the importance of food and drink and the primacy of their (agricultural)
landscape. SFL is an interdisciplinary group and provide a case of how to merge silos of
knowledge in the quest for holism in systems change. As an organization, they are concerned
with personal sensory experience and how that experience ties into larger webs of family,
culture, history, and global environmentalism. In other words, it is a tangible (rather than
theoretical) endeavor that embraces both the material and immaterial aspects of human
relationship to and through food.
Much of the following framing and analysis positions Smag for Livet and Denmark
in comparison with the United States, implicitly and explicitly. Although I have traveled
extensively, I have never lived more than three months in any country other than the U.S.,
and my understanding of the world is unavoidably American. Further, I believe U.S. food
systems problems to be profound, and a large part of what drives my work is trying to
imagine and learn how to create a more just and sustainable system here.
This chapter begins with an overview of SFL as an organization and a synthesis of
cultural tensions at play in Denmark that are relevant to promoting “the good life” through
food and taste. After the methods of inquiry, the analysis section will further elaborate
visions and tensions that emerge in this case. The overarching themes gather as pieces of the
puzzle: what is the problem(s) SFL attempts to address; how able they are to work across
academic disciplines; how aesthetics emerge as a key, sometimes contradictory method of
engaging in food and modern global identities; how despite universalizing and democratic
ideals, democracy and class are still points of contention in taste dialogues; and how
pedagogical tools might push back on class divisions. The following chapter (Chapter 4) will
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explore these findings together with those from the Essex Farm case study for a more
generalized portrait of goals and actions in contemporary food systems projects.

An Overview of Smag for Livet
As I will tease out, the context for Smag for Livet’s operations are, broadly, a strong
social welfare state tempered by narratives of neoliberal individualism, an educational system
focused on creativity but not especially on food education, a history of industrial agriculture,
recent gastronomic fame, and two decades of class-divided discussion about the intersection
between sustainability, taste, and regional identity.
In 2014, Nordea-fonden (in English, the Nordea Foundation), a large private
philanthropic organization in Denmark, funded Ole Mouritsen and a small group of
founding members to pursue a project that focused on the intersection of food and taste.
The foundation gives away tens of millions of Euros per year (the equivalent of 42 million
USD in 2020).41 It focuses funding on projects that promote “the good life” in Denmark,
with sub-foci on children’s health, outdoor activity, exercise, nature, culture, and vocational
training (About Nordea-Fonden, 2016). A spokesperson told, “we don’t have the recipe for
good living, but it’s something we can create together in active communities,” indicating a
sense of collaboration and civic-mindedness in their funding strategy. They support
“innovative methods” and preventative health activities for both mental and physical
wellbeing, and they emphasize the importance of science communication over basic science
activities. The spokesperson told me they are not prescriptive or moralistic in their projects,
The money originated from a shareholder bank that transitioned organizationally. According to one of their
employees, Nordea-fonden now owns 4% of Nordea Bank; money for projects comes from annual gains.
Because of these origins, their donation strategy is to support “normal,” not “elite” Danes.
41
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and that SFL first because it is “motivational,” not pushy. Her claim that it is important to
“meet people where they are,” however, introduces the idea of an underlying, prescriptive
tendency, which I will discuss later in this chapter.
In line with an avoidance of paternalism or elitism, Smag for Livet attempts to
develop and share knowledge about anything related to human taste—the sensory, personal,
and socially-mediated physical and emotional experience of taste, rather the idea of “taste” as
discernment of aesthetic standard. Mouritsen, a professor at the University of Copenhagen
and the head of SLF, is what the center calls a “gastrophysicist,” someone trained in physics
or biophysics who applies that branch of science to questions of gastronomy and taste. The
project was the opposite of what Mouritsen was used to; instead of starting with research
plan and goals, they built up a network of people who were enthusiastic about figuring out a
joint project on taste, and created the goals together. Smag for Livet’s organizational
structure involves circles of membership:
•

Management (six people, including coordinator Mikael Schneider and leader Ole
Mouritsen)

•

Full-time staff (the coordinator, communications coordinator, and e-learning
consultant)

•

Participants (regularly involved members, like Susanne Højlund)

•

Taste partners (five partner universities and other partnering organizations)

•

Grantees and “Taste Ambassadors” (who receive scholarships to carry out discrete
community projects)

One of their partners, University College Lillebaelt, trains future school teachers in
Madkundskab, the required public-school course in Food Knowledge. The instructor of
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these students, a dedicated member of SFL, is one of only six teacher instructors in the
country. All her students become involved with SFL through their coursework and trained in
taste and sensory food education. A member of their management team, Karen Wistoft, is
involved in high-level ministry committees on Danish school requirements, where she
pushes for taste as a required competency in Madkundskab. With these affiliations, Smag for
Livet has tentacles in many areas of education in Denmark.
Smag for Livet members conduct interdisciplinary studies in both sciences and the
arts. In sciences, inquiry is on gastronomic processes, taste outcomes, and physiological
responses. Humanities research centers on cultural experiences and preferences of taste.
Didactic and pedagogical research examines how students respond to different educational
approaches and develops effective teaching materials from the research. The group could
not agree on a shared definition of “taste” and instead put out a self-published book called
“Perspectives on Taste” (2017), in which members explain what taste means in their
discipline and how that shapes their work. The only requirement for participation is that
work cannot be normative, especially not from a health perspective. “We are like this big
mother ship that can take any perspective in as long as it has to do with taste and has a kind
of academic angle to it,” according to the communications manager Eva Rymann (56:58).42
The group explicitly wants to counter the “nutritionism” (discussed shortly) that pervades
Danish food policy messaging, instead re-centering taste as a better driver of food choice; a
personal experience and capacity, not an external and paternalistic goal driven by nutrition
mandates. As I will describe later, members often have their own secondary food-related

Some participants will be identified throughout this text and others not. Several people asked to be identified
with any quotations, several asked not to be, and many did not care either way. I have included identifications
for a mix of people who requested it and some who were indifferent.
42
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interests, such as fruit and vegetable intake among children, or sustainable food choices. As
an organization, however, they remain agnostic on any question other than the promotion of
engagement with taste.
The center’s work focuses on two primary goals: research and dissemination. As a
grantee of Nordea-fonden, they have a stronger mission for science communication than
many of their academic members normally pursue. As Liselotte Hedegaard, a philosopher in
the group, put it, there is the “logic of driving a project, and there’s the logic of driving the
research project, which are two very different ways of working” (53:27). These two logics
make new work possible, and they also sometimes conflict. Nordea-fonden is Danish and
requires SFL to work within the borders on Danish issues, but affiliated researchers have
international networks and need to publish in English and beyond Denmark’s borders.
Interacting with the public takes extra time but also raises more research questions. “We
have these very close encounters…it’s a dialogue” (Hedegaard, 53:40). Unlike some science
communication, in the form of popular press releases or interviews, SFL is out at festivals
and schools and cultural events, talking directly with the people they seek to both understand
and influence.
The group offers a free app, Fag med Smag (Subjects with Taste), full of lesson plans
and other teaching materials, including how their lessons on taste meet national curricula
requirements in various subjects. Chefs, students, and gastrophysicists go into classrooms,
do an activity, and then use the experience to develop formal, sharable didactic materials in
the app. They have a full-time pedagogical developer who transforms scientific knowledge
into teaching materials, which, he had to say, “is a challenge” (65:22) in effective science
translation.
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Figure 3.2
Sample Shots of SFL Event Webpage and Fag Med Smag Educational App Materials

SFL promotes using taste in two distinct ways in the classroom. First, by developing
taste as a personal capacity, something that students can engage with more intentionally and
fully. This approach relates to the requirements for Danish food education curricula. Second,
more abstractly, by using taste as a method for learning in non-food subjects. Members
commonly give the example of having students write an essay around Christmastime on the
taste of cinnamon and what memories it evokes. The exercise can be used as Danish
language lesson and as a cultural one for talking about personal or social associations with
cinnamon and how they may vary based on religious, ethnic, and geographic background. A
teacher may use cooking measurements to teach math, or cooking experiments to teach
chemistry. In one large event, the center went to a small school on the island of Bornhølm
and for a full week, they taught all subjects for kindergarten through ninth grades using taste
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as the pedagogical method. This week was “proof that you could actually teach all classes in
all ways in all subjects through or about taste” (Schneider, 61:66).
After four years, Smag for Livet applied for a second round of funding, dividing the
project chronologically into “SFL 1” and “SFL 2.” While largely the same, there are some
differences. The center changed the educational focus from primary schools to technical
schools, specifically chef training programs, and it cut the humanities part of the project.43
By the time I was doing fieldwork, Susanne Højlund, my host at Aarhus University, was the
lone humanities researcher left in the center. Much of my analysis will focus on the more
child-focused “SFL 1,” as SFL 2 was only just starting when I arrived, and I interviewed
several people who had taken part in the first but not second iteration of the center.
Later analysis will discuss the relative uniqueness of Smag for Livet, but it is
important to note that they are not the only organization promoting taste in Denmark. Fra
Haver til Maver (Gardens to Stomachs) develops school gardens around Denmark,
promoting not only cultivation but also culinary uses of vegetables (and is also partially
funded by Nordea-fonden). All schools participate in a national Day of Taste supported by a
private grocery chain. Food Festival is a festival in Aarhus that promotes and celebrate
gastronomy and Nordic food culture—there are similar festivals in other cities including
Odense, Copenhagen, and the island of Fanø. Danish cooking shows are increasingly
popular; one participant told me that 40 percent of Danes watched a recent national baking
show. Madkulturen (Food Culture), a “change” organization in the Ministry of Environment

There was a difference in perception of who was responsible for these changes. Many people I interviewed
asserted or assumed that it was pushes from the foundation that necessitated the change in focus, but when I
spoke to their representative, she maintained that they did not conduct formal evaluation and they leave it up to
the applicant to determine the focus and affiliates.
43
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and Food, puts out teaching materials for strengthening students’ food skills. And MAD
(Food), founded by famed chef René Redzepi, fosters sustainability in the culinary world and
protection of local food cultures against globalization. These and other groups are all part of
a cultural conversation upholding environmentalism, design, and wellbeing, with varying
emphases on those interlinking parts.

Cultural Tensions in Pursuing Danish Food Projects
An examination of conditions and trends in Denmark’s socio-cultural-economic
context reveal how Smag for Livet emerges and operates in ongoing societal dialogues.
Below, I briefly summarize key components of Danish character, governance, economy, and
food culture that constitute the backdrop for SFL’s work. In learning about these aspects of
Denmark, it became clear that there are many underlying tensions at play. Here and in later
analysis, I lay out relevant tensions, which arise in the following pairings. A cherished social
welfare state tempered by neoliberal tendencies toward personal, not collective,
responsibility. Similarly, a strong belief in governance and group identity alongside narratives
of personal development. Urban cultural dominance contrasting with a rural nostalgia.
Current, pastoral food aesthetics contrasted and even created by a history of industrialized
agriculture. International gastronomic fame from, perhaps paradoxically, an idealization of
regional food. Societal worries about declining health, food knowledge, and vocational skills
with a general lack of government spending on public food education. And, in the case of
SFL and related projects, a strong focus on individual taste that does not erase underlying
anxieties about public health, climate change, and cultural exclusions related to taste. These
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complexities and contradictions both create the environment for SFL’s work and complicate
its attempts at consistent vision and execution.

The Danish Economic Model and Narratives
Denmark’s economic system is more complicated than its popular portrayals. While
it is a social democracy and offers many more public supports than the U.S., for instance, it
is nonetheless a capitalist country influenced by global neoliberal narratives. Both Anu
Partanen (2016) and George Lakey (2016), writing to promote Nordic economic models,
argue that social democracies in Nordic nations are actually better for capitalism than is
laissez-faire neoliberalism because government support allows people to be more selfactualized, free, and risk-taking—cultural values that might seem more American than
Scandinavian.
The Danish economic model produces very different results than we see in the U.S.
Income disparity is among the lowest in the world, there are strong unions, and the
parliamentary government generally tries to decrease social divisions. The Danish
government provides numerous social benefits, including free or subsidized childcare, free
university with a paid student stipend, free health care, generous state pensions, and years of
unemployment benefits (Kingsley, 2014). A Danish friend told me that there was a huge
uproar when the government recently decreased unemployment payouts (at 90% of original
salary) from four years to two.
Such high-level policies play out in very concrete ways, day-to-day. Being in
Denmark did not feel like being in the U.S. Even as a visitor who did not benefit directly
from social programs, the sense of basic security was palpable. Small examples cropped up
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everywhere. Bikes are left untethered on the street with only flimsy back-wheel locks. Babies
are left on the street, bundled in their strollers, while parents eat indoors at restaurants. A
Danish colleague had an abusive supervisor at the university and was considering leaving her
postdoctoral position, which she could do safely because she would get unemployment while
she looked for a new job. An American friend who finished her doctorate in Denmark had a
baby before graduating, and she received a year of paid maternity leave and thereafter could
support both her child and partner on a graduate stipend because graduate students are paid
like faculty members and childcare was heavily subsidized. To someone who, despite her
privilege, is used to being surrounded by economic uncertainty and inequality, day-to-day life
in Denmark was a revelation to me.
These realities, however, are complicated by the fact that the entrenched and
celebrated welfare state is in “constant negotiation” with neoliberalism and welfarism
(Mikkelsen, 2017). High taxes and benefits continue, while neoliberal reforms—the
promotion of markets and the privatization of the public sector—have also led to a high
level of decentralization of various social institutions (Mikkelsen, 2017). Although
neoliberalism did not hit Denmark’s governance the way it did the U.S. and the U.K. in the
1980s (Lakey, 2016), narratives around personal, rather than group, responsibility have
infiltrated.
These narratives affect the food sector in ways that materialized in this research.
First, many members of SFL cited the “nutritionism” mentality that pervades the Danish
government’s approach to food and health. General food consumption is characterized by
high-calorie, high-sugar Western diets, with consumption of convenience foods incredibly
common and diet-related illness on the rise (Kamper-Jorgensen, 2008; Halkier, 2017). The
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national response, according to participants, is nutrition campaigns—signs and
advertisements telling people to eat their six fruits and vegetables a day.44 Health sciences
focus on the same kind of messaging that has been critiqued in the U.S. as lacking in
awareness of structural effects on health (A New Way to Talk About The Social Determinants of
Health, n.d.): you are responsible for your health and have to take prescribed steps to achieve
it. SFL members take issue with this approach for numerous reasons that will be detailed
later, including its reductionism, cultural erasure, and lack of effectiveness in changing
behaviors. “The first step is to make people realize that nutrition and food is not the same
thing,” Hedegaard argued (53:63).
Additionally, while there is a surge of cultural interest in food in Denmark, much of
the national approach to food is quite corporate. As I will explain shortly, Denmark’s food
system is highly industrialized and centralized; there is no prevalence of small-scale
agriculture or craft food production in recent history. Corporate food dominance extends to
the research realm, where many sensory scientists partner with industry to develop new
tastes or methods. Research participants (the natural scientists) noted that their work with
SFL was unusual in its freedom from the need to produce something marketable, that they
could focus on developing knowledge for its own sake.
In my interpretation, Denmark is doing well enough economically to be able to focus
on a democratic promotion of “the good life” and on things like taste. As Mouritsen
acknowledged to me, Denmark is “an affluent society, we are not talking about people who

I was always amused that even as they follow a similar approach as U.S. public health campaigns, the Danish
health ministry recommends an extra serving beyond U.S. guidelines, speaking to the somewhat arbitrary nature
of such directives.
44
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are hungry,” because they largely do not have people who are hungry (66:60).45 On the other
hand, things are not so perfect that there is no need for a project like Smag for Livet.
Nordea-fonden’s operations indicate that private projects are still deemed necessary to
complement public ones. The foundation supports new methods and dissemination, in part
to augment and stimulate government services. The Danish government’s hands-off
approach to food creates a gap in work that is filled by the private sector; in this case, by the
private philanthropic funding of SFL by the Nordea Foundation. Conversely, SFL’s work on
taste and personal experience could be seen as reinforcing neoliberal framings of pleasure
being “a performance of self-realization and individuality, which is an essential aspect of
adult personhood in Scandinavia” (Mikkelsen, 2017, p. 647). In these ways, Danish welfare
mentalities and neoliberal imperatives influence the context of SFL’s work.

Danish Identity
The welfare state, however contested by competing narratives, plays a strong role in
Danish identity. Ethnic Danes possess a deep belief and pride in their government, which is
part of a relatively strong group identity, that they categorize as both Danish and Nordic
(Jenkins, 2016). The Kingdom of Denmark is located in northern Europe and is the
southernmost of the Scandinavian countries. Scandinavia has strong cultural, geographic,
historical, and linguistic ties, and includes Norway and Sweden. It is increasingly common to

Although there are no official data on past food insecurity rates in Denmark to measure against (Hornbek,
2018), current rates are around four to five percent of the population—despite social welfare policies—and are
associated with unhealthy diets, obesity, lower life satisfaction, and psychological distress (Lund et al., 2018). A
friend told me anecdotally that she has witnessed many more people seeking food assistance in the past 15
years, in her determination because of rightwing policies.
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group these nations into the broader term of “Nordic,” which also encompasses Finland,
Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroe Islands.46
Danes put a remarkable (to someone from the U.S.) amount of trust in their
government. “While Americans tend to see their government and the services it provides as
something separate from them, and often opposed to them, Nordic people see the
government and its services as their own creation” (Partanen, 2016, p. 236). The trust comes
from an idea of sameness. This situation creates the possibility for particular government
action—for instance, during the coronavirus pandemic. When the government shut down
economic activity at the beginning of the pandemic, it guaranteed 75% of employee salaries,
essentially paying people to stay home without endangering their income or their employers’
solvency. It guaranteed 70% of new bank loans to companies. These and other measures put
the economy “in a freezer” so that people could stay safe at home but eventually go back to
work without corporate bankruptcies or the chaos of mass re-hiring (Thompson, 2020).
When the Danish government re-opened schools a couple months later, most Danes sent
their kids straight back to class, trusting that their government had adequately assessed and
mitigated the risk.47 As of September, 2020, the U.S. coronavirus death rate was
approximately 63 per 100,000; Denmark’s was 11 (Mortality Analyses, 2020).

“I think if you stand a bit far away,” Michael Bom Frøst, one of the SFL management and former director of
the Nordic Food Lab told me, “the Nordic countries appear very similar. But they are also very different.
Particularly, from Iceland to Finland, it's very different. And from Denmark to northern Norway, I mean the
geographical conditions are extremely different. Denmark has 60% agricultural land, Sweden has 12. Norway
has less, I believe, Finland has less. So we are the agrarians more than any of them. The other are nature
people; we don't have wild nature in Denmark” (60:157).
46

Danish parents also received money from the government to take their children on vacation during the
summer. “For real,” my friend said when she, a parent and recipient, told me this.
47
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As an holdover of their peaceful transition to social democracy from monarchy in
the 19th century, the Danish identity can be broadly categorized as being about
independence, tolerance, and liberal-mindedness, and community-mindedness (Kingsley,
2014). “For the citizens of the Nordic countries, the most important values in life are
individual self-sufficiency and independence in relation to other members of the
community,” made possible because everyone is well-off and cared for (Partanen, 2016, p.
51). In my interviews with SFL members, people often described each other as “openminded” or “open,” an implicitly positive trait. (In personal interactions, Danes tend not to
interfere in any situation without being asked, lest they insult someone’s independence. A
Greek intern at SFL told me she broke her foot while biking in Copenhagen and waited
injured on the street for two hours before someone finally approached her offering help.
This person also turned out to be Greek.)
The homogenous Danish folk identity has been challenged in recent decades by
immigration tensions. Denmark has an idea of itself as “a special country,” due to its history
and democracy, but this idea is threatened and complicated when confronted with racial
difference and discrimination (Jenkins, 2016). Denmark, like other European countries, has
had increasing Muslim immigration from North Africa and the Middle East. Established
cultural cohesion makes Danes less accepting of outsiders in daily life (Wiking, 2017); there
have been years of backlash in the press and the government against Muslim immigration,
which has made ethnic or religious minorities feel unwelcome, even when they are citizens
(Kingsley, 2014). The Danish People’s Party (supportive of the welfare state but otherwise
generally considered far-right politically) was in power for the last decade and is explicitly
nativist, instituting numerous anti-immigrant policies, including required child-assimilation
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courses in Danish culture and religion (Barry & Sorensen, 2018) and over 100 policy
restrictions of “non-Western” immigration (Jacobson, 2019).48 Outside of governance, the
everyday Danish reaction to immigration is less hateful and more complicated. Many Danes,
even conservative ones, are uncomfortable with the label of “nationalism,” which still evokes
an image of Nazism in Europe and is not something most Danes want to be associated with,
even if they are not entirely pro-immigration.
Issues of forced assimilation and paternalism have even touched the food world.
Pork is a traditional ethnic Danish food and is, of course, prohibited in Islam. It has
sometimes been a symbol of the struggle to maintain a “traditional” Danish identity. In
2016, for instance, the city of Randers passed an ordinance requiring pork on all municipal
cafeteria menus, a decision that was widely seen as asserting racist control over local food
choices (Danish City Makes Pork a Must to ‘protect Food Culture’, n.d.). Food culture is perhaps
an unsurprising outlet for such conflicts, as food is “intimately connected with notions of
culture and tradition, and solidarity and fellowship” in Denmark (Jenkins, 2016, p. 214).
British anthropologist Richard Jenkins (2016) wrote a recently-updated ethnography
of Danes called Being Danish: Paradoxes of Identity in Everyday Life. In it, he describes many of
the contradictions I observed, including the idea of Danish identity being somehow both
egalitarian and exclusive. He argues that cultural homogeneity is more an idea than a reality

Similarly, international fascination with Nordics has been sometimes characterized as white supremacist in
nature: white North Americans and British idealizing still-majority white cultures. The popular press book
Viking Economics is a good example of admiration for Nordic and Scandinavian countries that manifests in the
U.S. It stems legitimately from interest in economic fairness, but veers slightly toward genetic or cultural
determinism, and romanticizes histories of colonialism and violence. “Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and
Iceland,” author George Lakey (2016) writes, “embarked on a very specific economic adventure. It’s no
accident that the descendants of the Vikings designed economies with some of the same characteristics that
governed their boats: a broad vision harnessed to practical action, relying on solidarity and teamwork. This
combination of ambition and community promotes both freedom and equality” (p. 7). The book makes little
mention of the rape, pillage, and slavery that resulted from those successful boating trips.
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even among ethnic Danes. “What we should think about instead are the implications of this
image of Danish similarity for everyone, immigrant and ethnic Dane alike. That image may be
imagined, but it is real and consequential in everyday life” (p. 281, emphasis original). In
terms of this project, despite being “taste”-based, which in the U.S. might be seen as niche
or elite, SFL is not necessarily a niche project because of the wide cultural focus on food as a
part of a powerful imaginary of uniform and equal Danish identity. With a nod to current
circumstances, however, the group carefully navigates areas of difference through its
emphasis on personal, rather than “Danish,” food preferences.

International Fame for Taste—Food-Related and Otherwise
In recent years, Denmark has garnered much international attention, especially
around food, but also for other cultural traits. In the 2010s, there was a wave of Englishspeaking media coverage of Nordic countries and Denmark in particular (Kingsley, 2014). In
addition to admiration for Nordic egalitarianism (Partanen, 2016) and economics (Lakey,
2016; Kingsley, 2014), books and articles extolled the virtues of Danish hygge, or coziness,
and related world-high levels of happiness (Wiking, 2017); of their “green” urban planning
and use of regenerative energy (Kingsley, 2014; Lakey, 2016); and of Danish contributions to
design, television, education, urban planning, and food (Kingsley, 2014). In short: the
Nordics were hip.
One of the most visible of these international enterprises is New Nordic Food. In
2004, chef Claus Meyer gathered other chefs from various Nordic countries and signed the
New Nordic Manifesto. It agrees to ten principles for Nordic food, focusing on
sustainability, quality, and regional identity (Morris, 2020). Soon after, the New Nordic
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restaurant Noma (short for nordisk mad, or Nordic food), became internationally recognized,
winning “World’s Best Restaurant” four times in thirteen years (Restaurant Magazine, n.d.) and
starting pop-ups in Japan, Australia, and Mexico. New Nordic Food49 became, perhaps
paradoxically, an international gastronomic trend explicitly committed to regional ingredients
and identity. The interest also catalyzed research in Denmark, including the Nordic Food
Lab, a Copenhagen-based group that operated from 2008 to 2018, combining “scientific and
cultural approaches with culinary techniques from around the world to explore the edible
potential of the Nordic region” with special attention to sustainability (Evans et al., 2015, p.
1), and OPUS, a large research project preceding Smag for Livet, investigating how a New
Nordic Diet might contribute to the wellbeing, health, and development of Danish
schoolchildren (Mithril et al., 2012).

Figure 3.3
Smørrebrød Sign in Scotland

Also referred to, depending on context, as New Nordic Cuisine (NNC), the New Nordic Kitchen (NNK),
and the New Nordic Diet (NND)
49
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Note. I saw this advertisement while traveling in Scotland. Smørrebrød is one of the most wellknown traditional Danish dishes; this poster speaks to its international reach through New
Nordic trends. It is worth noting that avocado (pictured) is not a traditional Danish
agricultural product.
The hype around New Nordic can mask the fact that it is sometimes actually at odds
with traditional Danish cuisine and the history of industrial agriculture that that cuisine is
built upon. Denmark’s agricultural cooperatives in the early twentieth century, mainly in
meat and dairy, created one of the first industrial food export systems, shipping bacon and
butter to the United Kingdom. The system is still largely industrial. For example, there are
over twice as many pigs as humans in the country, mostly invisible on the landscape within
large, modern, high-tech farms (Ridder, n.d.). As in the U.S., there is considerable corporate
consolidation; two companies control 95% of pork slaughtering, and two other companies
control nearly all poultry production (Müller & Leer, 2018). Traditional Danish dishes, like
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pork meatballs, reflect this system that provides inexpensive meat both domestically and
internationally.
It is a system that New Nordic challenges—in redefining “traditional” to be more
about the ocean landscape and wildcrafted foods—but that it has not erased or replaced.
Reading foreign (that is, non-Danish) books like Kingsley’s, or articles in food magazines
about Noma chef Rene Redzepi or NNC founder Claus Meyer (see, e.g. Hayes, 2017;
Morris, 2020), one might believe assertions that “Denmark’s entire food culture—from its
bakers to its farms, from its wholesalers to its consumers—has been transformed in the
space of barely two decades from a bland backwater to the envy of the culinary world”
(Kingsley, 2014, p. 30). Even the Ministry of Foreign Affairs claims that “traditional Danish
food has been re-invented as New Nordic Cuisines” (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Denmark, n.d.). But an OPUS graduate student cast doubt on whether people were actually
eating a New Nordic diet. Ironically, for a diet promoted as being regionally- and culturallybased, the barriers to widespread adoption included untraditional formats, time needed for
preparation, unfamiliar ingredients, inaccessibility of ingredients, perceptions of elitism, and
the refusal to regularly give up non-New Nordic dishes (Micheelsen et al., 2013).
Part of the tension between differing ideas and ideals of what should be promoted as
“traditional” Danish food is an urban nostalgia for, paired with a dismissal of, rural agrarian
lifestyles. Later analysis will delve further into how New Nordic, an urban gastronomic
trend, evokes an aesthetic of pastoralism that has, funnily enough, not translated culturally to
Denmark’s countryside. Jenkins (2016) describes this contradiction as being a widespread
European phenomenon:
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The romantic and heroic stereotype of the noble folk of the land, close to the soil
and relatively uncorrupted by the vices of progress, is not particularly Danish. All
over industrialized and north-western Europe…urban yearnings for authenticity are
directed towards the countryside, the periphery, and the past. The good life is not to be
found in the city, nor are the good people. And, as in Denmark, pastoral nostalgia
has tended everywhere to go hand in glove with metropolitan condescension. (p. 56,
emphasis added)

Figure 3.4
Lunch at the Aarhus Food Festival and at Aarhus University Canteen

Above are a New Nordic-type meal and a more traditional Danish meal. Traditional
dishes are things like cabbage, root vegetables, pork, fish, the open-faced rye-bread sandwich
smørrebrød, meatballs, hotdogs, boiled potatoes, and pastries (Danish Agriculture & Food
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Council, n.d.). Pizza and, more recently, sushi are also popular takeout foreign foods.50
These traditional foods come from the history of agrarianism, industrial pork and dairy
production, a northerly climate, and a relative lack of cuisines based on hyper-local
ingredients like the ones found in France and Italy (Sonnino & Marsden, 2006). New
Nordic, on the other hand, is more likely to feature seafood than pork, is much more
focused on fresh vegetables and herbs, and employs French, Japanese, and other
international culinary techniques. When my advisor Amy Trubek visited a New Nordic
restaurant in Aarhus, she detailed “a long and elaborate meal,” which included traditional
Danish ingredients—potatoes, mussels, pork—but cooked in sensorially novel ways—
smoked with juniper wood, marinated in soy-based sauce, fermented and high-roasted.
In the same fieldnotes, she noted her initial impression of a juxtaposition, of quaint old
houses and more industrial buildings and then the cranes and such related to the work of the port. What
exactly is the relationship between the industrial and the pastoral in Denmark? Is there a perception that one
is being sacrificed in relation to the other? The short answer is that one is certainly culturally
subordinate to the other, and that cultural differences flare up. One research assistant,
waxing rhapsodic about recent gastronomic changes in Copenhagen, told me,
…slowly people got knowledge about these Nordic ingredients that we should find
again, because we just have the monoculture in the supermarkets. …But I’ve been
living in Copenhagen for that time, and that’s definitely a misleading factor…if you
go to the countryside it’s not at all known. And…if you see demographic maps, and
you see where is the obesity most, you will see it in the countryside. I come from the

As an American, I struggled with the idea of pizza being an exotic culinary experience, until I spoke with a
woman in her fifties who remembered with rapture when pizza first came to her town while she was in high
school—for a country on the same continent, this exchange of cuisine was relatively recent.
50
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countryside, myself. …And every, every, every city [town?] in Denmark will have a
pizzeria, and a pizzeria in Denmark is not nice stone-oven pizza, it will be something
white bread and with some cheap, mostly fatty cheese with not so much flavor, and a
lot of salt. So that’s fast food in a very bad way. I mean, you can get really nice
pizzas, if you go to [a particular restaurant] in Copenhagen, you get a sourdough
base, fresh vegetables, Nordic ingredients, very flavorful, fresh things. So there’s still
a loooong way to go. (54:160)
This is an educated, urban Danish perspective on food. A divide between city and
country sensibilities. Diet-related disease as a symptom of less awareness, or a less modern
food culture. Flavor, freshness, culinary technique, and quality ingredients as the difference
between whether a dish (pizza) is healthful or harmful. It is part of the picture in which SFL
operates. Many participants pushed back against the idea that SFL has anything to do with
New Nordic. One former member, Jonatan Leer, has argued (2016) that New Nordic has
risen and fallen again, and is gastronomically out of power. This perspective, however, did
not totally align with what I was seeing in terms of cultural through-lines. I tend to agree
more with another former SFL researcher who said,
I think of course there is a connection, because New Nordic food has been one of
the main things that has made Danes more aware of food and their own possibilities
and cultural things here. … I guess more the global trend of terroir, and then also the
Nordic Kitchen as a really strong tradition within that. That's kind of given Danes or
Denmark a food culture. … The food culture we had before, at least it wasn't
something you were proud of. You know, it was just classical old Danish food.
Today it's more, you use many of the same ingredients, but you frame it in a different
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way, it's all of a sudden very popular. And all of that has been going on for more
than 10 years now. And of course that consciousness about food and food culture
has shaped or made room for a project like Smag for Livet. (62:63)
The ongoing cultural narratives created by New Nordic have paved the way for more
elaborations of food and taste like SFL’s. Pursuing the “good life” involves an updated,
international cuisine that Danes can be proud of.

Education of the People
At least one member of Smag for Livet, Karen Wistoft, believes that New Nordic
“represents only one element in a much broader process of social and cultural development,
which includes radical changes in Danish food education…The common denominator for
the emerging trend is taste: food education has changed from focusing on nutrition,
precision, and hygiene to focusing on taste, creativity, and authenticity” (Wistoft &
Qvortrup, 2018, p. 82). While I find this argument to be overstated in its sweeping claims of
cultural revolution in Denmark—implying Wistoft’s work on taste pedagogy and the role of
children’s agency in food education has become the norm—it nonetheless traces a
convincing chronology of change in how adults approach children in the kitchen, moving
toward taste- and agency-based action.
Denmark’s educational system is linked to their history of civic life and social
democracy and has many specific qualities that lend themselves to creative taste education,
although the government does not particularly prioritize food education. Danes believe they
are educated to be independent and creative thinkers, rather than memorizers (Kingsley,
2014). Education is free, part of the ethic of the social welfare state—and so is parental
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leave, which supports critical early-life development. Danish parents expect daycare to allow
discovery and expression of children’s inclinations and creativity. Parents also tend to be
hands-off, compared to American parents, with an ethic toward building self-reliance
(Partanen, 2016). The ideals of raising children to be independent and capable play directly
into the idea of educating toward one’s own taste experience. The focus on children is not
only evident in Smag for Livet’s work in children’s taste, it is a cultural value. In Denmark,
the head of the table is reserved for the baby, in a high chair, rather than the patriarch or
matriarch. In Nordic countries in general, people believe that “…children’s wellbeing [is]
everyone’s benefit” (Partanen, 2016, p. 78).
There is a certain amount of enculturation in this system. Danish children are
intentionally taught Danish ideals starting in early childcare. There is a tradition of education
for the sake of education, dedicated to the whole person, including mind, body, and
emotions and focuses education on individual learning and group dynamics (Jenkins, 2016).
This is the kind of self-within-cultural-identity relation that we see with the promotion of
taste: personal engagement with much wider considerations.
In terms of food education, Denmark, like the U.S., used to have an established
home economics program in public schools; unlike the U.S., it still requires some food
education, although much diminished in terms of hours and funding when compared with
the mid-twentieth century. After a school reform in 2014, the subject and focus changed to
Madkundskab, “food knowledge,” from than Hjemkondskab, “householding.” The content
now includes not only cooking and food safety but also quality perceptions, nutritional
considerations, and production issues like sustainability or organics (Frøst, 60:144; Qvortrup
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et al., 2020). The backdrop for this shift in focus is a Nordic educational trend that respects
student agency and participation (Janhonen et al., 2016).
Students are required to take Madkundskab for one year in 4th, 5th, 6th, or 7th grade,
for one or two hours per week. There are wide differences in Madkundskab depending on
both municipality and teacher; richer municipalities put a greater emphasis on providing time
and materials for the course, and teachers, who teach three different subjects and are not
necessarily food education specialists, can range from “visionary” to completely detached
(Frøst, 60:144;151). Therefore, part of Smag for Livet’s work focuses on training primary
school teachers who will teach Madkundskab as one of their three courses so that at least
teachers are inspired in the subject, if underfunded in materials by the government.
Thus, education in Denmark plays a role in enculturation, partially through personal
skill development, as well as creative engagement. On the other hand, despite these values,
there is clearly an opening for more work in food and taste education, in lieu of government
funding or prioritizing. It is this opening, with the qualities of creativity and personal
development, that Smag for Livet occupies.

Methods and Approach
I connected with Smag for Livet through my advisor and colleague, Amy Trubek and
Jacob Lahne, who work on food agency pedagogy and sensory studies.51 While I was

Jake had met a few SFL members at a conference. Their approach to food education was similar to what we
were doing with food agency education at the University of Vermont—that is, focusing on the sensory,
personal, and cultural experiences of foods as being more skillful, engaging, and empowering than approaching
food and diet from abstract strictures like nutrition recommendations. Was there a synergy between the two
projects? We reached out to Susanne Højlund Pederson, Mikael Schneider, and Ole Mouritsen, the
anthropologist, coordinator, and director of SFL. After a few Skype calls, they agreed that I could conduct
research on their project, and we went about securing funds for me to travel to Denmark. It interests me that
51
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interested in how SFL was tackling these subjects as problems in Denmark, my research
participants were generally reluctant to say they were solving a problem in the food system.
Instead, they called SFL’s work a response, or a balance, to the national focus on nutrition as
a guiding force for policy and personal choice. Still, both their vision for food education and
their way of working on it offer compelling models in imagining and crafting a better world.
The center’s members make explicit connections between human bodies and the rest of
nature, integrating biology, culture, social life, and the environment under the allencompassing umbrella of “taste.” As I lay out in Chapter 1, this dissertation explores
questions about embodiment, emplacement, embeddedness, and the connections across
scale. It takes seriously feminist scholarship that argues personal experiences and relationship
to the wider world constitute important knowledge. SFL operates at the individual,
community, cultural, and national scales, connecting individual taste experiences to social
context, trying to integrate those connections into how educational standards are
implemented nationally. Furthermore, the project is itself transdisciplinary, involving not only
scholars from multiple disciplines but also relying on citizen science and on knowledge
generated outside of academia in the culinary world. It is therefore a very interesting subject
for understanding food, transdisciplinarity, and change.
It is also a relatively unique project. Although there are other European efforts for
taste-based food education,52 taste is not a dominant educational discourse. SFL and other

the way I connected with Essex Farm, which operates so intensely through personal relationships, was through
developing personal relationships; and to Smag for Livet, which is essentially a large interdisciplinary
collaboration, through my own interdisciplinary collaborations.
52 For example, the Sapere taste education initiative long active in France (Sapere – Sensory Food Education, n.d.);
the Finnish food education system that promotes collaboration, taste, and child agency in developing curricula
(Janhonen et al., 2016); and taste education in the Netherlands (Mol, 2014).
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Danish organizations focused on taste are slowly shifting national narratives. Further, SFL’s
approach to food education is not like what exists in the United States.53 Here, we often do
not have anything like old home economics courses for children; at most, we offer nutrition
education in schools. The model’s difference from what we see—or do not—in the U.S.
makes it a striking example of what embodied aspiration can look like outside the confines
of the context and imaginaries I am used to at home.
Within this theoretical framework, my fieldwork and analysis were guided by these
questions:
How does Smag for Livet propose to change how people engage with and learn from food?
o What problem does it seek to address? Why, and in what ways? How successful is
the intervention, by the program’s own metrics?
o What are the researchers’ and their partners’ motivations for creating change in the
food system?
o How does the program challenge the status quo?
o At what scale(s) is it operating?
o How much does the program’s functioning depend on its particular context—e.g.
financial, cultural, economic, political, or geographic?
o What does the program mean to the people who run it and function as partners?
The preceding chapter on Essex Farm lays out the rationale for this dissertation’s
research methodology, which I also employed in this case. I attempted to align my methods
as much as possible to allow for dialogue between the two research sites. To summarize: I
again followed a classic case study (Yin, 2013), focusing on why and how things happen in a
contemporary phenomenon, in complex social situations, in as grounded and holistic a way
as possible. Research on SFL followed a single-case holistic design, appropriate for critical,

53

A notable exception is the privately-funded Pilot Light program in Chicago (Rosentel et al., n.d.).
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unusual, or revelatory cases that are not easily compared or replicated. The theory
development that informed this case can be found in Chapter 1 of this dissertation.

Collecting Data

Table 2
Summary of Methods and Analysis for Smag for Livet Case Study
Method
Semi-structured interview

Documents/records
Sensory data: photography
and audio recording

Sources
SFL members (15)
SFL outreach activities and
Danish food culture events
SFL outreach and Danish
food environment
Internal SFL documents,
SFL website, and
publications by members
Danish food culture events
and environment

Participant photography

SFL member (1)

Direct observations
Participant observations

Analysis
Qualitative coding
Qualitative coding &
memoing
Qualitative coding &
memoing
Document analysis
Sensory analysis
[not used; sample too
small]54

Although I tried to conduct a PhotoVoice project with interview participants in Denmark as I did in the
Essex Farm case, I was only successful in getting one person (Mikael Schneider) to complete the project. I
attribute the difference in enthusiasm and accountability for PhotoVoice, between the two locations, to a few
causes. SFL members did not need the incentive (a gift card) the way that Essex Farm farmers needed the cash
incentive. Conversely, unlike Essex Farm members who participated while declining incentive, SFL is a job for
its members, not a deeply personal endeavor that might feel important to share, and for many of them, it is
only part of their job; they are not absorbed only in it the way farmers are in Essex Farm. There may also have
been less novelty in doing a participatory research project for professional researchers, or in taking photos
when they have already done so for SFL outreach materials. Finally, there is a narrative of busy-ness among
Danish academics, ironically combined with much more time off than is normal in the United States, which can
make it quite hard to get people to respond regularly to email prompts.
54
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I lived for three months in Aarhus, in Jutland, the western peninsula of Denmark. I
conducted a few interviews and most of my participant observations there, and traveled to
Odense, Copenhagen, and the island Fanø near the German border in order to interview
people and observe SFL activities. I conducted two interviews over Skype soon after leaving
Denmark, unable to schedule them during my residence there.

Figure 3.5
Map of Locations of Observations and Interviews

I conducted semi-structured interviews, starting with a script (see Appendix 3) but
often allowing the conversation to go in unexpected directions. This approach was especially
important because members of SFL have different trainings, interests, and roles in the
program, and so often spoke on very different topics or with different orientation to the
work, revealing diversity in this group with a unified mission. I also asked different questions
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as my research progressed, as I needed less background than during early interviews. I took
notes during interviews on things I needed to look up or ask later.
All interviews were recorded with permission and later transcribed. They largely took
place at people’s offices, with a few in their homes. My sampling strategy was to interview all
the main players in the organization, including academic leadership and also support staff,
and to interview a disciplinarily diverse group for maximum range in perspectives. I attended
the SFL annual meeting and dinner in Odense several weeks after arriving, which allowed
me to introduce myself to the entire group and make a few connections I had not been able
to over email. I offered participants a gift card to a widely available department store,
Magasin (suggested by Susanne), which was worth about 35 USD.
I conducted two kinds of observations, direct (passive) and participant (active). Most
of my observations of SFL events were direct; I watched and took notes, without getting
involved, unless there were an open community educational activity that I could try. I made
participant observations of other food culture events and, through living and shopping and
eating, of my own food environment in Denmark. The latter observations were used to
understand the context of SFL’s activities and as a reminder that I could not assume things
about the research based on my experience of U.S. food environments. Being in Denmark
from September through November, I was somewhat constrained in the number of official
events I could witness. Many food culture events had ended for the season, and the
(shocking) number of dark hours starting in October made life feel increasingly indoor and
isolated as my fieldwork wore on.
As introduced in Chapter 2, I followed fieldnote recommendations laid out in
Emerson and others’ (2011) Writing Ethnographic Fieldnotes. For events, I jotted down details
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and wrote up detailed notes later; for observations made around Aarhus and Copenhagen, I
occasionally took notes, and had regular fieldnote writing sessions to record quotidian
experiences and impressions. I also posted photos and captions on Instagram while in
Denmark, something I never do normally, which helped me to capture and remember some
of the aesthetic I witnessed, following visual ethnographic methods (Pink, 2015). Finally, I
wrote email updates to my advisor, which helped me synthesize my thoughts and draw
broad conclusions. She also took fieldnotes when she visited Denmark several months later,
which I used for data triangulation (Yin, 2013).
Also mindful of participatory research values, I asked Susanne and Mikael early on if
they had any questions that would be useful for me to investigate as part of my work.
Although they were curious what I would find—curious, actually, about what I would even
be looking for—they did not request specific information from me. I cannot tell if this was
true indifference or culturally-mediated politeness.
I draw on autoethnographic insights in addition to observational ones.
Autoethnography is a systemic analysis of personal experiences as a way to understand
cultural experiences (Ellis et al., 2010) and is a particularly embodied method (Spry, 2001),
lending itself to cultural and sensory research. On the farm, these insights were about the
personal, social dynamics; here, they instead illuminate aspects of cultural realities through
the difference I experienced between my home country and Denmark. I rely heavily on this
data in part because I had less personal access to participants in this case study than in the
previous one and so was unable to conduct the same kind of participant observations of
collaborative labor. Smag for Livet is spread out across Denmark, its work and workers
diffuse, and with the exception of Susanne and Mikael, I met participants at most once or
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twice. There is a level of social reserve among Danes, too, that meant their interior
motivations and beliefs were less viscerally present than farmers’, whose professional and
personal lives were all located on the farm and who were often processing that fact as I
interviewed them. I also did not have the benefit of two memoirs on the subject, as I had
with Essex Farm. The following analysis is therefore less driven by individuals than by the
broad patterns I noticed and then attempted to understand.

Positionality
My positionality in this research was less personally relational than research on Essex
Farm, even while I was more embedded in the field. After going back and forth from my
home to the farm all summer, I stayed in Denmark for three months. As a result, I was on
some level constantly researching the food culture, constantly noticing new things, taking
stock of what was familiar and unfamiliar.
A few things obviously affected my orientation to this work and my interactions with
participants. First, my political orientation aligns more closely with Denmark’s approach to
governance than with my own country’s. (A brief example—Supreme Court Justice Brett
Kavanaugh’s harrowing confirmation hearings were conducted while I was in Denmark. I
watched these live online and believe I alarmed my relatively apolitical Norwegian roommate
with the intensity of my anger and grief.) Further, my family has many personal connections
to other Nordic countries, primarily Finland and Norway. I was personally predisposed to
observe Denmark and Danish culture in a positive light.
My White American identity made it relatively easy to conduct research. I was
frequently aware that I “passed,” looking enough like an ethnic Dane that people spoke
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Danish to me, something I believe does not happen to folks who are more conspicuously
not from Denmark. In fact, I actively tried to pass, taking only clothing that I understood
would blend in with local (casual, dark-shades) fashion.55 SFL members seemed flattered to
have a foreign researcher paying close attention to their work. They welcomed me to
outreach events and, with only one exception, all made themselves available for interviews.
Before my trip, I spoke with a professor at UVM who was from the U.S. but had lived for
four years in Denmark. She advised me that Danes are usually private and reserved; but,
because they watch many American television and movies, they expect Americans to be
pushy and loud and would forgive those traits in me. Lean into that stereotype, she said, and
make it work to your advantage. I did this, asking people to meet with me, or asking for
other help, multiple times if necessary. This worked.
Because we did not have money for translation, and I did not have time to learn
Danish, my research was only possible because most Danes speak—and are socially
accustomed to speaking—English. Academics also tend to publish in English so as to reach
a broader audience, which allowed me access to their scholarly work. Because Nordeafonden is focused on the “good life” in Denmark, however, all of their internal documents
and outreach materials are in Danish. Google Translate helped me understand their reports
and self-published books, to a certain extent. I was unable to dive deeply into their teaching
materials, however, which are freely available on their app but not easily plugged into online
translation services. On the other hand, my lack of language was occasionally useful: in my

Having traveled in Europe during the second Bush administration, when anti-U.S. sentiment was strong, I
worried that Danes would take as a negative view of the current U.S. government and therefore of its citizens.
But when I mentioned, people immediately dismissed it, saying that they had had positive interactions with
Americans and that they distinguished us from the Trump administration. I think, honestly, they pitied us, and
I can imagine our countries’ relative responses to the coronavirus pandemic have solidified that pity.
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direct observations of events in Danish, I paid closer attention to body language, cooking
actions, ambiance, aesthetics, and sensory information than I might have done if I could
have followed spoken components of the event.

Analyzing Data
My SFL analysis began informally in the field (Emerson et al., 2011) and continued
through transcription and coding.56 I kept written notes not only in fieldnotes in Denmark,
but also from interviews conducted there, and I took notes while transcribing all the
interviews by hand, and again while coding both my fieldnotes and interviews. These became
coding memos that informed main analysis themes. As with the previous chapter, I loosecoded my fieldnotes, using some of the fieldnote codes about the farm, but adding
additional ones as interesting themes emerged. I then coded all the interviews using my
established codebook, and occasionally four emergent fieldnote codes (“aesthetics,” “class
distinctions,” “cultural differences,” and “educational activities”) that did not overlap with
Essex Farm content. (For both fieldnote codes and the code book, see Appendix 4.) From
my notes and memos, I developed main analysis themes that organize the next section. As in
the previous chapter, I sub-coded code reports by hand to tease out nuances and organize
large swathes of data. While I did less document analysis than in the Essex Farm case study,
I did use some of SFL’s internal reports and their website, as well as a few government
websites referenced herein, to augment analysis. The peer-reviewed publications from the

The overall sequence of dissertation data collection and analysis proceeded thus: data collection on Essex
Farm; data collection in Denmark; additional data collection on Essex Farm; data analysis on Essex Farm; data
analysis on Smag for Livet. The process of analysis on Essex Farm was influenced by fieldwork in Denmark,
and analysis on SFL was influenced by the analysis I had already performed about the farm.
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group that I cite are used both for document analysis—analyzing the stances of various
members—and as literature review for painting a holistic picture of SFL’s operation in
Denmark.

Analysis
The following sections of analysis delve into the lived complications and realities of
aspiring to “the good life” through taste education and research. The multifaceted nature of
this shared endeavor creates particular strengths and weaknesses that are illuminating for
change work in the food system. Sections below detail the following: addressing food
problems from a place of stated but wavering neutrality; the difficulties of collaborating
across disciplines; the sensory role of aesthetics in manifesting and representing global
contemporary food values; lingering tensions between democracy and class in taste work;
and how pedagogical choices attempt to mitigate aesthetic exclusions for an inclusive future
of taste.

A Neutral Center
“I think there are multiple—I wouldn’t call them problems, as such, I would call them
challenges” (59:100).
“So the vision is to collect and develop new knowledge about taste, and to communicate this
knowledge about taste” (Schneider, 61:44).
Why do people undertake unusual projects in the food system? This was one of my
guiding questions at the beginning of research, stemming from an assumption that people
act with an idea in mind, something that could be done better than the status quo from
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which they are deviating. What is the problem they are trying to address, and what does it tell
us about what they see as flawed, or improvable in the food system; what is the direction
they are pushing in, if only by small steps?57 This question especially intrigued me about
Smag for Livet, operating in in a country with perhaps fewer intensive societal problems, but
where participants nevertheless see much that they would change in the human relationship
to food.
A few SFL members were quick to amend my question of whether they were
addressing a “problem” in the food system. “I’m not sure that there’s a specific problem that
we’re trying to address, as such,” one person told me (65:33). “What we’re trying to do is not
so much solve the problem, but also to put the focus on Taste as an aesthetic driver for a
better life so that we, for instance, that we could try to change a food paradigm,” the latter
statement suggesting that the food paradigm does need to be changed (65:34). These twin
statements represent much of the implied or stated orientation to the work identified in
interviews: that Smag for Livet is not problem-oriented, but nevertheless works to
counteract, or at least balance, a societal health discourse that dominates conversations about
how people choose foods. The group seeks to highlight other ways of engaging with food,
through taste. And underlying the party line—that they are agnostic about all outcomes
other than taste engagement—arise a host of other food-related problems that taste research
and education might seek to disrupt.
People specifically named or implied the following things as problems related to taste
and food in Denmark:

Chapter 4 of this dissertation will dive more into the goals of both Smag for Livet and Essex Farm; this
section of analysis focuses on the related but distinct concept of identified problems. The next section of analysis
explores how they tackle problems through interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary efforts.
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•

In daily practices, a decrease in commensality around family meals.

•

A relationship to food that is rushed and disconnected from the experience
of eating.

•

Relatedly, a sensuous disconnection from food that implicitly leads to other
problems, like diet-related illness, food neophobia in children, or
malnutrition in the elderly. This disconnect was linked to a lack of
appreciation or awareness and a lack of ability to describe one’s taste
sensations.

•

Food and taste research in different silos (I explore this in the next section
on transdisciplinarity)

•

Taste research too focused on the normative goal of increasing fruit and
vegetable consumption

•

Perhaps conversely, a lack of knowledge on facilitating children’s tasting
activities; and the edging out of “non-scientific,” i.e. cultural food meanings.

•

Pedagogically and educationally, food education has seen little “innovation”
in recent years and is underfunded, and chef’s schools lack a coherent
pedagogy around taste and professional cooking.

Sustainability is a common reference point in discussions about food. A researcher went so
far as to suggest that it’s “everyone’s agenda…to think more about sustainability” (54:150).
Despite having such an industrialized agricultural system, there is also a cultural discourse,
especially relating to New Nordic, that resist industrial and non-organic foods (Wistoft &
Qvortrup, 2018).
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The most commonly cited problem, however, and the one that represents the “party
line” of Smag for Livet, was the dominance of nutritionism and health discourses in Danish
food policy and education. This umbrella issue links to diverse issues that depend on an
individual member’s orientation to food research.
…the project was born as a reaction to the discourse in food and health, that’s
always focusing on nutrition, on diet, on these words that have nothing to do about
food and enjoyment and how we experience eating and tasting. [That’s focusing on]
something inside the food that your body needs to fulfill the orders of society to be
healthy. And it’s a really strong discourse, and our hypothesis is that it’s actually
making people sicker, because you’re always thinking that you’re not doing well
enough, you’re always focusing on health, and every child knows what’s healthy and
what’s not healthy. It’s not the same thing as [actually acting] on that. And our point
is that, no…you don’t act on people telling you this is healthy, and this is not healthy,
you act on your sense of taste. (Schneider, 61:50)
Many members referred to this health and nutrition discourse, listing various
problems with it, most of which are summarized by this quote. It is a complex stance:
pleasure and culture are both critical but overlooked aspects of food, especially in policy. We
actually experience things through the act of tasting, not through dictates, and so we need
internal rather than external guidance. There is a societal demand on a person’s body. The
health discourse is counterproductive; it is hegemonic, driven by elitist interests, and does
not take seriously individual agency. Its goals are perhaps not at fault; but its methods are
ineffective and creating a bad personal relationship to food. In other words, the group’s
orientation toward health is not a full repudiation, but a simultaneous desire for more
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complication and more effectiveness. It is possible this is part of a wider paradigm shift in
how Danes think about food.
The problems nested within nutrition dialogues can be sorted into broad categories.
Knowledge problems, including the academic silo-ing of food research, or having highly
directional research—aimed at, for instance, encouraging greater fruit and vegetable
consumption—rather than a holistic understanding of food and taste. Individual problems
arising from the nutrition discourse, including disconnection from personal taste experience
and capacity, and implicitly linked to health issues. Ethical problems arising from the
paternalism of nutrition discourses that take away those experiences and focus on
encouraging specific choices rather than facilitating personal agency. And efficacy problems,
namely that there is a lack of pedagogy that enhances taste engagement, and that health
discourses do not actually change people’s behaviors; more nutritional knowledge does not
lead to different choices. The result of this analytic stance is the pivot toward taste, which is
presented as answer to these problems through comprehensive knowledge-building,
individual health supported by individual taste, internal motivations that center person over
paternalism, and a better chance at good public health through engaged choices.
Two of the identified problems reveal some of the complexity and even internal
contradiction of Smag for Livet’s multifaceted work. The first is the issue of food
“neophobia,” or fear of trying unfamiliar foods. The group’s research into how to get kids to
try new foods has been some of the most widely-read research in the project. A review paper
on changing children’s eating behaviors (DeCosta et al., 2017) is currently the most
downloaded article on Appetite, one of the highest impact factor journals in food studies. The
popular version of that article, translated into a self-published book, has been downloaded
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thousands of times from the SFL website. The line of inquiry is explicitly normative; the
article itself directly links the issue of food neophobia not to a broad interest in taste, but to
public health concerns over rising childhood obesity (DeCosta et al., 2017). One person told
me, in direct conflict with the party line about SFL, that the “start-up idea [of the center] was
because of obesity and health issues around the food system and then studies have shown
there is a much higher opportunity that you can change things with children” (54:148). At
least one other member echoed this.
A second area of contradiction is research into increasing children’s acceptance of
eating fish—a normative agenda (Højer & Frøst, 2018). As Michael Bom Frøst, a leading
member and the former head of the Nordic Food Lab, framed it in person, “how can we use
the family and consumer science class [Madkundskab]…as an arena to train kids” (60:133).
Interestingly, he went on to acknowledge that “underconsumption” of fish is a cultural
phenomenon, because Danes value pork and cattle products over fish, which they see as too
expensive. In both these examples, natural scientists lead the particular line of inquiry into a
problem at the intersection of culture and consumption. They contradict communication
manager Eva Rymann’s assertion that “of course you can’t participate if you want to
manipulate people into eating something specific, or if you have a second agenda” (56:72).
In these places, beneath an agnostic interest in taste promotion, other research and public
health agendas emerge—as do tensions between more humanistic interests in taste as a
cultural phenomenon, versus a public health problem.
I believe there are two origins of the internal contradictions between various
problems SFL members seek to address. First, as will be discussed shortly, this is a group
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with diverse trainings, personal interests, and career imperatives. Working together requires a
flexible space that allows for difference. As Liselotte Hedegaard put it,
Academia is often so kind of entrenched positions: this is the real way of working,
and this is the real legitimate way of establishing knowledge, blah blah blah blah
blah.58 And when you don't have that set up, it's like the field is more open. You can
explore more because you don't sit in the trenches all around, shooting at each other.
So that's why I call it a neutral center. Because we all want to know something about
this neutral center, but none of us can claim that we know more than the others.
(53:36)
Taste is therefore a gateway for generating more and better knowledge. It is also the
gateway through which one can address other food problems, and participants believe it is
the primary way in which people make decisions. According to participants, alienation from
one’s sensory experience can be tied to a host of other problems; therefore it can be a way to
fix those problems.
When I asked Mikael Schneider if they were trying to be as value-neutral as possible,
he responded that, yes, they were.
I'm not sure it's possible, but we are. We try to be non-normative, but when you do
that, you sort of take another stand, right, and you get somehow normative in this
part, because you can say: why all this focus on taste, we should focus on
sustainability instead. Or we should only focus on nutrition...or animal welfare...what
have you. But yes, we do try to say, we are value neutral; we don't tell you what to

In my limited experience, Danes say “blah blah blah” very often instead of, for example, “et cetera”; to me it
always felt slightly self-effacing but not rude, as it might coming from an American.
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do; we tell you how to make the choices that are right for you, based on knowledge
and evidence-based knowledge about taste and food. (61:78)
Any naïve assumption that a social welfare state would suffer no food-related
problems is thus rebutted by the very existence of Smag for Livet, and by the various issues
its members choose to work on. They work to reintegrate disparate parts of food and eating,
including cultural and social drivers and values, educational goals, vocational and
environmental anxieties, personal health both in the broad sense and a narrow physiological
sense, and overly reductive science. It is a lot to fit under one umbrella. At the risk of
oversimplifying, for the natural scientists, the problems with a lack of focus on taste are
mostly ones of physical health and environmental sustainability. For the humanities and
social science scholars, the problems are a lack of social reproduction and personal
connection to the wider world. Pursuing such issues together around a neutral center opens
up space for connection and also for internal contradictions.
It might not be possible to achieve one side’s goal through the other side’s lens: you
cannot increase individual agency by pushing an agenda, and you cannot mandate
sustainability or health behaviors by advocating that people make their own choices. The
hope embodied in Smag for Livet is that these two approaches will overlap and complement
rather than contradict each other. If not, SFL’s efforts raise a larger question about how to
pursue multiple goals in systems change, and whether to do it explicitly and transparently, or
in a diversity of ways that end up being more about process and inquiry than direction or
outcome. These are the complications of promoting the “good life” with “no recipe,” only
collaborations. As will be discussed in the conclusion to this dissertation, having a vision for
change is essential for directing steps along the way. “Taste” itself proves a generative but
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not entirely elaborated or agreed-upon vision. For many in SFL, I believe, it is enough that
they have done the work, together, and learned more.

This Freedom of Merging Things Not Normally Merged 59
How Smag for Livet pursues its work relates to the problems its members see in
food and taste. The problems are multifaceted, overlapping, and sometimes in
contradiction—similar to the group itself. SFL identifies itself as “a nationwide,
interdisciplinary research and dissemination center.” Its framing of taste is “a topic that can
be unfolded in many ways within e.g. science, learning, health, culture and anthropology and
– of course – in the culinary profession and other food educations,” in other words, across
many disciplines and beyond academia (Smag for Livet – Med Smagen Som Brobygger, n.d.).60
As I argue in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, transdisciplinarity is critical for
understanding the interlocking components of food systems; it is, of course, possible to study
food (or taste) in narrow disciplines, but to see the full picture of how it operates in the
world requires seeing it from its many sides, from seed to compost, from culture to
agriculture. How possible is this, in practice? Smag for Livet is a case of trying to bridge
between profoundly different academic orientations and lines of inquiry. What can
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary researchers learn from the project? Are there methods
we could emulate, deficits still to be ameliorated?
A commonly cited differentiation between interdisciplinary research and transdisciplinary
research is that interdisciplinary approaches analyze, synthesize, or harmonize between
59

Quoted from the interview of Liselotte Hedegaard (53:25)
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Translated from the Danish by Google Translate
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different disciplines for a coherent whole, whereas transdisciplinary approaches integrate
natural and social sciences in a humanities perspective to transcend disciplinary boundaries
(Choi & Pak, 2006).61 SFL’s stated approach is interdisciplinary, not only between academic
disciplines, but also in bridging between academia, vocational, and personal arenas. The
center sees taste itself as the method of bridging between arenas.
The center’s work can be seen as interdisciplinary in individual research projects
verging toward transdisciplinary in its overarching framework—where taste encompasses
many parts of life and society—and in the pedagogical materials that it develops from a
variety of disciplines that cross the research-communication divide.
How members attempt to work, both on their own and with each other, is also
highly varied. Here are two different members explaining some of the ways they work
together, one on developing teaching materials, the other on doing research in schools:
Can we look at what they're doing in the university or the high school and find the
good examples [of educational activities], or make the good examples, and then
export this to other arenas and see how you can work with that there. This needs of
course two things. It needs professionals that understand both these arenas.
Someone to mediate the collaboration. And it also needs case examples. You need to
go out and test these things. You need to both document this, but you also need to
be able to take it further, like write it down on our famous [blog?] so that someone
else can take advantage of that. So we test things, and for the testing we need people
with different academic or any background. Sometimes it's a chef and sometimes

Other researchers set the bar for transdisciplinarity at different places: integrating, rather than collecting,
methods and information for systemic insights (Francis et al., 2008); maintaining some knowledge
differentiation to illuminate the various aspects of real-world problems (see, e.g., Knierim & Callenius, 2018).
61
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someone else, depending on the situation or the goal. I think the force of the center
is that we have so many different approaches. (57:45)

And we did this interdisciplinary group within the humanities department …we
wanted to explore how food and media was used by children, and which kind of
practices. … [one of us with a] gender perspective, [two others with] more with this
media use, more media studies, and [another] more anthropological… about the
cooking skills. It was a complicated process but interesting also. We didn't have a
plan when we set out, like we want to answer that question, but rather we have some
shared interests, so keep it in the SFL project, it would also be good to have the
children's angle and the school angle and the educational angle, but without being
completely pedagogies. …So we had these days where we went out and had children
doing this master chef competition, where they got like a box and then they [?] to
cook, in the age of 10-12 years old. …And then one group should do kind of a
starter with some ingredients, someone should do a main course...and then there was
a competition. Very important also that they videotaped, filmed it. And then in the
afternoon they should do like a video of the process, and that was also kind of a
competition. We were discussing: was the whole competition thing a good thing or a
bad thing, to motivate them, but maybe it's pedagogically a little bit reductive in
many ways. But we went with that, and I think it ended pretty well, but it was a little
bit complicated when you look at many different things within the same group, and
also in terms of how you organize the different exercises. (58:125)
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Two things stand out here. First, it is hard to succinctly and specifically describe both
the actual research activities and the epistemology behind them. Second, the humanities
group’s activities actually resulted in separate publications. They conducted fieldwork
together, but ultimately their interests, theoretical scope, and disciplinary journal
requirements led to discrete publications.

Achievements and Gaps in Smag for Livet’s Inter- and Transdisciplinarity
There was a majority consensus among members that the project has overall been a
success. That success becomes more complicated by questions of what success means, or
whether they were successful at working across disciplines. Many members pointed out that,
at least with SFL 1, they did not have any hard targets to reach, so it is difficult to say
definitively whether they had reached their goals. That said, the group has been prolific in
their work. They have reached people, visited many schools, and become visible to the
media. They have published an impressive amount.62 They have provided the educational
system with innovative taste didactics. They created accessible science communication, not
only through teaching materials and presentations at community events, but through their
blog and other online outreach. The mobile app has been downloaded over 1,500 times and
is viewed online 50,000 times per year.
Much of their material could last longer than the center. The peer-reviewed research
will, of course, remain in perpetuity. Members hope that a third party will take over the

A full list of peer-reviewed and popular press articles associated with Smag for Livet can be found at
http://www.smagforlivet.dk/materialer/videnskabelige-og-popul%C3%A6rvidenskabelige-artikler-fra-smaglivet.
62
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running of their app so that teaching materials can continue to be available to teachers. The
teacher educator who is part of Smag for Livet has fully taken up the mantle; she is “old
school,” a follower of experiential learning pioneer John Dewey, and from now on will train
all her students to incorporate taste into their food education curricula. Her program is one
of only six in the country. In this and other ways Smag for Livet is part of a larger movement
of “trickle down” taste, in which the cultural discourse focuses more on taste and it
eventually reaches students in their classrooms. The impact on students is hard to measure,
but that is part of the flexibility of SFL; as someone put it to me, they are in the business of
making a difference through the ‘aha’ moment, of sparking curiosity, not of intervening in an
experimental sense.
The biggest impact may be on the researchers themselves. For early career
researchers involved, the center has provided a big network and often, through funding, a lot
more time to focus on research than they would otherwise have had. For established
researchers, the effect has been to generate new ideas and perspectives on their way of
working. Susanne Højlund said, “I think the frame of having these open-minded leaders and
this interdisciplinary program, and the persons like Ole and Mikael, they are both clever and
kind, but they also have expectations, you know. So it’s a really good psychological forum
for getting ideas” (63:121).
Members who outlined the successes of Smag for Livet often also discussed the ways
it has fallen short of ideals. While some members believe the group has reached many
people, others see it as still effectively niche and not well-known. Most importantly for
exploring transdisciplinarity, researchers actually had a difficult time merging their research
from different fields. Some of the constraints came from the people and their training;
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others from academic structures. The greatest achievements in inter- and transdisciplinarity
are instead in the group’s communication and teaching material, not in their peer-reviewed
science. Teaching materials are the most cross disciplinary of the group because they merge
and translate concepts and methods into one recognizable and understandable teaching
template (Hedegaard, 53:49).
Perhaps the best opportunity for longevity is in the group’s influence on political
discourse and curriculum requirements in schools. Their influence over national
requirements of Madkundskab seemed a mixed bag—some counted SFL’s efforts a win,
others a failure. On the one hand, the word “taste” now appears in those documents, and
SFL member Karen Wistoft served on the committee that came up with new guidelines. On
the other hand, the recent overhaul of Madkundskab included no more required hours of
instruction and no additional supplies funding. (Teachers receive 5 crowns, less than 1 USD,
for each pupil for each class’s food (55:60).) As an organization, however, the idea of having
a political agenda runs against their position of being non-normative. It is a secondary goal at
best, and one their agnostic position makes it hard to pursue. “Although it’s not the main
goal, I think it could be interesting, and it might be part of the solution if you want to go
more into politics,” one staff member told me. “[If so] we need to find what is the selling
point, because I don’t think quality of life is necessarily a selling point for politicians. I think,
lower the obesity rate, or more hard-core numbers [would be]. It’s just not part of the
project” (59:128). As Michael Bom Frøst put it, “If you look at the agenda of what the
politicians need to solve, there’s the climate crisis, refugee crisis, and then maybe educational
crisis comes further down. So if they can solve all of it, I’ll be surprised. Especially because
it’s difficult to argue that it saves money” to invest in food education, which is essentially a
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preventative investment (60:147). Food, although it underlies so much else, is still seen
politically as a tertiary problem at best, even in a country in much better shape than the U.S.
To be politically effective, furthermore, they would have to communicate in the same
quantitative, reductionist ways that they actively reject.

Conditions that Help and Hinder Cross-Disciplinary Collaboration
Research does not spring forth in a vacuum. The foundation of facilitating this work
is a lot of money from Nordea-fonden, which translates into time for academics to purse
projects, especially communication-based projects, that would not otherwise be in their job
descriptions. Hedegaard speculated, “I think that the reason we have succeeded as far as we
have succeeded is that we’ve had a large financing. Meaning that we could dedicate a lot of
time to do this” (53:47). A significant portion of the grant goes to salaries; also to
stakeholder programs like the university college vocational programs, to event costs,
communication, and their Taste Ambassadors working in the community. For young
academics, funding replaced teaching obligations, necessary because “sometimes it can really
be exhausting, this kind of interdisciplinary work” (58:130).
As mentioned, this money and time came with few strings attached. SFL 2 has more
self-imposed, concrete metrics to meet, but the first round of the project was very open in
terms of goals and outcomes. Mouritsen described it to me as “one big experiment. And I
think one of the reasons why it turned out to work quite well is that we all were aware of the
fact that it was an experiment and we had to sort of put the rails as we drove” (66:25). Much
food innovation research in Denmark, at least in the natural sciences, is in collaboration with
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corporate interests, but in this project, the end goal is not a new industrial process or
marketable flavor, but some unknown knowledge itself.
That's kind of what makes the project so interesting, that we don't have a specific
plan to do something specific. We have some goals, of course, but things are always
in the making. So you're always inventing something new, making new partnerships,
moving along. Experimenting, really, a lot of the time. And I think that's what makes
it also possible for us to gain new insights and find new ways of working with things,
because we have this freedom of merging things that are not normally merged.
(Hedegaard, 53:25)
The resulting relationships may allow for longer-term collaborations, also, as some pointed
out, “because now we know each other” (Hedegaard, 53:48).
The communication requirements in the grant ended up making for much more
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary collaboration—as did Mouritsen’s insistence that
everyone involved should participate in all aspects of the work, including presenting at
community events and in schools. Nordea-fonden is not interested in basic science; its goal
is to support projects that focus on applied research and communication.63 Having scientific
experts present at events—rather than community educators, for example—sparks public
curiosity and “opens up a different kind of perspective on food” (62:69). This might be
especially important for the humanities researchers, who stressed to me that they want
people to understand how deeply cultural food is. At events, SFL members are able to
present information in accessible ways, working together, partly because their normal
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From personal communication with a member of Nordea-fonden.
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academic strictures are lifted. They do not have to prove anything in these moments
(Hedegaard 53:38).
One of my pet questions in interviews was whether there was something inherent in
the scale of their center—or of the country itself—that facilitated this kind of collaboration.
Coming from a country of 350 million people and over 4,000 degree-granting institutions, to
a country of 6 million people and 8 universities plus a handful of vocational schools, I
wanted to know about the nature of doing work someplace less-than-sprawling. Often,
participants did not engage deeply with this question and did not seem to think that the size
of Denmark or its food scene indicated anything about trying to replicate its approach
elsewhere. A few people, however, agreed that scale might be a benefit. “I guess Denmark is
not that big after all,” Eva Rymann acknowledged, “when it comes to food and taste. It’s a
community that sort of know each other, and we also know who we want to cooperate with
and who we would rather avoid, because there are other projects that have this health
perspective on everything, and we don’t agree on that angle” (56:57). This community
cohesion leads to more tightknit and specific collaborations. It even facilitated the original
setting up of the program, in which original members expanded out through their personal,
even familial, connections.
Smag for Livet’s network also allows for much wider research recruitment than they
could otherwise manage. “Because we have the dissemination obligation, we have an
extremely large network of schools…. we said, okay, let’s do an experiment. As many kids as
we can fit in, and have them taste insects…. we get experimental data for two scientific
publications by doing a large dissemination study. And if we didn’t have Smag for Livet, how
the fuck could we recruit 240 kids?” (Frøst, 60:138). Multiple people identified, in different
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ways, how the communication aspect, which is usually not supported by normal university
incentives and structures, ended up supporting the research activities, rather than just vice
versa.
The specific people involved in this center also reportedly have a huge influence over
its ability to function well. Many members told me that Ole Mouritsen’s leadership was
critical to the organization’s overall success. “He has had his academic career, so he doesn’t
need to be pushy or competitive, he’s like this godfather. I’m not sure it would be possible
without him,” said Eva Rymann (56:74). Susanne Højlund exclaimed over how they had
“found all these energy people,” including Mikael Schneider, the project coordinator
(63:130). The existence of a full-time coordinator is essential for tying together multiple
perspectives and encouraging collaboration. The group as a whole, various members pointed
out, is full of people who are profoundly interested in listening to and learning from each
other, which creates a motivating and positive atmosphere, is not competitive, and includes
young members working on exciting projects.
Denmark’s cultural backdrop undergirds the collegiality. “My hypothesis is that [in
the] hierarchy structure in Denmark, in the employer-employee relationship, we have a very
flat structure. You’re on a first-name [basis] with your boss, and so on. I think that approach,
that everyone is similarly equal, mediates collaboration” one of SFL’s Bridge Builders told
me (57:67). He was not the only person to mention the flat cultural hierarchy. The
democratic roots of modern Danish culture play out even in its academic interactions,
where, for instance, students always call their professors by first name. The work is bolstered
by a new societal interest in cultural events, one that, to me, feels tied to their overall
economic ease and ability to participate in travel and experience. “We’ve really become an
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event country,” Susanne Højlund said. “People are traveling around to events here and there
[laughs], everywhere. Danes are making events in Denmark, and they’re traveling to events,
and it’s more and more food and music and intellectual and cultural” (63:129).
Smag for Livet has not completely transcended the academic setting in which many
members work, however. This is part of the stumbling block to publishing collaboratively
with colleagues from other disciplines. Interdisciplinary research is trendy right now, one
person told me, but it is not institutionalized or fully realized. Every time a dean is hired in a
university, they say they want to work inter-disciplinarily,
And it’s all talk. You cannot just change it, because they want you to publish in these
kinds of journals, where they only accept these kinds of things—so you have to
change the whole system and the whole way you think about knowledge and define
science if you want to work interdisciplinary. (58:141)
The so-called Science Wars between natural sciences and social sciences and
humanities have not completely disappeared from this group, either. “In this second round
of Smag for Livet, the humanities department has been very sold out on,” a humanities
scholar told me. “And I think maybe you never really get rid of this kind of symbolic fight
between the disciplines, when you do cross-disciplinary work,” adding that, excluding the
group’s leadership, she got the sense from the natural scientists that humanities work was
“kind of our own opinion.…And I was just like, okay [inhaling], so obviously you don’t
know what we do and you don’t know what our contribution is here” (62:76). With the
exception of one anthropologist, Susanne Højlund, the humanities funding was cut from
SFL 2. (So was, it is important to note, some of the child-taste research outside the
humanities group). Several members speculated to me that this was Nordea-fonden’s
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requirement for re-upping funding, but the foundation’s representative told me they never
dictate the terms for projects, and that those choices came from the applicants themselves.
The same researcher echoed some of the problems mentioned in other contexts, about the
issues of convincing decision-makers judging only by quantitative metrics, play out internally
in SFL. “We will never be as good as them if we are going to be measured the same way.
Because it’s a different kind of output” (62:77). It is an interesting dynamic, given that
Nordea-fonden itself is not supporting basic science and encourages a focus on cultural
dynamics, and that the stated aim of SFL is to incorporate multiple ways of knowing. These
intellectual dynamics do not just disappear in the presence of permissive funding.
What, from this case study, can we learn about trying to work on interdisciplinary or
transdisciplinary food projects? First, there are some things inherent in Danish culture and
this group that facilitate collaboration across disciplines and outside of academia. These
things include a relative lack of social hierarchy, a societal interest in intellectual and cultural
innovations, a focus on playfulness that opens space for creativity, and a network of openminded and curious people that is small enough for direct connections.
Second, the emphasis on public communication enriches research rather than
distracting from it. Public encounters, whether with children or chefs, provide feedback and
generate new research questions. The need to synthesize information into an accessible
format requires researchers to work together and with other professional communicators.
Transdisciplinarity in this case is served by the design of applied, community-oriented
outcomes.
Third, money and time open the door to many activities and partnerships that would
not otherwise be possible. Once relationships have been established, however, the money
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becomes less important, and ongoing mutual efforts are possible. People rarely discussed the
project’s failings in interviews, suggesting that any kind of spark, interaction, or progress
here is a bonus, work that would not otherwise have been done in the world.
Fourth, although it is easy to forget about individual personalities when talking about
systems, the individual people in this project matter greatly. Their acceptance of each other,
their personal networks, and their energy all determine what actually gets done, and how.
This is a professional organization; but personal relationships are what make it function.
Finally, while it appears possible—even generative—to reach across disciplinary
boundaries, it has not resulted in a full merging. The use of taste as a unifying analytical tool
allows members to share and learn from each other, but existing conceptual and institutional
boundaries remain intact. Despite the conviviality, tensions between social and natural
sciences linger.

Aesthetics
On one of my first days in Denmark, I visited the annual Aarhus Food Festival.64
Every year for a three-day weekend, vendors and organizations set up booths and welcome
ticket-paying visitors with tastes, products, and activities. It was my introduction to Aarhus
and to a particular foodie aesthetic that pervades many of the events I attended during my
fieldwork.
Walking around the food festival alone, I could see that a lot of it is about the intersection of food
science and taste. How to taste things carefully and the methods for making it taste that way. Some

In 2017, Aarhus and central Jutland were designated the European Capital of Culture, a rotating designation.
As I understood it, the recurring Food Festival is associated with the events developed for that the celebration.
64
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of it seemed like health promotion. And of course, for a lot of vendors, promoting their products.
There were vegetables everywhere, and things like kefir and fermented carrots. Aarhus University
apples, grown in their orchard, appeared all over in attractive wooden crates. One vendor handed me
a sample of boiled wheat and spelt. (Actually good—a little oil and vinegar and some herbs.)
Another handed out packets and explanations of all-natural hydration packs (“An easy and ecofriendly way to stay hydrated,” which I thought water was for).
… Several booths were promoting insects as food. I stopped at one and tried mealworm crackers
(fine), protein bar (disgusting, but so are all protein bars), and straight mealworms flavored with
chili (light, a little nutty, fairly tasty). The woman there acknowledged that insect products are still
novelties, rather than integrated parts of people’s diets, but that the market is growing. … Is it
primarily about environmentalism, I asked? Yes, she said.
… Ran into more entrepreneurs-cum-evangelists. True Gum vendors, handing out samples their allnatural chewing gum. An ethical chicken company handing out little baskets of marinated chicken,
rhubarb sauce, and smoked potato mash. (Amazing.) There was an animal welfare kebab stand,
which I couldn’t quite get the point of, located across the path from a tent called BaconToast. Lots of
smørrebrød, lots of rhubarb. (Rhubarb schnapps! A revelation.) I stopped by Gourmensch65 for a
minute and took in their hip/masculine/roughhewn/luxury aesthetic blend. Lots of metal, fires,
lambswool, leather, cast irons, tin tea kettles. For lunch, I ate an “Asiatik salat,” green salad with
edamame and spicy dressing, and truffle oil popcorn, each kernel filling my mouth with its hint of
musty fat. (196:4-10)

By far the most clever and perhaps self-effacing sign I saw (or at least could understand, as a non-Danishspeaker).
65
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Figure 3.6
Rustic Aesthetic at the Aarhus Food Festival

A few weeks later, I had dinner with a group of food scholars, two from Smag for
Livet. One asked me what I thought of the type of person who attended the food festival. I
compared the scene to what I would expect of people in the U.S. who read the New Yorker
or listen to National Public Radio—liberal, not radical, upper middle-class, intellectual. He
agreed with this stereotype and further pointed out that the festival is highly corporate. It is
not just about making the world more sustainable or delicious.
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Highly corporate—but recreating an aesthetic that evokes a sense of nature,
craftsmanship, and understated luxury. This aesthetic pervaded my experience of food
events in Denmark, whether strongly or subtly. I expected to focus mostly on the sensation
of taste in analyzing sensory experiences in my fieldwork, but the entire aesthetic of food,
especially the visual, ended up being a critical component of what I witnessed. It made me
wonder, what is the role of aesthetics in food systems and in creating change? How do the
aesthetics of a particular movement function, and what does that suggest? An aesthetic
choice communicates something about group values, aspirations, and who is included. The
sensory signals reveal much about the underlying cultural impetuses (Bourdieu, 1984), which
in this case, sometimes work against each other.
The aesthetic that I describe here is admittedly not the aesthetic of all food culture in
Denmark, and the next section in this analysis will explore the class tensions apparent in
working with this kind of “foodie” sensory paradigm. It is, however, relevant to SFL’s work,
and perpetuated by some of the organizations they interact and collaborate with, such as the
food festivals. My fieldnotes followed up on food festival observations with this admission
(the first paragraph quoted below), which was echoed in my interview with Eva Rymann (the
second paragraph):
It seems so far that the Danish food movement might be a little like the American one: strong but
still fringe. Here I saw fresh produce, fish, and meat, and many signs boasting “locale.” … There
were specialty knife shops and all the vegan, gluten-free, dairy-free offerings of the “clean food”
foodies in the states. People were excited, both vendors and visitors—excited to taste. But it doesn’t
seem like the dominant food culture here, seems very far from the small budget grocery stores I’ve
shopped in, where fresh produce doesn’t seem very fresh, wrapped in layers of plastic. (197:13)
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Figure 3.7
Food at My Local Grocery Store; My Attempts at Buying Whole Foods

Yes, we try to be democratic about food. And the New Nordic is not, in my
opinion…it's kind of a thing for the elite. [C: Because restaurants?] Yes, and the
more expensive parts of food in the supermarket, that would be branded as
something New Nordic or whatever. Your ordinary cabbage or some other vegetable
is not [branded that way]. Even though it is New Nordic. [There’s] kind of the
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Instagram part of the New Nordic, and then there is the everyday food that we eat,
and it doesn't really connect. (56:78).66
Let us briefly recap some of the cultural values and aesthetic trends common in
Denmark. Danes highly prize hygge, a concept without a perfect English translation that
encompasses “coziness” as well as intimacy, leisure, and informality. When I hosted a
Thanksgiving for a few American, Danish, and Norwegian friends in Aarhus, we all crowded
around a makeshift table, some of us sitting on the couch, and talked and ate and sipped
comfortably for hours by candlelight; it was, the Danish friend affirmed, very hygge. This is an
aesthetic aimed at creating a particular experience—or a particular experience marked by and
embodied in an aesthetic.

Figure 3.8
Hygge Outdoor Seating at a Restaurant and My Own Hygge Thanksgiving Celebration

Note here the connection to Essex Farm, which also uses Instagram to put forth an ideal visual
representation of its food.
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Note. The hygge aesthetic involves candles, natural fibers, and comfortable pillows and
blankets. Danes eat outdoors at restaurants well into the cool weather of autumn. The
righthand photo gives a glimpse at a common apartment aesthetic: white walls, big windows,
mood lighting, wooden floors, indoor plants, modern table and chairs, and accent pieces
offering some color.
Danish housing, for instance, has a consistent style. The houses themselves tend to
be aerated concrete with big windows and, if more traditional, red roof tiles. I did not see
many interiors, but the ones I did see followed a pattern, which a few people confirmed as
common. Apartments are often decorated with white walls, natural light, sparse decorations
that avoid clutter, houseplants, candles, expensive mood lighting, nice couches, and throw
pillows and blankets. Glass, metal, wood, and natural fibers predominate; there are few bold
colors. The overall effect is comfortable but spare, a kind of austere modern luxury. I share
this to give a sense of what it looks and feels like in Denmark. In my experience, like the
stereotype of Danish identity, the country’s overall physical aesthetic is relatively
homogeneous, which might influence how aesthetics are also expressed through food.
In the food realm, the New Nordic movement has encouraged a (perhaps already
existing) regional, foraging, craft aesthetic. I attended an “oyster festival” where SFL hosted
a demonstration about fish, and where chefs competed for the best served-in-the-shell oyster
dish. These seemed to me to be competitive in their Nordic hipness.67 The New Nordic

A list of oysters I sampled:
-sour cherry, raw chunks, and olive oil ice cream
-“bloody mary” with marinara sauce, a few drops of tabasco, and a splash of vodka (mine came with a lot of vodka)
-rose hip paper (how else to describe this?) with pickled rosehips, something else that looked like pepper, and was served with
rosehip snaps [the Danish version of schnapps]. This was good, and won grand prize.
-something with cabbage that had been stewed with oyster juice for maximum oyster flavor, and also with milk
-another with milk foam on top [so much milk with oysters. why?]
-beef tartar, quail egg yolk, and maybe caviar—impressive but overdoing it, rather (190:14)
67
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Manifesto, written in 2004, interweaves the aspirational values of the movement with
physical aesthetic components. These are the principles, with my emphases added:
The Manifesto for the New Nordic Kitchen
1. To express the purity, freshness, simplicity and ethics that we would like to associate with
our region
2. To reflect the different seasons in the meals
3. To base cooking on raw materials which characteristics are especially excellent in our
climate, landscape and waters
4. To combine the demand for good taste in food with modern knowledge about health and
well-being
5. To promote the Nordic products and the variety of Nordic producers and to
disseminate the knowledge of the cultures behind them
6. To promote the welfare of the animals and a sound production in the sea and in the
cultivated as well as wild landscapes
7. To develop new possible applications of traditional Nordic food products
8. To combine the best Nordic cooking procedures and culinary traditions with impulses
from outside
9. To combine local self-sufficiency with regional exchange of high-quality goods
10. To cooperate with representatives of consumers, other cooking craftsmen, agriculture,
fishing industry, food industry, retail and wholesale industry, researchers, teachers,
politicians and authorities on this joint project to the benefit and advantage of all in
the Nordic countries (The New Nordic Cuisine Movement, n.d.)
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Although Smag for Livet members dispute the organization’s connections to New
Nordic, the values expressed in this manifesto are a compelling summary of both the driving
force and the material expression of food that I witnessed, sometimes in SFL itself and
certainly in its surroundings. One member of SFL has argued that New Nordic has “risen”
and fallen again, replaced by newer trends that react against it (Leer, 2016); but its emphases
still appear in ongoing food discourses. In the Manifesto, we see the push and pull between
different aspects of Danish identity and ambition: place-based foods that follow geography
and season with global techniques and “impulses”; traditional with modern; wild with
industrial; pleasure with health. It is interesting to note that even cross-disciplinary
collaboration is included in this short, packed list.68
Although “aesthetics” is often understood as signifying something about physical
manifestation, specific to an idea of art appreciation, it transcends this arena (Hedegaard,
2019). According to philosophy, it can signify many things, including “a kind of object, a
kind of judgement, a kind of attitude, a kind of experience, and a kind of value” (Shelley,
2017, para. 3). The concept of aesthetics first arose from the concept of taste as
discernment, which garnered theoretical attention in the eighteenth century partly to correct
the rise of rationalism in intellectual thought—a relevant topic in an investigation of taste
promotion. Contemporary theoretical debates have questioned whether the concept of the
aesthetic is inherently problematic or just problematized in modern society (Shelley, 2017).
The relationship between aesthetic value and aesthetic experience is what interests me here.

The only piece missing, from my own aesthetic observations, is the primacy of the artistic. As I witnessed at
the Fish Circus, there is a lot of art abounding in this sect of Danish food culture, and one professor told me
that academics themselves are now collaborating regularly with artists.
68
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I will try to distinguish in this writing between ideas of taste as sensory experience
and taste as discernment, although they are conceptually linked in Western thought and in
the case of Danish food trends. Anette Vandsø, a Danish professor of aesthetics and culture,
has argued (2018) that there are parallels between the food world and the art world: both are
working toward an explicit, specific origin of materials. Recent efforts in sensory science
have attempted to re-ground the idea of aesthetics in the body. “The senses mediate the
relationship between the self and society, mind and body, idea and object…[our objective] is
to recuperate the original meaning of the term ‘aesthetic’ not as a form of judgment but as
the disposition to sense acutely” (Bull et al., 2006, emphasis original). In this treatment, aesthetics
is linked directly to sensory ethnography (Nakamura, 2013) as the study of sensation and
perception (Mitchell, 2002)—that is, the foundation of what SFL is communicating to the
wider world. The following subsections break down components of the aesthetics at play in
Danish food projects—multisensoriality, globalization, and nostalgic modernity—and the
various societal pressures put on the realization of pleasure.

Multisensory Taste

Figure 3.9
Smag for Livet Educational Poster On the Multisensoriality of Taste
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The aesthetics that surrounds food of course include taste, but not only taste. Visual
cues are, as described above, integral to signaling an overall aesthetic. This is not a novel
idea. Gastronomy, for instance, traditionally engages multiple senses (sight, smell) before
tasting as a way of engaging and anticipating the moment of food touching the taste buds.
Ethnography, too, has shown that taste is not confined to the tongue, but other parts of the
physical and emotional body (Mann et al., 2011). Smag for Livet developed an educational
activity in which people cycle through a series of different sensory engagements that
demonstrate how we eat with all our senses. From my fieldnotes of the activity:
1) Sound. Ate a chip, listened for the crunch in my head. Ate another chip, this one dampened
with water, and realized as I bit down that there was no sound.
2) Sight. Two pitchers of drink, one red, one yellowish orange. She asked which I thought would be
sweeter, and I chose red. First I drank the red one—apple juice—and then the orange one, which
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seemed the same amount of sweetness but milder. No, she said, they’re the same juice, just with
different dyes in them.
3) Smell. I ate a jellybean with my nose pinched, and tasted nothing. Released my nose and the
strong bubblegum flavor came through instantly.
4) Taste. There were five powders laid out, each dyed a different unnatural flavor (light blue, etc.),
and I tried a dab of each in my hand, in turn. The second one was umami, which I couldn’t
immediately recognize. The others [sweet, salty, bitter, sour] were very clear.
5) Feel. At a different table, a young woman had three different kinds of potato, which we were
meant to take a sample of and then describe how it felt in our mouths. (195:4)

This multisensory approach to taste popped up in different ways in Smag for Livet’s
work. At another event, a talk by Ole Mouritsen on potatoes, he concluded a long lecture
with a series of taste tests. “Who doesn’t love French fries?” he asked the crowd,69 before
taking everyone through the sensual experience of the fry. The smell, the hard touch against the lips, the salt
on the outside, the crack, the soft inner (196:15). When I attended SFL’s demonstration at the
oyster festival, the kids crowded around as a presenter inked up a fish with squid ink, made
an art print from it, and then proceeded to debone the fish and show them how to fry fish
fillets. This is a trademark activity for the group, one that Michael Bom Frøst explained the
value of as
…a place where there's an instant reorganization of people's minds. When you look
at a fish, a slimy fish, and you start with it, and then you scrub it with the lemon juice

69

Translated for me in the moment by Mikael Schneider.
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and remove the slime, and color it with the squid ink and then make a print, and
then it becomes an art object, right. And then you go back again and cook with it. So
it's really messing up organizations in minds. (60:136)70

Figure 3.10
A Deboned Fish and Accompanying Japanese-Style Print

Although it is Smag for Livet’s mission is to promote taste, in these instances we can
see that they are actually promoting sensory engagement on all levels. Although they have
broken out taste as the physical experience to attend to, in subtle or explicit opposition to
the historical hierarchy of senses that would keep taste at the bottom, their work entirely
contradicts the very idea of hierarchy by showing how senses cannot be completely divorced

Similarly, one of the school teachers involved in SFL told me she was planning a session on Danish artists,
from a famous historical community in the town of Skagen, who represented food in their paintings. Students
would dress up and recreate the paintings through photographs. She wanted to call it “not The Taste of
Skagen, but like, Take a Bite of Art with the paintings from Skagen. … First of all, have some funny [fun] days
[to culminate their food education course]. Second, analyzing--because they cannot make the picture if they
don't feel it. And last of all, to end up the SFL class project they've been in for four years. … Because in that
way, they would never ever forget the Skagen painters” (52:70).
70
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from each other into neat categories. Visual components of taste come into play when
messaging the food related values discussed next.

Glocalization, Nature, and Nostalgic Modernity Aesthetics
As introduced earlier regarding Nordicness in Denmark, the food aesthetics
expressed here represent a complex interweaving of the regional and the global. They seem
to be part of a legacy of discussions about terroir, or how particular geographic factors and
craftsmanship create place-based food products (Hedegaard, 2018). Amy Trubek (2008)
wrote one of the definitive books on terroir in a modern, non-French setting, A Taste of
Place. Her work has largely moved on from that subject to other topics in food, but I was
interested to hear how much it still influences several academics I met in Denmark, who are
still engaging in questions of Danish terroir. As I will explore more deeply in Chapter 4,
there is a global Western trend in terroir, a strange juxtaposition between international
intellectual and cultural exchanges with a focus on local place. I keep returning to a quote
from one member of SFL, describing how the group’s work intersects with New Nordic
trends: “So I guess more the global trend of terroir, and then also the Nordic Kitchen as a
really strong tradition within that. That's kind of given Danes or Denmark a food culture.
That also works outside of Denmark” (62:63, emphasis added here).
New Nordic therefore is the precursor, the backdrop to food aesthetics here. As this
quote suggests, New Nordic not a straightforwardly regional project, but one in conversation
with what “works,” or is culturally legible, beyond Danish borders. Hermansen (2012), in a
piece based called “Creating Terroir: An Anthropological Perspective on New Nordic
Cuisine as an Expression of Nordic Identity,” argues that New Nordic and Nordic terroir
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generally are a reaction to globalization, migration, and electronic mediation of our
contemporary worlds. This article ties together many arguments about New Nordic, food
aesthetics, and Danish identity and helped me understand the links between food, landscape,
and culture. (Since completing the doctorate this article was based on, Hermansen has been
affiliated with both the Nordic Food Lab and Noma’s non-profit MAD.) Its thesis is not
without detractors in Denmark and even Smag for Livet. Müller and Leer (2018), for
example, argue that Hermansen erroneously suggests that New Nordic has reached
mainstream status in Denmark, while they maintain that its prevalence has been relegated to
the restaurant scene and not Danish home kitchens. Many research participants agreed with
their position; and yet the public face of Nordic food persists. Gora (2017), in a review of
the Noma cookbook and its material performance of identity, also points to the globallyreferenced representation of Danish food. “Far from destroying more local and specific
senses of belonging, identity and affiliation, globalization processes may actually help
reinvigorate, if not in fact create, these” (p. 15, emphasis original).
Formal and informal conversations with fellow academics reinforced this conclusion.
Several people I spoke to, or heard speak, agreed that Nordic terroir is created as much as
(re)discovered, calling it imaginary, a marketing scheme to sell Denmark to the world. One
of my officemates in Aarhus described New Nordic Cuisine as “totally constructed,” a kind
of cuisine that never really existed. Danish cuisine certainly did not use the culinary
techniques employed by New Nordic, which are French in origin (Leer, 2016), and even
lauded New Nordic ingredients, heavy on the fresh and foraged, cannot necessarily be traced
to any historical regional dishes. Another officemate called New Nordic “glocalized” cuisine.
When I asked if they didn’t think it was about a need to reconnect to land, the two suggested
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that people aren’t really connected to the land in Denmark—any connection is
manufactured. As for farmers, one said that the connection only exists if someone has been
farming in the same place for generations; once that connection is severed, it is gone
(189:20).

Figure 3.11
Danish Landscapes

In other words, New Nordic is an aesthetic of connection to place. Perhaps more
accurately, it is an aesthetic for connection, or in search of connection. In service of
reconnection, performances of nature end up being integral to representations. “The idea of
the coherent Nordic folk [identity] is intimately bound up with the relationship to the
landscape, which is seen as a manifestation of a set of Nordic characteristics”(Hermansen,
2012, para. 15). And although Denmark has little wild nature, as Frøst pointed out in
differentiating between Nordic geographies, wildness is a strong theme in what it means to
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be Nordic. Chefs involved with New Nordic suggest that, through taste, one can identify
special qualities of a product, including its degree of Nordic indigeneity (Hermansen, 2012).
Anthropological research on the Danish character identified shared aspects of place
fundamental to Danish identity are “the weather; wildlife and plants; a beautiful landscape
on gentle hills, sand dunes, beaches; low islands and beech woods; a strong ideological rural
orientation; farms, farmers and farm animals…a heady mixture of…climate, nature,
landscape, romanticism, agriculture, history, the built environment, and tourism (Jenkins,
2016, p. 219). I saw many examples of these gestures to nature in my food observations,
including of a Zen chef’s deep meditation on foraged ingredients, SFL’s teaching app
materials on Nature and Technique, recent online SFL foraging videos during coronavirus
lockdowns, and several references to the increase in edible flowers in prepared dishes.

Figure 3.12
Edible Flowers and Fungi Ready For Plating
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Two presentations at a Smag-for-Livet affiliated seminar underlined the struggle to
connect to nature in a landscape where human lives are relatively divorced from it. Inger
Anneborg, an animal welfare scholar, studied large animal farms in Denmark, the workings
and even existence of which are largely invisible to Danes. Instead, “naturalness” is sold to
the consumer in a performance that has little to do with the industrial production methods
involved in raising the meat (Anneberg, 2018). By contrast, anthropologist Pelle Tejsner
spoke about hunting and consuming whale meat in Greenland, a colony of Denmark that
has struggled with how imported products have disrupted historical foodways. Because of
where Greenlanders live and how they hunt, “the landscape is with you at the dinner table,”
immediate and intimately known (Tejsner, 2018).
Sonnino and Marsden (2006), writing over a decade ago, argued that “alternative”
and conventional food networks in Europe should not be understood as purely oppositional,
but both socially embedded and referencing each other. Alternative food may “re-localize or
re-spacialize” food, linking it more closely to rural landscapes but—as was evident in the
“highly corporate” food festival in Aarhus—the boundaries between alternative and
conventional food are not always clear. Alternative food’s emphasis on “quality” seems
straightforward but is in fact negotiable, contested, and constructed. Aesthetic attributes are
a part of its multi-dimensionality. In contrast to southern European nations that have more
immediate agricultural sources, like Italy and France—where the concept of terroir
originated—northern countries have “cultural and structural factors that tend to militate
against the construction of regionally distinctive foods” (Sonnino and Marsden, 2006, pp.
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186-7). These structures are what New Nordic presumably tries to overcome but are perhaps
what keep it relatively constructed instead of entirely realized.
Calling back to Trubek’s fieldnote observation about industrial/pastoral
juxtapositions in the Danish landscape, this global/regional food aesthetic involves an
interplay between modern and traditional. Although New Nordic is only a recent iteration of
a long cultural dialogue about food, one of the novel arguments it put forth was to avoid
industrial products and instead rely primarily on vegetables and organics (Wistoft &
Qvortrup, 2018). The food aesthetic constructed here can be read primarily as anti-industrial,
and as Hermansen (2012) and Gora (2017) observe, the very need for a rustic food aesthetic
comes from the success of industrial and globalized agriculture. Many small Danish towns
have lost their bakers (189:3). A Danish acquaintance here in Vermont can recall a childhood
in 1970s Aarhus that involved a different store for each kind of food vendor—not only
bakers but fishmongers, vegetable hawkers, and cheese mongers—now almost all subsumed
into large grocery chains. Once the co-op dairy model went industrial, craft knowledge
largely disappeared from food production, according to an historian associated with Smag
for Livet (193:18). Even the paucity of fish consumption, in a nation surrounded by water
with a long history of sailing, can be read as a result of successful industrial agriculture,
because pork and beef are so much cheaper than seafood and ingrained in Danish dietary
habits.
How to rectify these losses? Some of the answer appears to be through taste,
through aesthetic connection. “New Nordic Cuisine to some extent becomes an exercise in
nostalgia, an attempt to recapture a bygone era, which allows for the Nordic peoples, now
primarily living in cities and towns, to flirt with a lifestyle more representative of the past
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than of the present” (Hermansen, 2012, para. 50). Urbanizing lifestyles engage in these
representations; SFL and related organizations operate in the context of gastronomic
fashions and what sounds like a rolling food gentrification in Danish cities. One
Copenhagen-based SFL researcher described how the food culture there has been changing
over the last several years, with various markets opening and closing, a food hall in an old
paper plant, and an international “street food” market that is more expensive than the
traditions it draws upon (54:161).

Figure 3.13
Vermont-Based Ice Cream Company Ben & Jerry’s Stand at Copenhagen’s Tivoli Gardens

This focus on global cuisine is part of the “experience culture” of Copenhagen now,
and operates side-by-side with Noma and Nordic restaurants. Through globalized dialogues,
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Danish food reaches both backward and outward, to a more insular past recreated in
reference to modern preoccupations and even modern techniques.71
There may be some need for reimagining acceptable, traditional food aesthetics, even
beyond the judgments of Danish food as unhealthy or embarrassing. Not all is perfectly
desirable in the culinary past. At the Aarhus Food Festival, two boisterous men put on a
show about tasting canned herring from Sweden that had been fermenting (fermenting!) for
at least three months. This was a traditional Nordic delicacy, and one that few people in the
crowd were excited to try; in fact, the bravery to taste it was part of the show.
…they were waxing rhapsodic about a large, bulging tin of fish they were about to open. The
English speaking man behind me said he’d heard about explosions in the past, and the man next to
me opened his umbrella in front of us. Finally, the performers got down to opening the tin, which
thankfully didn’t explode, but did emit a smell like an open sewer next to the sea. What a reaction
from the crowd! Laughter, holding of noses. The guys cut up a bunch of the fish and small pieces of
bread and handed them out to brave members of the crowd. One who tried it jokingly reached for my
beer.

I finally gave into the internal guilt (“You should be trying to taste everything”) … I popped it in
my mouth, made a face, and was going to choke it down, but [the big-voiced man] said, “try to taste
it. Can you taste the salt? The sweetness?” The fish transformed slightly on my tongue. I could taste
the bite of the salt, an underlying fishy sweetness, how the whole thing blended silkily together. It was
a little like bleu cheese in its funk and salt, which I observed to him, although he was unimpressed

It is not only the anthropologists and the other humanities researchers in the group who work on questions
of terroir. Mouritsen, the gastrophysicist, is concerned with regional tastes such as seaweed and how to make
them more broadly available, using innovative culinary processing techniques.
71
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by this comparison. “Yeah, maybe a little,” he shrugged. It wasn’t bad—but the burps since then
have been awful. I could still taste the rank odor, like a sewer in a dank barn, on the back of my
tongue, even after I gulped down the rest of my beer. Every once in a while this afternoon, I’ll burp,
then flinch. (197:16-17)
Not all traditional dishes are made for universal nostalgia. Updates, in some cases, are
desirable.

The Weight of Pleasure
In short, in these food discourses in Denmark, an enormous implicit agenda is
embedded in aesthetic expression, and is laid on the shoulders of sensory pleasure. Creativity
and playfulness interweave with food activities, but the underlying claims are entirely serious.
A 2018 guiding report for Nordic food policy, for instance, suggests gastronomy as an
avenue for addressing “major global challenges,” especially sustainability (Fischer-Møller et
al., 2018, p. 74). The Nordic Food Lab (associated with both SFL and Noma), while
investigating new flavors that would support sustainable food systems, always maintained an
ultimate “pursuit of deliciousness” (Evans, 2012).
This interplay is part of a larger push to connect individual human wellbeing with
wide-scale issues like climate change. Wellbeing conceptions fall into two major categories,
hedonic (happiness and subjective wellbeing) and eudaimonic (basic human needs and
thresholds of satiation). Eudaimonic wellbeing may be better aligned toward issues like
egalitarian and sustainable access to resources (Lamb & Steinberger, 2017). Is this consistent
with a focus on internally-driven taste-based food choices? Many members of SFL appear
interested in outcomes closely aligned with eudaimonic wellbeing, but outwardly promote an
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approach closer to hedonic wellbeing. Can one be used in pursuit of the other? Can the
pursuit of deliciousness be in service of climate health?
Speaking to Danes interested in food and pleasure, one hears many references to
Babette’s Feast (Dinesen, 1950). First a novel, then a film, it is a story about strictly religious
Danes who are transformed through the sensual indulgences and emotional intimacy of a
French meal. It is a cultural touchstone for moving from asceticism and isolation to a more
sensory and cultural openness.
The cultural standpoint of the villagers in Babette's Feast is that they don't enjoy life,
and I think it's been one of the transitions [here], people have allowed themselves to
enjoy life more. And I think if you go back 30 or 40 years, enjoyment of life was
associated with smoking, drinking, etc. Those were luxuries. Eating a lot of candy. I
think we've come to a point where we realize that luxury is not necessarily associated
with decadence. Right?...If you go to absolute fine dining in Copenhagen now, you
don't anticipate to have too much fat. You expect that the food there is nutritionally
sound as well as absolute at its pinnacle in terms of quality. (Frøst, 60:162)
The contemporary “good life” is luxurious but not profligate. Pleasure has taken on
modern meanings and values. It holds healthy lifestyles, enjoyment, and indulgences of
experience but not of calories. Mikkelson (2017), writing about health promotion in
Denmark, argues that the Danish state asks citizens to pursue pleasure as a performance of
self-realization. I wondered repeatedly, while reviewing interview data, whether Smag for
Livet would promote taste and sensory engagement if they truly believed that it would result
in less physical health or less sustainable food choices. Their messaging echoes Mikkelsen’s
analysis that “current forms of health promotion encourage a controlled consumption of
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harmful substances: the message seems to be ‘Enjoy! (but moderately)’” (Mikkelsen, 2017, p.
649). The ambiguity of outcomes provides some cover in an agnostic message about taste.
And yet, the backdrop of better life, with its implications of a healthy and sustainable civic
life, persists around the edges of these arguments.
What, then, do these aesthetic choices signify about the efforts that adhere to them?
“Aesthetics unfolds between an object, an event, or an experience, and the observing or
perceiving person. It is a fundamental way in which we meet and interpret the world”
(Hedegaard, 2019, p. 97). Geographer Edmunds Bunkše (2007) writes of wild reconnection
to landscape through the body’s senses. Can representational and sensory choices also create
such connection? Does the performance of identity—or of naturalness—ever create it in
reality? Vandsø argued (2018), in the context of New Nordic and a desire for re-grounding
in an era of globalization, that food is over-aestheticized in order to regain a lost feeling of
closeness with nature. The problem is, she contended, food is not only aesthetic; it involves
literally changing the earth. The Nordic landscape, even the Danish landscape, is not one
thing or one place. Unlike the wine from a particular French valley, Nordic terroir refers as
more to an amalgamation of place, evoked through taste, than to a set of specific sensory
properties that lead one’s imagination from taste bud back to soil. The detachments I
observed in an aesthetic for connection suggest that seeking sensory relationship to places
vague and unspecific might prohibit or obscure the very connection sought.

Democracy, Class, and Taste
In much scholarly literature, questions of class are closely linked to topics of taste
and aesthetics. Despite knowing this, I had not planned to investigate the class implications
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of Smag for Livet’s work, for three reasons. First, it is explicitly a democratic72 project, and
several people I spoke to actively try to counter any class-based trends through their taste
research and education. Second, like these participants, I firmly believe the experiences of
taste and pleasure should be universally accessible, not constrained by economic or cultural
elitism but available to all as their sensory birthright. Finally, my own naïveté came into play,
as I assumed a relatively economically homogenous society based on egalitarian ideals would
largely avoid the kind of class-based food dynamics we see in the United States. But tensions
between class and democracy arose throughout my data and emerged as an important
subtext to how SFL attempts to operate in Denmark.
One of the most influential modern social theories of taste comes from Pierre
Bourdieu’s (1984) foundational text Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste. They
argue that people with greater “cultural capital”—i.e. those with social assets like
education—are most able to dictate what society considers to be “good” taste. This becomes
the dominant form of taste, and any working-class aesthetic is “a dominated aesthetic, which
is constantly obliged to define itself in terms of the dominant aesthetics” (p. 41). People,
especially when children, learn—rather than biologically inherit or individualistically
develop—taste preferences, according to their class. Food is one of the things people learn a
taste for; music and art are others. Thus class fractures are created and maintained and
cultural hegemony built around aesthetics.
Bourdieu’s work further ties together themes in this dissertation through his
discussions of “habitus,” the internalized class conditions that are perceived as objective

I use “democracy” herein as a reference the principles of social equality and equal access, rather than as a
system of governance.
72
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because they become systematic. He argues that different conditions of existence become
systematized across people inhabiting similar conditions, become seemingly objective
through their systemization, and then become embodied through lifestyles and
determinations of quality. In other words, discerned taste is an embodied expression of a
system of conditions that can ultimately lead to power and, by extension, domination.
Social science and humanities scholars working on taste often subscribe to
Bourdieu’s theory, or actively differentiate from it, but either way his is a touchstone for
understanding the social and cultural aspects of taste, or at least taste in the sense of critical
discernment. Part of the complexity is the twin, intertwining meanings of “taste.” Taste as
“high discernment” arose from taste as sensory perception, while at the same time taste’s
sensory capacities were denigrated for being too animalistic and unreliable. Philosopher
Michel Serres, for example, called taste and smell the “least aesthetic” of the senses (Connor,
2005, p. 326). Carolyn Korsmeyer, a contemporary taste scholar, argues (2014) that there is
“thus an abiding tension in aesthetic theories between the idea of taste as a sense pleasure
and taste as a discriminative capability: fine discernment is accomplished by means of the
pleasure, yet the pleasure itself is too sensuous to count as aesthetic” (p. 6). Although she
disputes the validity of historical hierarchies between the senses, she acknowledges that they
cannot be easily dismissed, because our conceptual frameworks depend on this ordering.
Although the humanities researchers in SFL tend to cite Bourdieu (and anthropologists
David Howes and David Sutton), the social research of SFL seems to more closely follow
Korsmeyer’s (2014) suggestion for a conscious blending of both the cognitive and felt
experiences of taste: pleasure as an enhancement or component of the cognitive significance
of food, which we all learn and personally develop throughout our life course.
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Perhaps because they are conscious of Bourdieu’s critiques, Smag for Livet intends
to promote taste in a way that is democratic and non-normative. Mikael Schneider, the
project coordinator, pointed out that Danish has the same lack of differentiation in the word
“taste” as we have in English. “So we also use taste both in terms of what we sense and our
senses and then all the other things that act upon our taste experience. So when we use the
word taste, in Danish ‘smag,’ it is also something to do with the taste experience” (61:45).
You will recall that Denmark’s flat social hierarchy is embedded in the Danish identity and
contributes, in member’s eyes, to SFL’s collaborative success. The Danish culture is
“informal, loose…We like to see ourselves as these open-minded, everyone is welcome, we
don’t have to wear ties…we just talk ourselves into some agreement” (Rymann, 56:71). In
other words, Danes generally approach things in a non-hierarchical manner, and the way
they present themselves aesthetically indicates that mindset.
And yet, as Højlund writes (2017) in the group’s collective book Perspectives on Taste,
taste “is not a universal judgement”73 (p. 51) It is shaped by cultural and historical contexts,
including one’s education and class background. It is therefore hard to fully escape a
Bourdieusian dynamic and promote taste without any of the trappings of class and social
capital. In person, Højlund acknowledged that SFL reflects (or is) “high-class society,” with
“the best chefs and best professors” (189:19). The funding itself reflects elite
preoccupations. Although the Nordea-fonden does not define what “good lives” mean for
the projects it funds to pursue the good life, the board’s priorities direct a significant amount
of money and therefore work in Denmark.

73

Translated from the Danish by Google Translate
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One could say [pauses], they hand out a lot of money every year, a billion crowns a
year, which is really really a lot of money compared to other sort of money [got by]
research and things like this, and it's not a democratic organization or it's not the
people of Denmark making these choices, it's actually a group of men and women
meeting every second month and saying, oh we think this is a good idea. (Schneider,
61:58)
Part of the opening, for a private foundation to shape food projects in the country, is
that Denmark’s democratic institutions largely do not create these priorities. The Danish
government has passed many food regulations, around safety, quality, and production
processes,74 but does not, for instance, provide universal meals in schools. Where the
government does engage with food priorities or aesthetics, it appears to support a New
Nordic approach. The Danish Agriculture and Food Council promotes the tradition of
Danish dishes, namely smørrebrød, with the new movement from a “new generation of
ambitious chefs…using only the very best local raw materials [which] has boosted high-end
production” (Danish Agriculture & Food Council, n.d., emphasis added). In these
descriptions and in the Council’s claims about “quality” and “purity,” one can see hints at
class motivations, resonant of Bourdieu.75
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Personal communication with a representative of Nordea-fonden.

There is an enduring question of nationalism regarding New Nordic and regional identity that I did not have
enough data to parse out here. Nordic identity writ large is both inclusive and exclusive; not bound to the
particular nation-states, but rather to a diverse shared landscape and, implicitly, a white ethnic heritage. I did
not witness any nationalistic underpinnings in SFL—on the contrary, they are conscious to be inclusive in taste
activities to not lend primacy to only Danish dishes or Christian holidays. Wide interest in taste, however, does
seem to have partially originated in the struggle to create a coherent regional identity that intentionally or
unintentionally veers toward the erasure non-white Danes. The postmodern alienation from place that New
Nordic attempts to reconcile (Hermansen, 2012) can result in other alienations.
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Thus, as is laid out in the previous section, the aesthetics that SFL sometimes
recreates or participates in are aesthetics inherited from high-class gastronomy.76 The
cosmopolitan, gastronomic regional identity of New Nordic coexists with Danish values of
egalitarianism. Following Bourdieu, for a while, New Nordic could be seen as the aesthetic
of cultural dominance, developed by the cultural elite and eventually adopted—socially
reproduced—by less exclusive establishments.
In 2012, the first kind of middle-brow New Nordic restaurant came out in CPH,
where you could have a New Nordic menu with these kind of wooden tables, and
the dark cutlery, and the so on. And at like a tenth of the price of NOMA. And
slowly it became democratized, which means that it's not cool anymore! (58:158)
Class fissures become more obvious in observing where New Nordic and its
attendant food trends have been adopted. The “coolness” of such contemporary food values
has a strong urban/rural divide, a divide that exists culturally in Denmark generally (Jenkins,
2016). In general, Danish wealth and cultural influence is concentrated in its cities, especially
Copenhagen. A study on the New Nordic diet found that it was perceived as “elitish,” and
particular to Copenhagen, especially to rural participants (Micheelsen et al., 2013). One SFL
member expressed that people in the country do not know about New Nordic and the
revolution of fresh, quality, regional foods; likewise, she noted that the biggest problems
with obesity, malnutrition, and health are in those areas, and the food available of low quality
(54:160). People in the countryside are less intensely interested in food than people who live
in Danish cities (57:72). And, tying together an interest in taste with the rural/urban food

It is important to note again that not all SFL materials or activities are exactly in line with the New Nordic
aesthetic; rather, that they operate in not-perfectly-overlapping social worlds. As is detailed here and previously,
the purpose and presentation of the organization is variable and contested amongst different members.
76
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culture divide, there are fewer taste-based activities in Madkundskab classes outside the city
(55:40); taste has not infiltrated food education equally in all places, it has made inroads in
those places where it is a cultural priority.
And also organic foods, it has not come at all so much to Jutland77 yet. There's a lot
of how do you say—yes, resistant to the organic wave. It's not worth it, it's so much
more expensive, they feel they get cheated. And that's a thing in Denmark, we say
people in Jutland, we say people are more down to earth, and not too fashionable,
like Ooh, Chanel perfume, now I have to have it—not at all. They wear boots, and
that's where the farmers live, and Zealand78 is much more like, oh this very
expensive thing that I know is just on for a week at the fashion thing, but isn't it nice.
There's a huge difference. (54:167)
In discussions about the adoption of contemporary foods, a certain level of
paternalism emerges. So too in efforts of well-meaning normativity in the group—for
example, in “nudging” to encourage higher consumption of vegetables (Friis et al., 2017).
Even the concept of promoting taste can be seen as a value judgement. Frøst offered this
context about the sweep of recent food trends, culminating in a universal access to quality
food:
…since the 60s we've had an extreme industrialization of the food. But because we
are better educated, the system hasn't been fucked up as it has become in England,
with also processed food, so we have a lower obesity. Also because we bicycle here.

The western peninsula of Denmark. Aarhus and several other cities are in Jutland, but much of the region is
relatively rural, agrarian, and more conservative than Denmark as a whole.
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The eastern region of Denmark where Copenhagen is located.
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[laughs] So there are a number of—because we were poor, we would bicycle, or
because we were well-educated, we wouldn't buy the worst crap, etc. So there's a
limit—we've had a strong consumer movement all through the 20th century, saying
we want quality, and we want quality democratized. And I think that's uniquely
Nordic to provide a decent and pretty high living standard for even the lower classes
of the population, if you want to talk in a social science aspect. And one of the things
I've always loved about food is, good food is an affordable luxury. If you're not
completely in the shit, you can allow yourself to buy quality food. (60:160)
This is a fair distillation of the thrust of some members’ approach to promoting
taste, and an interesting argument about how juxtaposed historical poverty and high levels of
education conspired to make for a healthier population. It reflects the idea that “quality” is a
universal concept. Perhaps without serious economic inequality, it is possible to democratize
access to quality food, but those determinations of quality are likely still linked to class.
“Allowing” oneself assumes that the primary constraint is not being able, rather than actively
choosing something other than a culturally-hegemonic determination of quality. As a
counterpoint, Susanne Højlund framed the issue instead by saying,
Of course, that is what we always have been saying to ourselves, taste has the
tendency to be about class, about class structure. And the people in society, the
parents that are interested in taste, are also the parents that put their children to these
food festival tents and can learn and talk about taste. (63:105)
In this Danish context, participants are building agency through taste; taste is a not-alwayssuccessful method of promoting democratic access to experience, pleasure, knowledge, and
health—in other words, in the good life.
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Mitigating Classism with Pedagogy
How do we make equal something that is about discernment and distinction? How
do we decide what should be available to and experienced by others, but decide it for them?
A key dichotomy of SFL is that it represents an elite interest in a democratic proposition.
Everyone has a body; everyone has access to taste capacities, at least in the sensory
understanding of taste. Mouritsen says that given that there are different ways of
understanding a healthy or good life, then claims to taste must be universal. Yet, he
acknowledges, Denmark is “an affluent society, we are not talking about people who are
hungry” (66:60). With Bourdieu in mind, it is possible to interpret these claims to universally
accessible taste as creating social mobility for “the good life” across class; in an affluent and
relatively equal society, the distances across class are not quite so far. And yet they persist,
and thus so too does the pursuit for a universally good life.
Members of Smag for Livet try to rectify any class-based underpinnings through
pedagogical approaches. As two of them argue in a critical review of taste in food education,
most literature takes a mistrustful and paternalistic approach to children’s taste, but they
contend that, “the pedagogical task of taste education should be to engage students in
reflective work in which they can be made aware of their own individual sense of taste and
of how this can be used as a tool for navigating the world” (Leer & Wistoft, 2018, p. 333).79
Mikael Schneider describes it as an “enlightenment project, we want to educate both children
and young people and the rest of the population about what food is and why we make the
Despite the fact that some members do research on “nudging” kids’ choices to be healthier, Karen Wistoft
(2016), SFL’s head pedagogical expert, argues that nudging students is not an acceptable pedagogical principle
and hinders students’ ability to make critical food choices.
79
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choices we do, and what opportunities they have to make these choices” (61:77). In other
words, unlike much food and taste education—some of which takes place within the
group—the overall goal is not to direct people’s choices, but to empower them.
So we can open up the worlds for anything. For example, smelling to cinnamon. Or eating
an apple. Can bring children back memories and they can start writing a Danish essay
that was catalyzed by a taste experience, but it doesn't necessarily have to be about
taste. We are not teaching them anything about taste, really, we're using taste as a
tool to teach them something else. But when we're doing that, we're also making
visible that taste is something they have with them and they can use it as an analytical tool and
something that is really important to them. We have several common things about
taste, but we also have very individual things about taste, so their memories about
cinnamon is theirs and theirs alone, but yet we can talk about cinnamon, about the
aroma particles coming out of it, how it affects your sense of smell, but what it
means to you is individual. (Mikael Schneider, 61:49, emphasis added to text)
This perspective is anti-classist: taste as something everyone has, everyone can use,
and that can open up the world. In SFL’s view, taste is inherent but also must be cultivated.
The chef teacher who spoke with me compared the need for training to the appreciation of
art. You must understand all the components of the object, the skill and intention behind it,
in order to fully appreciate its physical manifestation. Related to this, several people
identified the general lack of sensory vocabulary to be a primary problem they were
addressing with SFL. Here, the ability to express one’s own taste experiences is directly linked
to analysis and engagement (see, e.g., Mol, 2014). The internal experience is enhanced,
shared, and proven through external communication.
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The center pursues this “enlightenment” project through general approaches and
specific, pedagogical ones. (For a table of educational activities that I observed or was told
about during data collection, please see Appendix 3.) Generally, people try to combat
assumptions of normativity about “good food” that might accidentally arise. They can do
this by communicating that that “taste experience is also when you eat which is considered
something bad, or of bad culture, and it's not just when we go taste wine or seaweed or
whatever” (58:156). SFL’S instructor of student teachers explicitly tells her students, future
Madkundskab instructors, that they cannot let their own biases about good food filter into
their teaching, because what is acceptable to teach is limited by children’s cultural and
economic conditions. She told me, “that’s what we want, in Danish primary school, in
overall, that’s the way in this democratic society that we want to teach and educate our
pupils. We want to make them able to take actions and make decisions” (55:47). She went on
to say that Danish politicians see food as a “private thing…. But I think it’s a school thing
because the parents at home, they are busy doing so much other things. Research shows that
children in Denmark, they are not [taught] at home in cooking skills” (55:53). Through
necessity, what might be private becomes a public concern and one mediated by personal
difference.
Focusing on who and where they teach also allows members to avoid class-based
pitfalls of only reaching the kind of Danes who attend food and culture festivals. When I
asked if the parents who take their children to demonstrations tend to be upper-class,
Rymann responded, “Yes, and also maybe it's those kinds of people who like to go out to
those festivals, who take the time and the effort to go there. I think it's more interesting to
go in a school and work in a class than in those markets and events” (56:79). For some SFL
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members, it is possible to sidestep culturally-mediated biases and just teach about the
process of taste by doing so primarily in public institutions. Their recent switch to focusing
on pedagogy for vocational education can perhaps also be read as an anti-elite move in
developing skills for craftsmanship rather high-end gastronomy.
There are some complications with attempting democratic, “enlightenment”
education in this way. On the one hand, SFL supports the role of public institutions in
universalizing access to one’s own taste competencies. Their goal is to lower barriers for
teachers who need to teach food education but perhaps do not have the training or time to
develop their own materials (Frøst, 60:149). There are doing this in the context of
governance that requires food education but does not formalize it as a priority as it does
other courses, through a national graded exam; that provides very little funding for materials;
that sees highly different levels of school funding and interest depending on a municipality’s
socioeconomic status; and yet whose main goal with Madkundskab is “empowerment on
food and relation to food…in primary school” (55:70). SFL, as a privately-funded project, is
attempting to bridge this gap for public education.
And there are the human complications, in which it can be difficult to fully shed
one’s own perspective and class assumptions. Some people indicated to me that many
people in SFL do have normative ideas about what “good” food is, and they promote it
implicitly or explicitly. There is a funny dichotomy, too, between leading experts (“the best
chefs and the best professors”) developing educational materials for the masses. The
messaging can be internally contradictory—SFL’s social media presence, for example,
seemed relatively limited in its mass appeal. The aesthetics of it were “a little too nice…[like]
a magazine targeted to a middle-class white mother, or so. And not really [fun]…or
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appealing to children” (58:151). This is not to say that SFL does not make good on its own
mission, but rather that it is difficult to be completely open and agnostic about something as
personal, cultural, class-based, and layered as food.
Although their methods of education are innovative (see Appendix 3), SFL’s most
revolutionary contribution to pedagogy is perhaps its assertion of children as agents in their
own sensory lives. In this, it echoes work that I have participated in at the University of
Vermont, on food agency (Morgan, 2020b; Trubek et al., 2017; Wolfson et al., 2017), and
extends the idea—of education as a means to greater personal food empowerment—to
children, an often-overlooked group of actors in the food system. Like food agency scholars,
Smag for Livet members propose that to make fully free choices requires not only material
means but also a positive attitude and the skills for choosing and acting. It is possible that
greater food agency, across class divides, entails preparing children to make their own food
ways.

Conclusion
In one of my interviews with a former member of Smag for Livet, he asked what my
primary research questions were. I responded that I was interested in how people try to
make change in the food system, on the ground, in concert with or in spite of systemic
forces. He then told me that he thinks it’s
very interesting what’s happening these years on how to make change…I think
there’s still this idea of difficulty of…divides in many societies, between the elites in
the cities or people in the countryside…with completely different ideas about what’s
good and what’s bad with food. And how can you make people change, and which
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claims is legitimate to do it, and again, what is the overall goal?...One of the big
questions today is this: how can we make change, on which claims, and with which
kinds of moralities. (58:177)
In Smag for Livet, the method of change is promotion of the “good life,” and an
intentionally individual determination of it. The morality, at least on the surface, is one of
personal joy, choice, and consciousness. It is a transfer of knowledge and training, taking
“consciousness about food…from this professional level, to the children” and to laypeople
(62:64). It is a benign claim for change, one that is hard to argue with. I am left wondering
whether a goal of consciousness-raising is enough for all the other, underlying goals
expressed by members of this group, from health to sustainability to sociality to cultural
awareness. In a relatively stable nation-state like Denmark, perhaps it is.
The primary strengths and weaknesses of this shared endeavor have some lessons for
people wanting to make similar kinds of change. The strengths, broadly, are in the openness,
collaborative spirit, relative non-normativity, and cultural relevance of the project. The
weaknesses are, perhaps, in their internal contradictions and limitations from being so open
that it is difficult to track success. The endeavor is possible thanks to a context of significant
and permissive funding, egalitarian ideals, personal abilities to collaborate, a strong network,
manageable national scale, and existing requirements for food education that give their work
a direction and outlet.
I wanted to know, while conducing this fieldwork, whether SFL was a “replicable”
model. Could this be done in places like the U.S., especially when legitimacy claims and
moralities are contested even within the context of Denmark? Could other people, in places
where the tensions are more fraught, embody the complexity that SFL does and function
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successfully? The center’s open interpretation of taste and of the good life means that their
approach could be applied elsewhere, but also that it is hard to imagine exactly how.
Mouritsen told me, “of course we have many different ways of saying when we have a
healthy life or a good life—so I think in some sense it must be universal,” before he went on
to acknowledge that their perspective is one of an affluent society (66:59). Similarly, when I
presented on SFL’s work at a conference, one audience member questioned my flippant
observation that taste promotion would be hard to pursue in the United States, where we
have so many seemingly more pressing food issues. Shouldn’t everyone, regardless of
socioeconomic class, be able to engage with taste in the way SFL encourages, they asked?
The answer is yes—but it that does not mean it feels possible. Just before leaving Denmark
to return to the U.S., I wrote this passage in my fieldnotes.
I’ll be sad to leave. Partly this is change, an adventure coming to an end. But a lot of it is how much
more emotionally easy it has been to be in Denmark than in the U.S. This is especially apparent
given that it’s midterm season (today is election day). At home, I usually have the sense that my
country is a dumpster fire. Our problems are SO huge. Not only food-related ones, which include not
only the environmentally catastrophic way we conduct industrial agriculture, but of course the
unconscionable lack of access to food, especially good food. But so many other things, too.
Incarceration rates, especially of black men. Unequal education in public schools; crippling student
debt for higher education. Bankruptcy over medical bills and people dying from lack of insurance and
health care. Police killings of POC. Domestic terrorism and murders against POC, religious
minorities, and queer and trans people. Lack of parental leave, paid or otherwise, lack of childcare,
and the erosion of family cohesiveness. The stress of poverty. Laws restricting abortion access.
Climate change…all the aspects of climate change and injustice. Modern day slavery. Violence
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against women. Neocolonialism. It goes on and on, each issue a seemingly insurmountable mountain
in itself, together forming a deadly, impassable range that keeps people from being safe, from the
simple feeling of being “okay” as a member of a wealthy country in the modern world. Americans,
as a whole, are staggeringly unsafe, trapped in a constant struggle. These are, by and large, not
problems Denmark has. Some of them, sure, but by and large people are okay here—they are more
than okay. They are cared for. The rightwing push has plenty of pushback and criticism, checks on
its power. It is hard to describe how relieving it is to just be here, without the sense that the very
fabric of decency in society, that any hope for the future, is burning down around us. (189:56)
It is worth noting that I wrote this in 2018, before the coronavirus pandemic, continued
policy brutalities, violence against Black Lives Matter activists, and democratic erosions of
2020.
I share this intense reflection as a reminder of the ways in which context can shape
not only how we make change but, preceding that, whether change even feels possible. The
food agency group that I am part of at the University of Vermont uses similar sensory
methods for helping students engage consciously in their food lives; it is not as if no one in
our country is involved in taste education. Still, it is hard for me to imagine something like
SFL in the U.S.—visible throughout a country of our scale, promoting a democratic cultural
engagement with taste in a highly diverse and highly unequal society, and focused on playful
pleasure when we have basic human needs unmet.
There are some tensions therefore, in thinking about this kind of change, between
activist solutions and discourse transformations. SFL takes the latter tack, with success. I
believe this approach is partly cultural, making waves in polite ways, and partly about the
people in the group, who are mostly educators and not activists. The strategy feels less
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applicable in contexts that are more heterogenous and without the same cultural tendency
toward rule-following. It also reminds me of an article from the socialist magazine Jacobin.
The article takes issue with popular fetishization of Danish culture and the stance that an
atmosphere of hygge, or comfortable wellbeing, is the secret to happiness. The author argues,
“You don’t want hygge. You want social democracy,” because social democracy is what
actually creates the security and comfort that people mistakenly think stem from holiday
drinks and chocolate cake by the wood fire (Day, 2018). Reducing happiness to an aesthetic
is a dangerous distraction from reforms aimed at true wellbeing.
From an ecological economics perspective, paying attention to the structures over
the aesthetics in this case is a reminder that capitalism can be less damaging when it is
tempered by goals of citizenship and responsibility to the planet. The work of Smag for
Livet and others takes place in a capitalist context, but one that is more accommodating of
non-capitalist goals thanks to it social policies and cultural orientation. Relatedly, this case
study demonstrates that sensory components of food can and should be involved with goals
that are not often associated with sensory studies, like making environmentally responsible
choices. The data herein show that food experiences cannot be commodified even if the
food products themselves are. The act of eating food is simply too contextual—too specific,
too personal—to be substituted or entirely capitalized on.
The work of this group also holds up some of the ideas at the heart of ecofeminist
scholarship. They take a holistic, integrated approach to food, difficult to realize entirely but
still cognizant of connections across disciplines and sectors, rather than reducing taste
experiences into neat, alienated categories. The experience is explicitly, happily embodied, as
is the ecofeminist conception of the human. And SFL attempts to move away from taste
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hierarchy, which ecofeminism might see as an attempt to move away from the kinds of
subjugation inherent in patriarchal, classist, colonial capitalism.
It is important to be clear about what institutions are really providing in terms of
change and the opportunity for a good life. Denmark’s provide something different than
what many of us experience in the industrialized Western world. Alongside a careful critique
of context, however, I think that aspirations and efforts in the food system would do well to
keep joy and pleasure close at hand. In a world currently marked by unrest and inequity,
there might be nothing more revolutionary than asserting our own right to joyful, curious,
collaborative engagement.
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CHAPTER 4: THE GOOD LIFE AND THE GREATER GOOD

Despite being very different projects, in different parts of the world, with different
outcomes, culture, and leadership, Essex Farm and Smag for Livet show surprising
commonalities in their goals and values. Following the overall frame of how embodiments of
imagination manifest in the food system, this chapter explores those commonalities and
inquires what they might signify about other aspirational projects. The next chapter will
apply insights to thinking toward the future.
The following analysis is a synthesis of qualitative data from the previous two case
studies. Specifically, I used the code reports for data coded “Goals/Visions,” a broad code
that incorporates both explicit goals of the person or organization as well as implicit
connections to a vision of a changed food system. I sub-coded code reports for themes of
goals, visions, and values pursued through each organization’s work, and then compared
grouped themes between the two cases. My research design included questions about goals
and overlap between projects, but I did not anticipate how consistent these themes would be
across both cases.
While pursuing two dissimilar immediate purposes, participants’ underlying
expressions of what is good or desirable food are remarkably similar. In both cases, people
focus on:
•

the physical pleasure of eating (and growing) food

•

the need for ecological integrity in food systems, and worries about climate and other
environmental problems driven by food
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•

ideas of holistic health, both in individuals’ bodies and in connecting healthy foods
to soil health, community health, and global environmental health

•

connection to landscape, community, and particular ways of life

•

the need to evangelize their approach to food to others.80 81

These values-based, aspirational organizations appear to be driven by similar goals
for the food system. I will briefly explain each aspect below before describing them as a
consistent, international aesthetic for regional food. “Aesthetics” here denotes the physical
manifestation (Hedegaard, 2019) of a judgement, experience, or value (Shelley, 2017). These
emergent “values” operate for participants as a method of pursuing change—in this chapter,
they function as the organization of key concepts in the data. They represent goals that
traverse scales, from the individual to the global and even beyond.

Pleasure
“…we want to make people aware of this sense of taste and what it can tell them… And
when they know these things about taste, they’ll be able to make conscious choices about
their food. And we also want them to be okay with [it]…Because your body is made to
experience that it tastes good, and to have pleasure when you eat something that tastes
good…This is a true experience that you get, and it’s right” (Schneider, 61:51).
I have written at length in previous chapters about the ways that pleasure appears in
each case study. What is notable here is how powerfully it appears in both, in multiple ways. At

This summary analysis and some of its wording originally appeared in an extended abstract for, and
presentation at, the 2020 Dublin Gastronomy Symposium (Morgan, 2020a).
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See Appendix 5 for a full table of all the overlaps and divergences between goals, visions, or values expressed
by participants in each case. Here I am focusing on the most common and significant shared aspects.
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Essex Farm, there are the pleasures of being on a team of people, of working outside, of
caring for animals, of connecting with members, of stewarding the land, of feeding others,
and of cooking and eating delicious, meaning-filled food. Full-body, sensory and emotional
pleasure are not always present—the work can be painful and exhausting—but when it is
present, it is potent. In Smag for Livet, there is the pleasure of tasting, of working with
people with diverse knowledge, of being playful and creative, of cooking, of commensality or
the sharing of food, and of discovering new sensations and ideas. Even when pleasure is not
the immediate experience of participants, they are promoting an engagement with pleasure
to others. In both cases, people also derive satisfaction from being part of something
pioneering and that they deem important.
Pleasure is often not one’s first thought when thinking about necessary food systems
change. That is, perhaps, a big problem. This dissertation and many other writings cite the
issue of physical resource limits, the implication often being that to “save the world” from
ourselves, we will have to drastically reduce our consumption and restrict human activity to
reverse climate change. Modern calls for changing human resource use employ a rhetoric of
scarcity, including a finite planet and diminishing possibilities for material wellbeing
(Timmerman, n.d., 2017). Such a framing is not necessarily incorrect, but neither is it
inspiring. Pleasure-seeking and reduction of consumption are not necessarily mutually
exclusive in the way environmental scholarship can strictly frame them. The world, after all,
is not only limited, it is also abundant (Timmerman, n.d.).82 It is full of restrictions and pain;

Similarly, degrowth economists, associated with ecological economics, have argued that their message for
degrowing the economy does not need to be a negative one, but can actually lead to an increased quality of life
(see, e.g., Kallis, 2019; Kallis & March, 2015).
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it is potentially full of pleasure. We know which of these experiences people tend to seek
out.
With food especially, people are usually best motivated by positive feelings rather
than uncomfortable strictures, a fact that has perhaps been put to better use by food activists
than by environmentalists generally.83 The local food movement is “remarkable (although
not unprecedented) in its use of pleasure…Not only do most participants inconvenience
themselves but they also do so with deepening joy…it is the sensual material embodiment of
ecology and craft that is satisfying” (Starr, 2010, p. 487). One well-known example, the
international organization Slow Food, prioritizes ecological concerns in food production, but
encourages its followers to adopt such concerns firstly for the pleasures of taste and
conviviality (Sassatelli & Davolio, 2010). As many Essex Farm participants acknowledged,
the labor of producing and processing the food is significant. But for those who last, on the
farm or in its membership, it is because pleasure outweighs effort (Kimball, 2019).
Research participants in both cases are aware of this truth. In Denmark, as I detailed
in the previous chapter, members of Smag for Livet may have secondary goals like
promoting health or sustainability behaviors, but they all operate first through the
mechanism of taste. (Although tasting food is not always a pleasant experience, SFL’s goal is
enhancing one’s own sense of enjoyable taste.) “I saw a study once,” a young SFL researcher
told me, “with the different values people choose between, where taste is the first. …That is
what you have to go for, when you work with health, product development, nutrition,
everything” (54:156). Her point, which was echoed by others, is that you cannot achieve

This, for example, is the rationale behind a new anti-diet trend in nutrition—intuitive eating—that is based
on self-knowledge and satisfaction rather than on external and inefficacious rules for eating (Tribole & Resch,
2012).
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other food goals if you do not work with people’s first response, which is how something
tastes and whether it satisfies. In New York, Mark said the same thing to me about the farm.
He was describing the process of trying to make decisions in their supply chain, weighing the
sensory importance of unbruised produce against the resource-intensive plastic used to pack
them. That is not how members make choices, he said: “they want to taste it, they want to
feel healthy, and then they want to save the world, is typically how most members describe”
why they participate in the CSA program (30:127). Research on why people choose organic
food shows the same dynamic; primary reasons are individual health, freshness, and taste
(Robbins, 2019). Environmental stewardship is important—but people would not support it
through the CSA if the food did not first taste and feel good in their bodies.
Marrying individual priorities with broader systems goals is part of the inter-scalar
interest of my work, and the same impetus behind the “hedonistic sustainability” ideas in
Denmark. Can we pursue a multifaceted idea of sustainability that incorporates human
wellbeing, or even sensual indulgence? I mentioned the idea when I proposed this
dissertation project, and a colleague in the audience asked afterward, can sustainability be
hedonistic? Discussing this question with my committee, the group sentiment was, it has to
be. We will not achieve it otherwise.

Ecological Integrity
“…environmentalism…is a pretty good question for how we farm, whether we're doing
better or worse environmentally per member and output” (Mark Kimball, 30:148).
What is the vision of sustainability that might also be hedonistic? Participants from
Essex Farm dealt with issues of sustainability in more depth and specificity than ones from
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Smag for Livet, which was to be expected, given that the former is focused on diversified
agriculture, the latter on a topic indirectly related to the environment. However, the
environment—whether in general or specific terms—was a regular thread in the tapestry of
aspirations that people in both cases identified in their efforts. I have framed this theme as
“ecological integrity” to reflect the ideas about integrity, not only of environmental function,
but also of human-natural relationships supporting that function.
In Denmark, sustainability sat in the backdrop of conversations about taste and
food. People often referenced concerns about climate change; in terms of food, this usually
arose in terms of the need for people to eat less meat. Environmental concerns are such a
part of the societal discourse in Denmark that no one felt the need to spell out to me that
meat production involves intensive resource use and greenhouse gas emissions—they just
assumed I knew. Many members of SFL seem to assume that discussions about food must
involve questions of sustainability. One researcher told me, frankly, “I think it’s everyone’s
agenda, we need to think more about sustainability” (54:150). Another is conducting
research on how to “nudge” students to both eat well and also produce less waste in
cafeterias. SFL’s educational app includes lesson plans on sustainability and food waste (Fag
Med Smag | Smagforlivet.Dk, n.d.). At times, it seemed as if all other goals must be
accompanied by environmental targets in order to be worthy of pursuing.
In these conversations, there often seemed to be an inherent bias against industrial
agriculture. Again, this is not Smag for Livet’s main topic, but as I have discussed, the
aesthetic that they largely operate within is one of craftsmanship, unprocessed ingredients,
wild foods, and homecooked meals—an aesthetic of specificity, rather than industrial
regularity. For at least one member of SFL, the link is more defined: children’s taste and
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cooking education are part of a broad cultural movement, including the New Nordic
Kitchen, that resists industrial products (Wistoft & Qvortrup, 2018). The group’s taste
didactics break down aspects of taste into “8 dimensions,” one of them being “moral” taste.
“In the moral taste dimension, a family can, for example, appreciate that the vegetables the
family eats are grown in their own garden or purchased from the local organic farmer. It is
an expression of moral taste when we emphasize e.g. sustainable production, ecology or
animal welfare”84 (Wistoft & Qvortrup, n.d.). Here, organic and local foods—rather than
industrially-produced and distributed foods—are linked to an idea of sustainability and
morality.
This is much the same dynamic, albeit more complicated, on Essex Farm. An
environmental ethic is a foundational drive for establishing this diversified, labor-intensive,
locally-serving farm. Echoing SFL interviews, meat and waste came up as important
categories of sustainability related to the farm and food production broadly. As I detailed in
Chapter 2, there are many trade-offs between social, environmental, and economic goals on
the farm, and sometimes even trade-offs between different environmental goals.85 As with
SFL’s “moral” taste, most farmers and members associate local and organic production with
good environmental stewardship, even as Mark and some farmers discussed trade-offs and
complexities in those practices. On the farm, aspirations always seemed to outstrip the ability
to embody environmental ideals.
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Translated from the Danish by Google Translate.

Is it better to feed more people with diversified agriculture if it requires using tractors and petroleum? Is it
better to feed people in New York City, who would otherwise eat food with unknown origins and
environmental footprints, when it requires packaging the food in plastic and driving it six hours in a truck?
85
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For farmers, part of the complication of environmental stewardship is that
agriculture is by definition a resource-using activity. As one young farmer put it, “Mark does
not pretend to be saving the environment with this farm…Farming is not making it better,
farming is always going to displace habitats, no matter what kind of farming it is. Is it better
than drilling for oil? Yeah, for sure, but it’s not—you’re not making it better” (21:52-3). And
farming is incredibly complex—as complex as an ecosystem, which is to say, beyond full
human cognition. Several expressed how hard it is to manage a truly diversified system, with
plants and animals of all kinds, on a large landscape. Ideally, one farm or a network of farms
would manage an agro-landscape to look like an ecosystem. In practice, it can feel nearly
impossible to achieve on one farm, let alone in concert with others. An ecological approach
to agriculture is by definition at odds with the capitalist system that rewards industrialization
and simplification; there are few economy-wide supports for embodying diversity, and the
challenges are significant.
Systems thinkers are used to challenging the assumption that a particular trait will
automatically result in a particular outcome. Local food is not necessarily more sustainable
than non-local (Born & Purcell, 2006). Even meat is not always more resource intensive than
vegetables, depending on where and how those vegetables are grown (González et al., 2011).
People who care about sustainability, however, still need to be able to make daily decisions
on what is ecologically “moral” (Morgan, 2019a). Participants demonstrated an awareness of
food’s relationship to environment being fraught, something to attend to even if it is not a
primary focus. In both these case studies, “good food” must exist in reference to the health
of the ecosystem that produced it.
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Holistic Health
“Healthy soil, healthy plants, healthy animals, healthy people, healthy planet” (“About Us,”
2018).86
Environmental health and personal health are intertwined in the visions of these
projects. The above quote suggests that Essex Farm sees health as a series of nested scales.
In this view, the health of each aspect is linked, from the immediate soil to the entire globe.
It is health as embeddedness.
Essex Farm CSA members described their own health as linked to larger systems.
One told me that while healthiness was her primary reason for joining the CSA, “really good
sustainability practices” were a “close second,” and that she had not fully anticipated the
health benefits (3:48). She went on to say that it would be hard for her to stop being a
member because she feels “so strongly about that concept.” It is perhaps telling that the
transcript does not make clear whether “that concept” is sustainability or her own health.
Several other members in New York City rely on the CSA specifically for their own health,
which they believe is bolstered largely because of ecological practices used to produce the
food. The food is raised in nutrient-rich soil or with nutrient-rich grass, is raised without
chemicals, is largely unprocessed, and is fresh. And, of course for farmers, there is the health
not only of eating almost exclusively from the farm, but also of working physically in the
outdoors. Health can be embodied when embedded in healthy systems.
In Smag for Livet, their “dimensions” of taste also include a health dimension, which
is “obviously about health and nutrition, but also about well-being” (Wistoft & Qvortrup,

This quote from Essex Farm’s website is possibly a reference to early organic farming advocates Lady Eve
Balfour and Lord Northbourne, who believed “healthy soil meant healthy plants that meant healthy people”
(quoted in Robbins, 2019, p. 233).
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n.d.). According to this argument, taking a view of a meal as holistic nourishment, and
enjoying it, will lead to a sense of wellness and to implicitly good choices that do not dwell
overly on what is sinful or restricted. In keeping with their avoidance of strict nutritionism,
the group encourages a broader concept of health. This stance is also based on a more
interconnected understanding of taste from multiple disciplines, including natural sciences
and cultural studies. The project coordinator, Mikael Schneider, connected these dots:
And natural science is showing that the more pleasure you have in food, the more
filling it may feel to you when you eat it. So you can easily argue…for using taste and
good taste experiences as a means of good health. And I should say, we [in Smag for
Livet] very rarely use the word ‘health’ or ‘healthy food’… [because in Denmark]
there’s the sort of narrow, negative health definition, which is the state of not being
sick…And there’s the broad definition of health, which is feeling good. Both
physically and emotionally…Taste for Life is part of this movement…more focus on
this wider definition of wellbeing and health. (61:54-5)
Health and pleasure are thus linked in these projects through the sense of wellbeing and of
sustainability. The “state of not being sick” is part of the experience, but so is a stronger
sense of vibrancy and wellness, connected to an idea of broader ecological wellness. Health
in these cases is “holistic,” both in terms of individual holistic wellbeing, and in terms of
health across different scales or parts of the world. Food that is raised in a manner that is
good for the earth is also good for oneself.
This kind of interconnected win/win is probably too easy, given the kind of
agricultural environmental tradeoffs mentioned in the last section. It signifies, however, a
sense and a seeking of connection between the bodily experience and the environment that
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supports it. I am reminded of the notion of transcorporeality introduced in this dissertation’s
first chapter: the idea that our corporeal experience is not a bounded but a permeable one, in
dialogue with the world around it (Alaimo, 2017). One long-term farm member
acknowledged this very dynamic by saying, “my biogenome’s shifted…a large part of my
molecules probably came from corn in the Midwest, and now it’s been fifteen years of local
food, I’m sure if you did a spectrograph of [laughing] the chemicals in my body, they’d be a
lot different now” (14:248). In a very different study, Dayna Scott (2016) employs ideas of
transcorporeality in a Canadian indigenous community’s monitoring of their environment
for toxins, smelling and tasting and feeling the pollution around them as a way of generating
knowledge, acknowledging how they take into their bodies the toxic effects of human action.
These case studies are the more hopeful side of that coin, reflecting participants’ belief that
absorbing what is good for themselves is good for the world, and vice versa.

Connection
“An ecological way of looking at things is a relational way of looking at things” (former
Essex farmer, 17:133).
These different pursuits—of pleasure, ecological integrity, and holistic health—
culminate in a pervasive search for connection. In both cases, food is a means of connection,
to self or body, to place or landscape, to culture or community. Throughout participant
interviews, the idea of relationship arose again and again. Relationship to each other.
Relationship to land and place. Relationship to regional identity. Relationship to self, the
body, and one’s own personal experience. Sometimes, people spoke of the relationship to
food, through the senses and enjoyment. But more often, people in both SFL and Essex
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Farm indicated relationship through food, to other meanings. From a theoretical standpoint,
reconnecting to and through the senses is a method for fighting the bodily alienation of
capitalism, coming back to the body and re-forging relationships in the world (Gobby, 2019;
Stewart, 2005; Tsing, 2015).
These connections and relationships appear in many forms in the data. The farm
PhotoVoice project, for instance, only included a few participants, but still highlighted a
variety of connections: the importance of collaborative teamwork, the closeness to healthy
cycles of life and death, the multidisciplinary intellectualism of farming, the thought and care
intrinsic in the farm’s food, the history embodied in farm infrastructure, and the tether of a
long-term community. I have attempted to categorize connections (here and below) as a way
of demonstrating their character, richness, and diversity, but they are actually difficult to
cleanly divide, as they are part of an integrated whole. Participants often did not separate
kinds of connection but instead pointed to broad categories like community and land. One
farmer wrote, “I love farming because I feel a deep connection with the food I consume and
the land that I live on. I farm because this work makes me feel alive.” A CSA member
unknowingly echoed, “I feel intimately connected to the plants and animals I am eating, as
well as to the people who work so hard to produce this bounty.” The farm is an integrated
whole that offers numerous, interlinked values to the people involved with it.
Smag for Livet operates as a connecting force between disciplines and between
individuals and their own sensory experience. Naturally, interdisciplinary blending is part of
an interdisciplinary center, but I was interested that the same point arose on the farm, that
farmers there enjoy being generalists rather than specialists and trying to connect the dots in
a diversified system. In some SFL projects, Mikael told me, “the food is the central subject
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of the project. But in our project, it’s not the food, it’s taste, and that’s the relation between
people and food” (61:81, emphasis his). Taste itself is the connecting force.
For humanities-focused members of SFL, commensality is a critical part of what it
means to study taste. Commensality is the observation that humans eat with others, a fact
imbued with many social, cultural, and personal meanings (Fischler, 2011).87 Approaching
food through taste allows SFL to reach people “on the level of human beings, and the way
they interact with the world and between themselves” (66:58). This is a very ecofeminist
sentiment. Ole Mouritsen, the center’s leader, himself a natural scientist, made a comment
that resonates with ecofeminist critiques of cultural and scientific dualizations between
hierarchies of man/woman, science/nature, and mind/body (Mellor, 1997a; Ament, 2019).
Taste, Mouritsen indicated, reintegrates “intellectual and also physical activities and craft,
design. Mind and body” (66:68). These members stressed to me the importance of taste as a
social faculty, as culturally-mediated. The connections built by commensality—or lacking in
its absence—are foundational to the human experience.
Connections to place emerged in both cases as well. CSA members often observed
how important it is to them to know where their food comes from. The idea of place and
food being linked is not new; it is at least as old as the concept of terroir. Through terroir,
SFL member Hedegaard (2018) argues, we can build and maintain a relationship to place
(see also, Casey, 2001). Another way to think of this as daily, embodied, value-based
relationship: the physical act of eating, relating to place, through particular food choices.

I have written elsewhere that aspects of commensality also appear in the Essex Farm CSA, through people
gathering together around food through team meals, member food distribution, and virtual communitybuilding for distant city members (Morgan, 2020c).
87
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Place is not always immediate, or necessarily concrete. At a book reading on the
farm, Kristin observed that, through farming, Mark is connecting people to sunlight, the
energy that moves from rays to seeds to plant to food. The connection is rooted in their
agricultural landscape moves past it to the level of the solar system. Mark later told me,
probably thinking of that moment,
…if my life mission is one thing it’s really to connect people to sunlight…But I think
it’s more like connecting people to everything. Which sounds—that’s getting into
religious turf. Which is fun to think about, too, right…I wanna find it for myself and
for you and me to both be inspired by right where we are” (30:185).
This sentiment is both universalizing and highly specific. The connections are
comprehensive—connecting to everything, even beyond the physical world to the
metaphysical—but inspired by being right where we are. In place. Cultural geographer
Edmunds Bunkše (2007) writes that physical sensation is a way of knowing landscape: “I am
localized, but have been unable to find an emotional connection to the universal” (p. 220).
Mark would seem to disagree.
Where their perspectives overlap is in Bunkše’s argument of “imagination as the
single most important human ability in sensing and interpreting landscapes” (p. 222). Even
in an immediate landscape, imagination is at play.88 It is true for many people in Denmark,
connecting to an idea of a (sustainable) Nordic landscape. This is also true for CSA members
in New York City, who may have never seen the farm, and connect to it through food and

An excellent example of this comes from Morse et al. (2014), who detail how Vermont landowners actively
recreate a pastoral aesthetic that is actually based on tourism promotion campaigns of the 1800s, but has since
become an integral, visual demonstration of the Vermont working landscape. Imagination and embodiment
come together in human-influenced landscapes.
88
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virtual representations in Kristin’s books, email updates, and social media. Even for the
farmers, who have the most direct connection to place through their embodied, kinesthetic
experiences of it (Carolan, 2008), imagination plays a powerful role. For many of them, the
idea of “working for a better world” (24:38) is a powerful motivator, and one that can fade
when interpersonal or working conditions lead to relative disillusionment. Bunkše again:
I had discovered a landscape for which I have affection…it is a landscape within my
heart—an internalized external landscape, grasped whole through all the senses. It is
a very important connection with a vast external landscape, and in that sense, it
means the relative ending of exile. (227)
According to theories of human entanglement in the natural world (Tsing, 2015) and of the
“meshwork” of reality (Ingold, 2008), connection to place is naturally connection to the
universal, because everything is linked. Bunkše’s observation speaks to how necessary that
connection can be, to end exile, to feel rooted in a deep and loving way.
Through connection, food comes to represent longed-for meaning in the human
experience. Historically, food has had metaphysical meanings: moral, social, and sacred
symbolism. In Western, industrialized societies, these meanings have been diminished over
the last century or so through the processes of urbanization and industrialization. Over the
same span of years, various food movements have attempted to re-instill meaning in food
(Robbins, 2019). These “transcendental” meanings connect food and the human body with
larger spiritual (including naturalized, secular) significance (LeVasseur, 2017; Robbins, 2019).
“Food has meaning: what, where, and how a person eats represents a statement about their
view of the world” (Robbins, 2019, p. 229). Ecofeminists have long argued that capitalism’s
view of nature is parallel to its view of women and people of color (King, 2002; LaDuke,
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2002; Mellor, 1997a). From that standpoint, attempts to reconnect—or reconfigure the
connection—to land, body, and society, through food, might be seen as quotidian attempts
to undo human alienation from the natural world. Industrialism and capitalism have made
much of food into a commodity, but this transformation is reversible. “Food is transformed
from a commodity to a pleasure made possible by human relationships, the
limitations/specificities of an ecology, attentive husbandry of biodiversity, and responsible
global citizenship” (Starr, 2010, p. 484). These projects contradict food commoditization by
inherently aspiring to and enacting transformations at the micro scale of the system.

Evangelism
“I have this basic idea that it is better to scale OUT. To have more people working on the
same idea. Open-source… A lot more dynamics and a lot more development” (Frøst,
60:120).
In this research, the embodiment of sustainable food systems—a holistic definition
of sustainability as relational, economic, and cultural as well as ecological—involves
evangelism of its values. A CSA member and sometime-farmer told me that, whatever
interpersonal tensions arise over Mark’s management style, “ultimately I feel like, you know,
Mark is really in it for the greater good” (22:99). In Denmark, Mikael Schneider said that the
work Smag for Livet is doing could not be done under for-profit funding conditions
“because it doesn't really benefit anyone but the greater good” (60:131). Participants across
SFL mentioned their mission to support “the good life,” and farmers and members
expressed the idea that they were working on something greater than themselves. One
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farmer told me, “I've always [pause] had a strong interest in [pause], I guess, to put it simply,
working for a better world” (24:38).
The good life and the greater good. In both cases, participants have a mission to
spread the word; both groups believe strongly that their values will make the world better.
Essex Farm has Mark and Kristin, working, recruiting, speaking, writing, and posting about
the farm and what it stands for. It also has a large number of “alumni,” farmers who have
gone on to start their own local CSA farms. SFL has its members, teachers, events,
publications, and “Taste Ambassadors.” Ole Mouritsen said this is how the center’s work
lives on in its “children,” all the people who have been involved in SFL over the years who
have “already gone out—hopefully they’re missionaries around the country,” spreading
awareness of taste (66:47). Communication is the lifeblood of both organizations, the farm
for its livelihood, and the center for the achievement of its founding mission.
In both cases, the message is more than it may immediately seem. As Mark said, he
wants to connect people to everything. As detailed in Chapter 3, SFL members have many
other food-related values—like healthy eating, sustainability, commensality, and engagement
with cultural identity—that they hope might be inspired through taste. It is easier to see how
this evangelism manifests on the farm, in recruited farmers, other people who start full-diet
CSAs after reading Kristin’s book, alumni farmer CSAs, and the rapturous buy-in of some
members who cannot imagine a return to grocery stores. It is a bit harder for me to
determine SFL’s influence, partly because I did not have access to their audiences, and partly
because they are just one in a national network of organizations working on food and taste
simultaneously. As noted in Chapter 3, however, there are glimmers of impact, as ministers
in government begin to consider questions of taste in school lunch programs and
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curricula—and as every year, SFL graduates more student teachers trained to instruct about
taste. There might be something to their insinuation that knowledge and values can trickle
out.
They certainly trickle out from Essex Farm. I spoke with a farm member in New
York City for whom the CSA offered the daily embodiment of her values, had furthered and
solidified them so that her whole worldview now incorporates a sense of metabolic, cyclical
sustainability learned from her relationship to the farm:
I think because I care so much about Mark and Kristin and the farmers and then all
of the animals, it just makes me hyper aware of every single thing I get from the farm
and cook and everything leftover. So I’m now throwing nothing in the trash. So, like,
you know, I look at the bones, not as just like trash. I’m like, oh, these are Essex
animal bones [laughs]. I like it to return to the earth. So how do I make that work?
So I think because I feel connected to all of it, it just makes me hyper aware of every
single part of the food I get. And then it makes—it bleeds into everything else in my
life. You know sometimes to the point of being driven insane by [laughing]– cuz in
my office a lot of my coworkers just refuse to recycle. So I– so I spend, sometimes
I'll pick through the garbage and take plastic out and wash it and people throw food
in the gar– you know, so it's just [pause] part of me knows that I'm not being
ridiculous and that they're being irrational by doing this. But also like 99% of the
people in America act that way. So it's like emotionally difficult for me to always be
so sensitive to it. But I can't help it. It's irreversible at this point. (8:73)
Funnily enough, Essex Farm here is proof of an argument implicit to Smag for Livet, that
involvement with a values-based project can change one’s entire worldview.
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On some level, what both groups are after is greater awareness. Much of the data on
Essex Farm participants’ discussions of sensory experiences are about using taste faculties to
discern the quality of food. This is, of course, largely what SFL also aims to do; although
they are more explicitly about quality of life than of food, many participants seem to share
the assumption that lack of sensory awareness leads to lack of appreciation of food, which
leads to choosing food lacking in quality—i.e. industrial, culturally disembedded, or
unhealthy food. “Quality” here can mean many things, as detailed above, including tasty,
sustainable, healthy, and relational. If the physical aesthetic represents these qualities, then
the goal must be to teach people to be able to perceive those things, through both systems
awareness and physical presence.
Mouritsen told me that the real goal of taste education is to get people to pay
attention, to their own daily experiences and also to others’. “After all, it is a way of learning
about the world, isn't it,” he said (66:64). This viewpoint has deep connections to
scholarship on the Anthropocene. Ecological economists have been arguing for decades that
we need to pay attention to the actual physical limits that the biosphere puts on our
economies. Systems thinker Donella Meadows (1996) implored us to pay attention to and
take seriously our own feelings-based visions for the future. Sensory scholars suggest that
paying attention to sensation is a method not only of personal enlightenment, but even an
anti-capitalist action, a deep material engagement that precludes the need for hyper
consumption (Howes, 2005c). Contemporary feminist scholars show how paying attention
to the environment with one’s body can illuminate everything from the pollution we wreak
to the very foundations of our inextricability from the rest of the world (Scott, 2016; Alaimo,
2017; Code, 2006). The connection here is about fighting the damaging capitalist economic
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logics of alienation through intentional, sensual and scientific engagement with the world. It
is time, argues Tsing (2015), to “reimbue the economy with the arts of noticing,” on the
small scale but with the knowledge that each scale links to another in global chains (p. 132).
Through paying attention, through expressing and sharing the skill of noticing, we might
reconnect and know what our actions create in our bodies, communities, landscape, and
world.
An International Aesthetic for Regional Food
Together, these shared food values suggest an aesthetic for regional food that is
shared across international borders. As noted earlier, “aesthetic” refers to a physical
manifestation (Hedegaard, 2019) of a judgement, experience, or value (Shelley, 2017). It is
the judgement about what qualities make food “good.” In both cases, “good food” is a result
of process, whether the process of farming in a particular way or the process of tasting with
particular attention. The object of these processes—the food eaten—comes to represent the
values of pleasure, sustainability, health, and cultural and geographic connection, all of which
are implicitly achieved through regional production.
Much of the literature on alternative foods focuses on local food. While it is relevant
to this discussion, and cited below, I use the word regional as slightly more specific to these
projects (although both terms have vague definitions). Smag for Livet participants rarely
mentioned local food but, as detailed in Chapter 3, are surrounded by discussions of
“Nordic food,” which encompasses an entire northern region and includes five countries
and two territories. Essex Farm operates on a much smaller scale than SFL’s nationwide
reach, but even it has broadened its mission beyond feeding the immediately local
community, and now ships food about 300 miles south to New York City. (For reference,
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that is a longer distance than from the northern tip of Denmark to its southern border with
Germany.) In both cases, the local itself landscape is important to some participants, but so
too is the larger inclusion of a regional community.
Regional values have been critiqued by scholars writing about local food movements
in the early 2000s. Dupuis and Goodman (2005), criticizing the local food movement as
being dangerously un-reflexive about social justice, acknowledge that global industrial
agriculture takes advantage of “placelessness,” and alternative food supporters rely partially
on place to build their counter-movements. Kloppenburg and others (2000) conducted a
study on what people envisioned as a “sustainable” food system. Together, participants
imagined sustainability broadly, including it being proximate, relational, diverse, ecologically
sustainable, knowledgeable or communicative, and sacred. These traits resonate strongly
with the goals that this study’s participants identified. Similarly, Murdoch and Miele (2004)
argue that market focus on “quality” foods is a signal to consumers of cultural, social, or
environmental “goods.” They offer three main characteristics associated with what they term
a “new aesthetic” of food: local provenance, environmental qualities, and social significance.
The result is an aesthetic of embeddedness and relationship to culture and landscape.
In these and other writings, the local and global are in dialogue, whether oppositional
or referential; some scholars argue that local and alternative foods are a repudiation of global
industrialization, while others maintain that the two are different manifestations of the same
processes, each scale of production influencing the other. One of the places these debates
arise is in writings about “glocalization,” the “simultaneous occurrence of both
universalizing and particularizing tendencies” in contemporary systems (Blatter, n.d., para. 1).
Glocalization reflects that locality is often produced from the outside, in generalized recipes
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not specific to place (Robertson, 1995). This observation resonates strongly with discourses
identified in the SFL case study and even with my argument, here, that an aesthetic pattern
can be identified between two very different cases. As a former member of SFL expressed it,
there is a connection between their taste work and New Nordic trends, and the influence is
actually from “more the global trend of terroir, and then also the Nordic Kitchen as a really
strong tradition within that. That’s kind of given Danes or Denmark a food culture. That
also works outside of Denmark” (62:63). Dupuis and Goodman’s (2005) observation about
proponents of local food in Europe generally holds true to my observations of Denmark:
“…while arguably less prone to the radical transformative idealism of US social movements,
[they] regard relocalization and re-embedding as strategies to realize a Eurocentric rural
imaginary and defend its cultural identity against a US-dominated, corporate globalization"
(p. 360). What we see here is glocalization and the near-contradiction-in-terms of “global
terroir” at work: the movement of terroir against homogenizing forces, manifested in a
particular tradition in Denmark that built a stronger sense of Danish food culture, that is
then more easily translated gastronomically back outside of Denmark, as New Nordic
restaurants and cookbooks have gained international acclaim.
Casey (2001) suggests that glocalization means place is linked to all other places
globally, largely through the internet, and is part of a “thinning out,” or disarray, of place.
The implication of this is that places manifest less specifically. Robertson (1995), on the
other hand, argues that expressions of localism cannot be read as primarily universalizing or
erasing, and that glocalizing forces involve both homogenization and heterogenization at the
local scale. With these case studies, Robertson’s contention applies more strongly. Actions at
the local scale are in dialogue with what is happening at the global scale; the actions are
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specific to place even while the values embodied might be shared in an international
discourse. If glocalization results in a “thinning out” of place, perhaps it is countered by a
“thickening” of values and practices that define food systems in that place if people are
working on similar ideas. The resulting aesthetic of embeddedness will, ideally, represent
real values and real change, not merely their representations (DuPuis & Goodman, 2005).
What do these projects signify about aspirations to make change in the food system?
In summary: achieving other food goals requires attention to pleasure; other goals are only
worthy when they also emphasize environmentalism; health is not an isolated or narrow
experience but an embedded one; and each food value may be part of a broad attempt at
meaningful connection. They also signify that change needs to be truly holistic if it is to
genuinely support these values, and that modeling and communicating are part of the work.
People are already embodying transformations that contradict the alienations of capitalism.
De-commodification is in process, and it can look as varied as a tasting exercise or a CSA
share distribution day. There are opportunities to build out change—to scale out, make
connections across diverse practices with similar goals. Various efforts can potentially find
connections through the values that they manifest physically. Regional food systems are
fertile places for disrupting the status quo, and might do well to find, explore, and support
such synergies that are complicated to achieve but awesome to imagine. The following
conclusion will apply these observations to questions of working on the future of food
systems.
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CONCLUSION: THE NEW WORLD WE CARRY IN OUR HEARTS

I began this dissertation with three general goals. The first stemmed from my
personal experience that practitioners in the food system are well aware of the
environmental, social, and economic issues that we research in academia. Many of them are
actively working to address those issues, and I wanted to know what is being done on (and
in) the ground, where change is happening. Second, I wanted to methodologically reconnect
the human scale of the system to its wider dynamics and implications. Food systems scholars
argue that we need holism to truly understand this field, but we are still working out how to
achieve that. I aspired to bring individual action into scholarly conversation with the
systemic forces it engages in daily practice. Finally, I hoped to inform current and future
efforts at making food systems sustainable, both ecologically and culturally. It is to this
question of the future that I now turn.
Academia can play an important role in imagining a future system. Academics have,
as feminist scholars Gibson-Graham (2006) argue, permission in “creating the world of
possibility that enables ‘other worlds’ to actually arise” (p. xii). In elaborating possibility, the
practice of visioning becomes critical for “imagining and living in a future that does not
simply replicate and intensify the present” (Shotwell, 2016, p. 165). Without a clear vision,
we cannot pursue or achieve systems change (D. Meadows, 1996). For this reason, I have
interrogated not only what the two cases, Essex Farm and Smag for Livet, do in the food
system, but why—the vision that their actions might bring into being. The complementarities
that change agents possess in their imaginations have the potential to foster global
transitions in sustainability (Feola & Jaworska, 2018).
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I originally planned this research as inquiry into “radical” alternatives in the food
system. In food systems, “radical” proposals target the root of problems in order to “address
structural issues and include food sovereignty, agrarian reform, and the democratization of
food systems in favor of the poor” (Holt-Giménez, 2017, p. 220). While we may make
proposals toward such broad effects, it is difficult to actually enact them within current
systems and in daily life.89 Essex Farm’s ideas, for instance, are radical—they propose to
break the link between the market economy and food procurement—but not entirely
achievable given the economic realities in which they must operate. Because of these
difficulties, I have used the concept of “embodied imaginations,” or how people bring their
visions into material, albeit partial, being. Imaginations can themselves be radical without
becoming abstract; “radical imaginations” of a sustainable transition are “profoundly
contextual and embodied” (Khasnabish, 2019, p. 5).
“The process of building a responsible vision of a sustainable world…comes from
values, not logic,” said systems theorist Donella Meadows (1996, p. 1).90 For most of this
dissertation, I have discussed “values” in the sense of principles or goals to which people
adhere. There is of course a reductive economic idea of value, in terms of what something is

For example, it is interesting to note that some papers on imaginaries of radical change, like degrowth
economics, analyze fiction rather than real-world cases as a method for demonstrating possibility (e.g. Kallis &
March, 2015).
89

What do we want to embody in our food systems? This is a broad question, and one that can encompass
much more diversity than is reflected in this project. The case studies are of course narrow to particular
organizations, and any implications drawn may only pertain to Western and industrialized contexts. Even the
ideas of change and progress discussed here reflect a particular historical and class-based worldview (Berger,
1992). And yet, this question is being asked around the world in different contexts (Alonso-Fradejas et al.,
2015; Via Campesina, 2007). Perhaps the more we ask this question, the more we can make positive change in
a diversity of ways and places.
90
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worth in dollars. As people have pointed out, the two meanings overlap (Harvey, 2015;
Spash & Aslaksen, 2015). In these case studies, participants are actively disrupting ideas of
economic value by decommodifying—that is, making meaningful, specific, and placebased—their relationship with food. Although they are not able to do this in radical systemic
ways, it is nevertheless an important resistance to the homogenizing forces of a capitalist
food system. The current system is designed for profit, speculation, and extraction, and
changing the underlying value relationships is the only way to move instead toward need,
equity, and resilience (Holt-Giménez, 2010).
In thinking about how to resolve the contradiction between clear, radical visions for
the future and the very constraints that make such visions necessary, I have found the work
of philosopher Alexis Shotwell particularly instructive. “The new world we carry in our
hearts,” she writes, “is always a world grounded in the actually existing present in all its
impurity, responsible to the past in all its complexity” (Shotwell, 2016, p. 193). She argues
that seeking purity in action, given the complicated and complicit systems within which we
live, is “simultaneously inadequate, impossible, and politically dangerous for shared projects
of living on earth (p. 107). Because we are embedded in systems that are beyond our ability
to fully know or alter, responding to them is an endless struggle. We must acknowledge that
to eat is to be involved in “complex webs of suffering,” which we must act against but will
never overcome individually (p. 5). One research participant spoke to this in the ongoing,
on-farm debates over how to balance environmental ideals with financial realities. Mark, he
said, is “being pragmatic. He’s trying to make a move in the world that is—that exists, which
is still all about, you know, making the big money. And at the same time he’s building a
viable food system for a significant population” (33:129). In other words, the outcomes may
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not be perfect while still representing a desirable, achievable alternative. I want to be clear
that while I have analyzed the complications of how both Essex Farm and Smag for Livet
operate, my intention is not to hold them to an impossible standard of purity, but rather to
illuminate the places where values struggle to manifest fully, with an ultimate end of
supporting more successful transformations.
Two areas of relative “impurity” emerged in this dissertation through their absence
rather than their presence. First, while much current food systems work in the United States
is concerned with issues of social justice, justice did not arise as a significant theme in either
case study. Both Essex Farm and Smag for Livet do have social goals, including equality of
access, and, following Shotwell, I do not mean to suggest that every organization attempt to
tackle every major social consideration related to their operation. And as I wrote in Chapter
3, social justice considerations are somewhat different in Denmark, where class divisions still
exist but where justice issues are considerably less urgent than in the U.S. Nevertheless, the
fact that justice does not appear in the shared values in Chapter 4 suggests that it may be
difficult to prioritize multiple, foundational kinds of change. Academics could perhaps play a
useful role in demonstrating where holistic ideas of sustainability (again, environmental,
social, and economic) fall apart, and where and how they might be more evenly knit
together.
Second, it became clear through this work that advocates of regional food systems
still need to address charges of nationalism and parochialism. In both case studies, some
participants felt that the insularity of “local” or “Nordic” food reflected deeper issues of
xenophobia and cultural elitism against outside persons. These views were in the minority
but were forcefully held. While I believe it is possible to exclude groups of people through
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particular food aesthetics, I also believe there are many legitimate reasons for producing and
distributing food regionally, including transparency in production practices, maintaining
strong (inclusive) community ties, connection to place, and freshness and pleasure. Each of
these reasons has a corpus of food-based literature behind it; the question here is whether
we can keep an open and caring attitude toward the wider world while rooting into placebased food projects in our own communities. Both Essex Farm and Smag for Livet
demonstrate that care for the wider world can be a motivating factor for grounding food in
place. The remaining work, then, is to strengthen and articulate how place-based projects can
support global community benefits and support their proliferation across a multitude of
places.
Part of the articulation of local-global complementarities is done through creating
models to follow. Chapter 4 discussed how Essex Farm and Smag for Livet evangelize their
views and methods. Daily operation is part of how they spread the word, by embodying an
alternative way of doing things. Their realized imaginations can foster bigger imaginations of
what is possible (Pink, 2015). A former Essex farmer, who now works on another valuesbased CSA project, told me that the very fact of the farm’s existence has expanded his idea
of what can come into being. He has a complex, radical vision of a landscape-wide, full-diet
agricultural system that involves diverse producers for local self-sufficiency and cuts out
traditional price mechanisms attached to food. “I love Essex Farm in part for that example
of ‘anything’s possible,’” he told me. Seeing their model, his ideas go not to recreating the
Essex model, “but well beyond Essex. But it’s only because I saw what Essex does. Had I
not seen that, I wouldn’t be able to have these things and visions, because I might not
experience this in reality” (17:121;126). In this way, embodied imaginations create not only
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the physical expression of what is envisioned but also an increased capacity for even greater
imagination. Each generation of work opens up greater pathways for the next.
The questions of scale and replication have hovered in the background of my
analysis. The scale of the global food system is nearly unknowable, and on-the-ground
alternatives are miniscule by comparison. Could one really be challenged by the other? Could
any revealed successes be replicated? For the most part, participants did not discuss scaling
“up” of their ideas and seemed to prefer the idea of scaling “out,” that is, spreading ideas
that are able to exist in patchy diversity (Tsing, 2015). This is unsurprising, as both projects
are operating in a context of a globalized food system and with awareness of the issues that
consolidation and large institutions have caused. Again, there is a tension here between
wanting to spread a particular food system imaginary widely while acting locally—whether
through small-scale farming, or the individual’s engagement with an immediate sense
experience. It is possible that such tensions might be relieved through the building of loose
coalitions. Gibson-Graham (2006) describe this as the success of feminist movements in the
20th century: “The decentralized, uncoordinated, and place-based consciousness-raising
groups” became the movement’s “signature invention” (p. xxiii). They describe place, then,
as the “site of becoming” of “disruptive materiality” (p. xxiii). Perhaps, a similar
decentralized consciousness-raising could continue to build, if they can rally around the ideas
that have been increasingly championed in alternative food movements and appear
throughout this dissertation: ones of place, sustainability, health, community, and pleasure.
Could “scaling out” rather than “scaling up” aspirational food projects, maintaining their
place-based heterogeneity while also building momentum together? That question is outside
the scope of this work but will, I believe, shape my future efforts.
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There are many theories of how change happens, and the ones I have read that feel
most relevant to this research argue that while people may not have control over larger
systems, it is still people themselves who change the world, intentionally or unintentionally
(Wright, 2010). Relationships between people and groups are at the heart of social change
(Gobby, 2019). While an organizational structure may not be exactly replicable from place to
place, it might not matter. It is likely more important to build relationships that replicate the
values that a movement is pursuing. As we have learned from embeddedness theory, the
human dimension is a part of larger whole, so human motivations are part of that
functioning. Or, as Eric Holt-Giménez writes (2017), of trying to combat the enormous
power of capitalism in the food system, “…love alone won’t transform our food system, but
without it we’ll never change the world” (p. 240).
What would the food system look like if we had an ecofeminist economy? This
question reveals the overlap between relational change and structural change. At the
paradigmatic level, an ecofeminist food system would be based on a mentality of human
mutuality with the rest of nature, rather than one of separateness or domination. It would be
based on an understanding of ecosystems and the human place within them. Following this,
the goals of such a system would be about long-term environmental sustainability and
human sufficiency; in other words, being in “right relationship” (respectful of all and
supporting the common good) with other humans and the non-human world (Brown &
Garver, 2009). In practice, this could look like many proposals made in recent years,
including the right to food (De Schutter, 2010), food as commons (Vivero Pol, 2013), living
wage and safe working conditions for all food systems workers regardless of identity
(Michaelis et al., 2015), exclusively regenerative agricultural practices (“Why Regenerative
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Agriculture?,” 2019), and the decolonization of land and food production (LaDuke, 2018),
just to start. Overall, there would be a much less individualistic, self-maximizing orientation
to food, instead prioritizing community food security and wellbeing, and an extension of
“community” to the realm of all life (McGregor, 2009). Another way of imagining this is a
food system in an ecological economy that prioritizes sustainable scale and just distribution
alongside economic efficiency.
It is worth pursuing these ideals on the ground, as the participants in these two case
studies do—and it is also imperative that they be supported structurally at the level of
political economy. One of the primary lessons of comparing these two case studies is that
the context for action affects what can be achieved and, sometimes, what can even be
imagined. I ended Chapter 3 reflecting that it was difficult to envision, in the near-term at
least, a United States food education program based on sensory engagement like the one
embodied in Smag for Livet. This is because there are more foundational food issues to
address and there is not the same kind of support for such cultural, experiential promotions.
The Danish context is more supportive and permissive in this way. For radical transitions,
we need to address the foundations of the system, and that includes the political economic
structures that shape so much else. This is not unimaginable in the U.S.; Bernie Sanders put
out a Green New Deal plan during the 2020 election that explicitly prioritized supporting
farmers and landscapes in transitioning to regenerative agriculture and climate change
resilience. The plan included, among many other things, assisting farmers of color in
regaining farmland, incentivizing community ownership of farmland, increasing access to
food, and ensuring fair prices (The Green New Deal, n.d.). The policies may be far from
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current reality, except that they now exist in the current imaginary, which is a necessary and
powerful step towards realization.
I now return to my original argument, in Chapter 1, about the need for ecofeminist,
transdisciplinary, context-based research. Shotwell (2016) argues, as other social scientists
have before, that interpreting and changing the world are inseparable acts. It is critical,
therefore, to carefully choose and convey both the theory employed and the outcomes
desired. Like many of the scholars I have cited throughout this long work, I see the world
through an experience of embeddedness, and I hope for systems that embody less damage
and greater equity for humans and non-humans alike. While often discussed in meta-level
abstractions, social transitions are not only systemic, they are personal, emotional, and felt
(Feola & Jaworska, 2018). Ethnography, therefore, is “particularly well-suited to exploring
the affective, embodied, and imaginative dimensions of social movements” (Khasnabish,
2019, p. 7). To achieve real utopian visions capable of becoming realities, we must go further
than the theorists of the past and integrate the sensory realm into our social and ecological
transitions (Howes, 2010). After all, the body, with all its sensations, can be the ultimate site
of resistance (Hayes-Conroy & Hayes-Conroy, 2008). I will keep, and urge others to keep,
both values and sensations close to even structuralist efforts in remaking the food system.
I began this dissertation with a question. How do we imagine a better world? With
our bodies. Through our food. In relationship with others and with place. On the shoulders
of previous visionaries. With values that can connect efforts across international divides and
still be internally divided. Joyfully, curiously, hopefully, laboriously, impurely, conflictedly. In
spite of everything that might thwart us, we keep imagining and creating something greater
than what we have found.
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APPENDIX 1: ESSEX FARM DATA COLLECTION

Interview Protocol: Farmers
For employees: Although the information you give will be shared, your identity will be confidential; I do not
report to farm operators, and will keep our conversations between us.
1. Walk me through the basics of how Essex Farm operates.
2. How long have you worked here?
3. Tell me what you know about how this farm was started. What was the original
motivation?
4. Has the farm changed over time? …How? …Why? …Have the motivation or goals
changed?
5. What do you think sets Essex Farm apart from other farms/CSA farms? (List as many
things as can think of)
6. What if everyone produced food this way? (What’s stopping it?)
7. Do you think the farm is successful? …In what ways yes/no?
8. Are there things that make this farm work that would be hard to replicate elsewhere?
9. Why do you work here, rather than a different job or a different farm?
10. Is there anything that could be different on the farm that would help you feel a greater
sense of ownership or commitment to the process?
11. Essex Farm is pretty well-known. What do you think isn’t known about the farm, that
should be? …For other farmers who might want to farm this way? …For the general public?
Interview Protocol: CSA members
1. How did you first hear about Essex Farm?
2. When did you sign up/how long have you been a member?
(If it’s been a while: What changes have you seen over time?)
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3. What made you choose this CSA, over other options?
4. Walk me through a normal week of food—pick-up, cooking, other shopping, eating…
5. Do you buy other things from the store? What are they?
6. How does the rest of your family feel about the share?
7. Why do you think more people don’t run or support farms like this one?
8. Why do you imagine I’m studying this particular CSA program?
9. What do you think people should know about the Essex Farm CSA that they don’t?
(Scientists? Farmers? Other eaters?)
10. What, if anything, would you change about the farm or the share?
11. Would you be interested in taking part in a photography project, taking pictures of the
meals you make, your pantry, your pick-up, etc.?
Call for Participation: A PhotoVoice Project about Essex Farm
The following is additional information for people interested in taking part in the
PhotoVoice component of Caitlin Morgan’s doctoral research project on Essex Farm.
PhotoVoice is a qualitative research method that allows participants to engage in
photography, story, and personal reflection. Participants are given cameras or use their own
cameras or phones to document parts of their life that feel important and relevant. This
allows them to co-create the knowledge of the study through the selection of research
data—in this case, visual images.
In this phase of study, we are interested in people’s motivations for being part of the farm.
Logistical details:
•
•
•
•

The study commitment is 2 weeks.
At least once a day, participants will take a photo that relates to the question “why do
I work at Essex Farm?” and will save the photos.
At the end of 2 weeks, participants will receive a short exercise and writing prompt,
which should take 30-45 minutes to complete. Photos and written materials will be
sent to the researcher.
Everyone who completes the study will receive $50 as a thank-you!
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Privacy considerations:
Participation in this project means that your photos may be used and published as part of
the research. Taking part in this study is completely voluntary, is confidential unless you
explicitly wish to be identified in the study results, and you may withdraw at any time. Please
do not take pictures that identify anyone who is not involved in the study. Please do not
include photographs of anything that could be considered illegal, dangerous, or obscene.
Email caitlin.b.morgan@uvm.edu if you wish to participate. Thank you for your interest!
PhotoVoice Final Exercise
Please read through the following document one page at time, focusing on each set of
instructions before moving on to the next.
This exercise should take about 30-45 minutes. Please take enough time to do it fully.
Thank you so much for taking part!
Step 1
Gather all your photos together so that you can look at them together as a group—in a
folder or a thread
Take 5-10 minutes to look through & familiarize yourself with the images you’ve taken over
the two-week period
Step 2
Having looked through your photos, what pops out? Are there patterns or themes that
emerge in the images? Anything surprising? Do they seem to relate to the original prompt, or
have they deviated in content or in style?
Take a few minutes to jot down some notes about what you notice.
Step 3
Choose 1-2 patterns or observations that feel the most meaningful to you.
Choose approximately 5 of your photos that connect most strongly to your chosen topics.
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(Remember, these photos may be published as part of the research! If you are including
photos of people, please note whether or not you got their permission to publish their faces.
If you didn’t, you can still reflect on these images.)
Step 4
Using your notes and your 5 photos, write 1-2 paragraphs on your chosen topics.
You can answer these questions or just free-write:
What has come up during this reflection?
How do the photos represent or tie into the patterns you notice in your own work?
What do you see in your photos about the reason why you work at Essex Farm?
Do they represent something you expected to capture, or did you learn something from the
process of taking and selecting photos?
Step 5
Please send your 5 photos and written reflection to Caitlin. Email is preferable if you are
able!
Thank you so much for participating in this research.
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APPENDIX 2: ESSEX FARM DATA ANALYSIS

“Loose” Codes of Fieldnotes (starred codes are shared with Smag for Livet fieldnotes)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Actual food*
Change
Don’t forget…*
Farm function
Goals*
Impressions/feelings*
Mark
Relationship
o Farmer to farmer
o Free food
o Me to farmers
o Members and farmers
o People to farm
o Positionality*
Sensory experience*
Tasks

Topics of Fieldnote Memos
•
•
•
•
•

Connection
Farm Function
Feelings
Loose Ends and Ongoing Questions
Personal Experiences and Relationships

Code Book (shared with Smag for Livet analysis)
Change: Theory of change, change over time, personal change (not vision of change)
Context and Condition: (includes scale)
Emotion: Spirituality, visceral, aliveness, etc.
Goals and Vision: Motivation, priorities, relationship to mainstream, etc.
Good Quote!
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Organization Functioning: Personalities, communications, mechanisms for action, etc.
Other: Miscellaneous emergent codes
Problem Being Addressed
Relationship: Interpersonal and community, landscape, etc.
Season(ality)
Separation/Connection
Success/Failure
The Sensory/The Body
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APPENDIX 3: SMAG FOR LIVET DATA COLLECTION

Interview Protocol
Tell me about your role in Smag for Livet.
What was the original motivation creating SFL? Why this project?
Describe the full range of SFL activities.
How has SFL developed/changed over time?
What is the future of SFL. (Realistically? Ideally?)
What are the primary methods employed by SFL?
What is the value of having culinary and food science experts teaching demos?
Tell me about the project’s collaborations. Who is involved, and why? Who should be and
isn’t? What are the main tensions within the group?
Should all food education be pursued this way? If so, why isn’t it?
Is there a problem that SFL is trying to fix? If so, what is it?
What will come from taste? Will it help health? Environment? Do you believe that
sustainability can be hedonistic?
Do you think SFL has been “successful,” and how would you define success in this case?
Are you measuring impact?
Do you think SFL is a uniquely Danish undertaking, or are there aspects of it that are
universal? How/in what ways? If not universal, applicable in other Western contexts?
What do you see as the connection between SFL and the New Nordic food movement?
How would you describe the state of the food system in Denmark? What are its essential
features?
What is considered sustainable food in Denmark? What is considered desirable food? Where
are there rifts between different people’s ideas of what they want from food?
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Is there/what is the difference between government food priorities and how NGOs are
pursuing things?
What supports people’s food lives in Denmark? What gets in the way?
What would you change about food in Denmark, if anything? (What would be an ideal
Danish food system?)
Is there something about SFL that I should ask, but haven’t?
List of Observation Locations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aarhus Food Festival
Odense Food Festival
Smag for Livet annual meeting
Oyster Festival and fish education activity
Fish Circus
Food locations throughout Aarhus
Food locations in Copenhagen

List of Roles of Interviewees (some vague for anonymity)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Director
Project coordinator
Communications manager
Teacher instructor
School teacher
Chef teacher
Educational materials coordinator
Bridge Builder
Research assistant
Natural science professors (not including people listed above) (2)
Humanities professors (4)
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Table of Educational Activities Mentioned in Interviews

Activity

Where

Who Participated

Learning Goal

"Tasting of
December"

School

Students

Interview with
parent or
grandparent
about food
memories
Write a letter to
class fieldtrip
host

School

Students

Learn about
memoir genre
and recall own
holiday tasting
memories
Learn about
interviewing
and family
history

School

Students

Fieldtrip to
"forest
museum";
butchered and
cooked deer;
took
photographs;
put on
photography
exhibit at
school
Fieldtrip to
Nordic Food
Lab for tasting
experiments

Museum
and School

Students

Nordic
Food Lab

Students

Research
or
Education?
Education

Education

Danish writing; Education
reinforcement
of food field
trip
Food
Education
preparation
knowledge and
exposure; art
photography
and reporting

Sensory
experiments
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Education

Chemistry
experiment
adding acids to
foods
Setting the table
and eating
together
Recreating
famous Danish
paintings
featuring food
Field exercise
tasting "parts of
the landscape"
(woods,
beaches, sea,
etc."
Following five
classes of 11-12
year-olds for
one year,
merging course
subjects
(technology,
physics,
cooking,
history)
A week of
teaching all
courses of all
grades in
Bornhølm
through taste
Class on Danish
apples

School

Students

Science lesson

Education

School

Students

Education

School

Students

Commensality
and culture
lesson
Art history;
photography

Outdoors

Anyone

Cultural
landscape
engagement

Education

School

Students

Course
learning
objectives;
pedagogical
merging

Both

School

Students and
researchers

All normal
course learning
objectives,
through taste

Both

School

Students

Education

Bread baking
experiment
(doubling,
halved, and
normal yeast
followed by
volume
calculations and

School

Students

Local foods
and sensory
components
Math and
sensory lesson
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Education

Education

sensory
analysis)

"Master Chef"
competition
including
creating and
cooking a dish
from a box of
ingredients;
making a
documentary of
the process
The Taste of
Onion

School

Students and
researchers

Cooking,
collaboration,
recording, and
narrative

Both

School

Students

Education

Five-week
thematic course
on sensory
properties of
fish
Aroma pens for
prompting
sensory
associations
Taste of
Seasons
(harvesting,
cooking, and
eating in every
season)

School

Students and
researchers

Using onion in
family and
consumer
science course
Greater fish
acceptances

School

Students

Education

School and
fieldtrip

Students

Cultural
comparisons
and sensory
analysis
Seasonal
awareness and
cooking/food
education
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Both

Education

Presentation
about chemistry
in foods and
"e" numbers

Aarhus
Food
Festival

Community
members

Industrial candy
blind taste test

Food
festival

Community
members

Filleting, ink
printing, and
frying fish

Community Community
events
members

Miscellaneous
activities
including
Culinary
Borderlands,
Anthropological
Taste Saloon,
and Mystery of
Taste
Assembling a
"common lunch
bag" as a family
with "healthy"
and "unhealthy"
ingredients
Listen to a
Taste tent

Food
festival

Community
members

Playful
engagement
with food and
taste through
different lenses

Education

Food
festival

Community
members

Awareness
about family
roles in food
choices

Both

Aarhus
Food
Festival

Community
members and
researchers

Tasting unusual
foods (e.g.
seaweed, black
sesame,

Ministry of
Culture
"Culture
Night"
event

Community
members

Collect
Both
anthropological
stories from
people's
associations
with food
sounds
Outreach;
Education
sense
engagement
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Greater
Education
understanding
of "e" numbers
(Danish code
on food
products that
can be scanned
for information
about
additives)
Sensory
Education
engagement
with everyday
foods
Multiple
Education
engagements
with fish

chocolate
hummus)

Make-yourownsmørrebrød
with toppings
from each
flavor category
Chef-run kids
cooking
workshop

Odense
food
festival

Community
members

Food
festival

Children from
Culinary
community and chef education
students

Education

"Gastrojams"
(lecture of
gastrophysics,
technique, and
tasting on
various
subjects, e.g.
"potato")

Food
festival

Community
Cultural,
members, chefs, and gastronomic,
researchers/speakers and sensory
engagement

Education
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Outreach;
sense
engagement;
cultural
engagement

Education

APPENDIX 4: SMAG FOR LIVET DATA ANALYSIS

“Loose” Codes of Fieldnotes (starred codes are shared with Essex Farm fieldnotes)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actual food*
Aesthetics
Background on SFL
Class distinctions
Cultural
Don’t forget…*
Educational activities
Food sources
Goals*
Good Quote!
Impressions/Feelings*
Physical orientation
Positionality*
Sensory experience*

Code Book (shared with Essex Farm analysis)
Change: Theory of change, change over time, personal change (not vision of change)
Context and Condition: (includes scale)
Emotion: Spirituality, visceral, aliveness, etc.
Goals and Vision: Motivation, priorities, relationship to mainstream, etc.
Good Quote!
Organization Functioning: Personalities, communications, mechanisms for action, etc.
Other: Miscellaneous emergent codes
Problem Being Addressed
Relationship: Interpersonal and community, landscape, etc.
Season(ality)
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Separation/Connection
Success/Failure
The Sensory/The Body
(Some codes from SFL fieldnotes also used for SFL interviews)
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APPENDIX 5: OVERLAP BETWEEN CASES

Value/Goal
Environmental
sustainability
Health
Pleasure
Connection

Essex Farm

Smag for Livet

Global concerns
Personal
Ecological
Eating
Working
Community (human)
Place/land (farm)
Spirit

Global concerns
Personal (others')
Eating/tasting

Place/land (region)

(Explicit)

Self/experience
Across demographics
(Explicit and implicit)

Help others

Feed people

Support students and
teachers

Empowerment

Support craftsperson
Support farmer livelihoods development
Of local food production
Of personal decisions

Model for future

Promote awareness

Of food production
realities
Of quality

Of personal experience
Of quality

Intellectual engagement
Life

Through
complexity/diversified
agriculture
Lifestyle

Ownership

Of process

Through knowledge
development,
interdisciplinarity
Good life
Of knowledge,
experience

Expansion

Of farm

Of capacities, awareness,
curiosity

Just Essex Farm
Anti-capitalism

Just Smag for Livet
Political influence
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Small-scale, diversified
agriculture
Efficiency
Animal welfare
Locality

Disciplinary
development
Personal expression

"The greater good"

"The good life"

More connected to
community and place

More connected to self
(the world through self)

About food and
connection

About knowledge and
ability

Outcomes through food
(process and object)

Outcomes through taste
(process)
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